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Abstract

Many problems of practical and theoretical importance within the fields of Artificial
Intelligence and Operations Research are combinatorial. Combinatorial optimization
problems consist of finding values for discrete variables that meet certain conditions
and maximize (or minimize) an objective function. Usually, the problems with these
characteristics are easy to define, but often difficult to solve. In such a way that, the solution
process of many of these problems represents a great challenge and currently there is no
algorithm to find the optimal solution efficiently in the worst case. Such problems have been
classified by the scientific community as belonging to the NP-hard class.

This work focuses on NP-hard grouping problems, a special class of combinatorial
problems that, in general, implies to search an efficient distribution of a collection of items
among a set of groups. Due to the difficulty of this type of problem, the specialized literature
contains several algorithms for their solution, mainly metaheuristic algorithms, that can
obtain high-quality approximated solutions in short execution times. The most outstanding
proposals include local searches, swarm intelligence algorithms, and evolutionary algorithms,
highlighting the results obtained by the Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA). However,
despite the efforts of the scientific community in the development of new strategies, to date,
there is no algorithm that presents the best performance for all possible situations. This
phenomenon has been in-deep studied and has been described through the No-Free-Lunch
theorem, an impossibility theorem establishing that (1) a general-purpose optimization
strategy is impossible and (2) the only way one solution method can exceed another
is if it uses specific-purpose heuristics designed with knowledge of the problem domain
under consideration. For this reason, the development of high-performance algorithms for
NP-hard problems is an open research field and specialists throughout the world work on the
development of new solution methods. From the specialized literature also emerges that much
of the recent progress in algorithm development has been aided by a better understanding
of the properties of problem instances and the optimization process of the algorithms that
solve them.

The foregoing motivates this research work that addresses the characterization of the
problem Parallel Machine-Scheduling with Unrelated Machines and Makespan Minimization
(R||Cmax) and the optimization process of the GGA. In this way, this work covers (1) the
design of the first GGA for R||Cmax, since, as the best of our knowledge the literature
does not includes another proposal with a GGA for this problem; (2) the development of an
Enhanced GGA (EGGA) based on a systematical study of the optimization process presented
by the heuristic strategies of each GGA component (population initialization, crossover and
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mutation operators, and reproduction technique); and (3) the characterization of the R||Cmax

structure and the EGGA algorithmic behavior to identify improvement opportunity niches
and design a Final GGA (FGGA).

The systematical study of each GGA component in isolation allowed generating intelligent
strategies to improve their performance. Likewise, the characterization approach allowed
identifying the properties in the structure of an R||Cmax instance that becomes it difficult.
Finally, it allowed understanding how the R||Cmax properties impact the optimization process
and the final performance of the proposed EGGA. The knowledge gained was used to design
the FGGA.

The experimental results showed the usefulness of the characterization approach
employed, since the improvements implemented from the initial GGA to the FGGA allowed
reaching an improvement rate of about 396%. In such a way that the FGGA exceeds the
effectiveness of the state-of-the-art solution methods by using only 10,000 generations.

The final outcome of this work demonstrates the importance of knowing in-depth the
problem to solve, since such knowledge can be used to improve the performance of the
existing solution algorithms and to design new ones. We expect that the approach shown in
this work will be used as a guide for the study of other grouping problems and for the design
of high-performance solution methods.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background

Many problems of practical and theoretical importance within the fields of Artificial
Intelligence and Operations Research are combinatorial. The literature includes
Combinatorial Optimization Problems (COPs) in several relevant contexts such as
engineering, science, economics, and everyday life. For this reason, several studies have
been carried out to produce practical and theoretical knowledge that help to solve these
problems efficiently. In general, the COPs involve finding values for discrete variables
to obtain an optimal solution, considering certain constraints and conditions. Thus,
the algorithms that solve this type of problem seek an arrangement, grouping, order,
or selection of discrete objects, usually finite in number, that maximize or minimize an
objective function, respecting the given constraints [1].

Frequently, the COPs are easy to define, but often hard to solve. In such a way that the
solution process required for many of these problems represents a great challenge, and
currently, there is no algorithm to find the optimal solution efficiently for the worst case.
Those problems belong to the NP-hard class, and are considered inherently intractable
from a computational point of view [2].

The state-of-the-art includes a great variety of solution methods designed to solve
NP-hard COPs, highlighting the results obtained by metaheuristics that can reach
high-quality approximate solutions in short execution times. However, it is important
to note that, despite the efforts of the scientific community in the development of new
strategies, to date, no algorithm is the best option for all possible situations [3]. Given
the above, the development of high-performance algorithms for NP-hard problems is
an open field of research, and specialists throughout the world work on the design of
new solution strategies.

This research focuses on a particular class of combinatorial optimization problems,
known as grouping problems. Nowadays, solving such problems has become an
important issue, mainly because many of them occur in the industry, hospitals,
seaports, and many other real-world applications. This work concentrates on the

1
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Parallel-Machine Scheduling with unrelated machines and makespan minimization, also
known as R||Cmax, which belongs to the class of grouping problems.

The main motivation to carry out this research is related to the characterization of
the problem R||Cmax and the analysis of the algorithmic behavior of metaheuristic
algorithms specially designed to solve this problem. The detail of the R||Cmax problem
will be explained in Chapter 3. In this way, we want to provide useful tools for
developing efficient strategies that incorporate knowledge of the problem-domain in
grouping problems with different constraints and conditions, using solution methods
for R||Cmax as a guide.

In accordance with the specialized literature, the Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA)
is one of the most used solution methods to solve this type of problems. The GGA
procedure will be explained in Chapter 4. The state-of-the-art highlights the results of
GGAs with variation operators that modify the solutions in a controlled way, using
different criteria to modify the genetic material of the solutions according to the
properties of the problem to solve. This work seeks to demonstrate how the GGA
performance can improve by incorporating operators designed using knowledge of the
problem-domain. In this way, we expect that the design of GGAs under this approach
can be adapted to solve other grouping problems.

1.2 Problem statement

Grouping problems are known for their high difficulty, in such a way that so many of
them belong to the NP-hard class. It is important to note that, although the central
idea of these problems is to find an efficient distribution of a set of items among a
collection of groups D, there are grouping problems with different characteristics. Thus,
grouping problems can be constant or variable according to the number of groups. In
a constant problem, the number of groups D is known, and the objective is to identify
the efficient distribution of the items among the D groups. Therefore, in variable
problem the number of groups is unknown, and the goal will be to find the most efficient
grouping that optimizes the D value. On the other hand, grouping problems can have
identical and non−identical groups. If the quality of a solution is affected by swapping
all items of two groups, that problem belongs to the non − identical grouping class.
Otherwise, the problem is part of the identical category. Finally, grouping problems
can be order dependent when the quality of the solution depends on the order of the
groups. Consequently, grouping problems without such a dependency belong to the
class no order dependent [4].

The scientific community has shown a great interest in these problems, mainly, because
most of them emerge in real-world problems, like Home Health Care, Facility Location,
Economy of Scale, Cell Formation, Material Cutting, and Stock Portfolio, to mention
some examples.

Although the specialized literature includes several metaheuristic algorithms for
grouping problems, it highlights the popularity of the Grouping Genetic Algorithm
(GGA), related to its promising results and its flexibility to adopt new ideas to
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handle problems with different constraints and conditions. However, despite all the
efforts carried out to develop high performance solution methods, currently, there is no
algorithm that shows the best results for all possible situations. Therefore, this is still
an open research area.

In this sense, the state-of-the-art suggests that one of the key points for the design of
efficient heuristic algorithms is to identify which strategies make an algorithm to show
a better performance and under what conditions they obtain it. Recent works remark
that much of the recent progress in the development of high performance algorithms
has been aided by a better understanding of the properties immersed on the problem
instances, the optimization process of the algorithms that solve them, and their final
performance. Another important fact is that there are still emerging new and more
complex grouping problems. Therefore, it is necessary to generate knowledge of the
problem domain that could help in the solution of future problems.

It is important to note that, although the percentage of studies carried out
to understand how and why the algorithms follow a particular behavior is low,
the specialized literature includes some efforts such as the seminal work of
Quiroz-Castellanos that present an approach to characterize the NP-hard grouping
problem Bin Packing. The information gained from such study was used to design a
high performance GGA using intelligent strategies that incorporates knowledge of the
Bin Packing problem domain [5].

The above motivates this research work that looks for demonstrating that it is possible
to generalize the use of characterization approach of Quiroz-Castellanos to the design
of efficient and robust GGAs for grouping problems with different characteristics.
In this sense, this research project addresses the characterization of the NP-hard
grouping problem Parallel Machine-Scheduling with Unrelated Machines and Makespan
Minimization R||Cmax since, according to the specialized literature review, it has not
been addressed by the GGA. Moreover, the literature reveals that the methods applied
to R||Cmax that have shown the best results have been exact algorithms and local
searches. However, it is important to note that most of the proposals in the literature
are focused on the design of this type of strategies, leaving aside the study of other
metaheuristic algorithms. Finally, the state-of-the-art indicates that, although some
genetic algorithms have been proposed for R||Cmax, none of them have obtained good
results by themselves and have been combined with local searches to improve their
performance. This behavior is caused by the use of an inappropriate representation
scheme to encode and manipulate the solutions. Therefore, we want to demonstrate that
it is possible to design an efficient GGA for R||Cmax by using only traditional operators
(crossover and mutation), without incorporating local search strategies, capable of
competing with the state-of-the-art algorithms. In this sense, this work comprises the
study and design of intelligent strategies of purpose-specific for the GGA operators that
incorporate knowledge of the R||Cmax problem domain, employing exploratory data
analysis techniques to identify and study the problem characteristics that influence its
difficulty and the optimization process followed by the solution methods.
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1.3 Justification

The design of high-performance metaheuristic algorithms responds to the need of
organizations to be increasingly competitive and efficient since an important number of
vital tasks for their proper functioning involve optimization problems that are difficult
to solve. Many real-world optimization problems belong to the special class NP-hard,
which implies that no efficient algorithms are known to solve them exactly in the
worst-case [6]. Therefore, researchers throughout the world continue working on the
design of high-performance heuristic algorithms. Since the solution to these problems
implies a great challenge, the design of algorithms adapted to specific conditions
and properties is usually the best option. This task has been facilitated through
the implementation of characterization approaches that promote the understanding
of the properties of the study problems and the optimization process presented by their
solution methods.

In this research work, we apply state-of-the-art knowledge about the relationships
between the optimization problem characteristics, the optimization process of the
algorithms that solve them, and their final performance in order to generate
knowledge of the problem Parallel-Machine Scheduling with Unrelated Machines and
Makespan Minimization R||Cmax. Finally, this work shows the importance of using
a characterization approach, by employing the information gained from this study
as a guide in the design of a high-performance GGA with a population initialization
strategy, crossover and mutation operators, as well as the selection and the replacement
mechanisms that use intelligent strategies that incorporate knowledge of the R||Cmax

problem domain.

1.4 Thesis goals

1.4.1 Thesis main goal

Build robust, highly effective heuristic strategies that incorporate knowledge of the
problem domain to solve the NP-hard grouping problem Unrelated Parallel-Machine
Scheduling with Makespan Minimization R||Cmax.

1.4.2 Thesis specific goals

– Adapt the GGA-CGT genetic operators (proposed to solve the Bin Packing
Problem (BPP)) to solve the NP-hard grouping problem R||Cmax and analyze
its potential in this problem.

– Conduct an experimental analysis for the characterization of the grouping problem
R||Cmax and for the study of the algorithmic behavior presented by the heuristic
strategies when solving R||Cmax.

– Identify and implement new heuristic strategies that incorporate knowledge of the
problem domain to solve the grouping problem R||Cmax efficiently.
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– Conduct an experimental study of the optimization process of the implemented
heuristic strategies applied to R||Cmax.

– Develop new intelligent metaheuristic algorithms for R||Cmax that incorporate
knowledge of the problem domain.

1.5 Thesis hypotheses

H1. It is possible to identify the characteristics that impact the difficulty of
the NP-hard grouping problem R||Cmax and understand how they affect the
algorithmic behavior and the final performance of the metaheuristic algorithms
that solve them.

H2 It is possible to improve the performance of metaheuristic algorithms that solve the
NP-hard grouping problem R||Cmax through the incorporation of efficient heuristic
strategies designed using knowledge of the algorithmic optimization process.

1.6 Scope and limitations

1. The characterization approach to identify the properties that impact the difficulty
of the instances will be applied only to the Parallel-Machine Scheduling Problem
with Unrelated Machines and Makespan Minimization R||Cmax.

2. The analysis of the optimization process will be conducted by taking into
consideration the solution strategies designed in this research work and the best
algorithms for R||Cmax relative to an exact method from the state-of-the-art.

3. Given the R||Cmax difficulty, for many instances of the specialized literature,
the optimal solution is not known. Therefore, the comparative analysis of the
performance presented by the state-of-the-art algorithms and the solution methods
designed in this work will be conducted based on the results obtained by two hours
of CPLEX (the high-performance solver of IBM ILOG, based on branch and cut
methods) for each instance.

4. The identified factors could be a subset of the critical factors in the difficulty of an
instance, the algorithm behavior of the solution methods, and their performance.
Since it has been shown that even the most detailed and in-depth analyzes cannot
guarantee the full identification of all possible factors.

1.7 Thesis organization

The document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a brief review of
the combinatorial optimization grouping problems and the state-of-the-art solution
methods. Likewise, Chapter 3 introduces the problem under study, the NP-hard
combinatorial optimization grouping problem parallel-machine scheduling with
unrelated machines and makespan minimization, referred to as R||Cmax and a summary
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of the results obtained by the best state-of-the-art algorithms. Later, Chapter 4 presents
the first Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA) for R||Cmax, highlighting its main features
and strengths over other heuristic algorithms. On the other hand, Chapters 5, 6, 7,
and 8 include a set of experimental studies to analyze and improve the optimization
process of the GGA components: population initialization strategy, crossover operator,
mutation operator, and reproduction technique, respectively. Similarly, Chapter
9 includes the approach, based on exploratory data analysis techniques, used to
characterize the properties of R||Cmax instances and the optimization process of
the GGA proposed based on the knowledge gained from the study of the GGA
components in isolation in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8. Subsequently, Chapter 10 shows the
main computational experiments used to analyze different aspects of the performance
presented by the designed GGA for R||Cmax. Thus, this section shows the way the GGA
performance evolved, as well as a set of tests to assess the efficiency and robustness of
the final version of the proposed GGA. Finally, Chapter 11 presents the conclusions
obtained from this research work and the proposed paths of work.



Chapter 2
Grouping problems

Combinatorial optimization is a challenging research area with many real-world
applications. Such applicability has motivated the scientific community to devote
great efforts to generate useful knowledge to solve them. It is well-known that many
combinatorial optimization problems (COPs) have high complexity, in such a way
that in some cases, to date, no algorithm efficiently solves all their possible scenarios.
Problems with the before-mentioned trait belong to the NP-hard class [6]. Over the last
decades, numerous COPs with different characteristics have been identified. Therefore,
the state-of-the-art includes several classifications that organize them according to their
particular properties. One of the most studied COP classes is the well-known grouping
problems class that, in general, implies to search an efficient distribution of a collection
of items among a set of groups [7].

The grouping problems class includes combinatorial problems of challenging complexity,
in such a way that most of them require a computationally expensive solution process.
The solution of a grouping problem consist of finding an efficient partition of a set
V with n items into a collection of D mutually disjoint subsets (groups) Gi, so that:
V = ∪D

i=1Gi and Gi ∩ Gj = ∅, i ̸= j. In this way, Figure 2.1 shows a set V with
n = 10 items divided into a collection of D = 4 groups. Solution methods for grouping
problems seek for an efficient distribution of the n items into D (1 ≤ D ≤ n) distinct
groups, such that the so-called objective function is minimized or maximized. This
objective function is frequently formulated based on the structure of the groups, as well
as the characteristics of the entire collection of groups. Furthermore, it is important
to remark that all possible groupings are not allowed, since a set of constraints and
conditions must be satisfied. In this order of ideas, some grouping problems are highly
constrained, increasing their difficulty [8]. To facilitate the exploration of the search
space of some grouping problems, metaheuristic algorithms can use cost functions that
do not necessarily correspond to the objective functions of the problems. This action
is helpful to address grouping problems where solutions with different partitions of the
items can produce the same value of the objective function. Thus, the cost function
allows differentiating the quality of two or more solutions that are different, but have
the same value of the objective function. The cost function plays an important role
in the GGA performance, since, generally, the search directions are generated based

7
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on the characteristics of the best solutions. Therefore, it is essential to differentiate
their quality. This approach mainly has been used to address the Bin Packing problem.
However, the literature also includes other grouping problems handled in this way, like
Graph Coloring and Task Assignment.

Figure 2.1: An example of a grouping problem with ten items distributed among four groups.

According to the scope of this literature review until 2019, the GGA has been used
to solve forty NP-hard grouping problems, listed in Table 2.1. This chart contains the
name of each grouping problem in the first column and some related works in the second
one. The details of the general properties of most of these problems can be found in
[7].

Table 2.1: Grouping problems addressed with GGAs. Problem: name of the problem.
Related works: papers that introduce GGAs to solve each grouping problem.

Problem Related works
Bin Packing [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]
Blockmodel [18, 19]
Carbon-Aware Distributed Cloud [20]
Care Task Assignment [21]
Cell Formation [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]
Clique Partitioning [32]
Clustering [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39]
Cutting Stock [40]
Economy of Scale [8, 41]
Equal Piles [8, 42]
Estimating Discretionary Accruals [43]
Facility Location [44]

Continues in next page.
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Problem Related works
Vehicle Routing [45, 46]
Feature Selection [47, 48]
Job Shop Scheduling [49, 50]
Graph Coloring [51, 52]
Grouping Partners in Cooperative Learning [45]
Handicapped Person Transportation [53]
Home Healthcare Scheduling [54, 55, 56]
Line Balancing [45, 57]
Material Cutting [58]
Maximally Diverse [59]
Microcell Sectorization [60]
Modular Product Design [45, 61, 62]
Multiple Knapsack [63, 64]
Multiple Travelling Salesperson [65, 66, 67, 68]
Multiprocessor Scheduling [69]
Multivariate Micro-aggregation [70]
Order Batching [45, 71]
Parallel-Machine Scheduling [7]
Pickup and Delivery [72]
Registration Area Planning [73, 74, 75]
Reviewer Group Construction [76]
Stock Portfolio [77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83]
Supplier Selection [45]
Task Assignment [84, 85, 86, 87]
Team Formation [45, 88]
Timetabling [45, 51, 89]
Transition Path Generation [90, 91]
WiFi Network Deployment [92]

It emerges from Table 9.1 that some grouping problems such as Bin packing, Cell
Formation, Stock Portfolio, and Clustering have many related works. This phenomenon
can occur for two reasons. The first case is that some problems have several variants
with different constraints and conditions, and there are GGAs to address some of them,
such as Cell Formation [22, 25, 28, 29]. The second reason is that a problem has been
addressed by several GGAs with different representation schemes, variation operators,
and reproduction techniques. For example, the GGAs introduced in [9, 11, 15] to solve
the Bin Packing problem.

Given the wide variety of grouping problems, A.H. Kashan et al. introduced a
classification, based on the number of groups, the type of groups, and the dependence
on the groups’ order [4]. To create this classification, they took into consideration that
the objective functions in the majority of the grouping problems are formulated based
on the composition of the groups and the entire array of groups. In this way, the
criterion number of groups allows arranging the problems as constants or variables. If
the number of groups D is known, the problem is constant. Thus, the problem-solution
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consists of finding an efficient assignment of the n items among the D given groups.
Conversely, if the value of D is unknown, the problem is variable. Hence, the solution
problem comprises the exploration of suitable groupings to minimize or maximize the
number D of groups needed to allocate all the items n. On the other hand, the criterion
type of groups allows dividing the grouping problem into identical and non− identical
problems. If the quality of a solution is modified, by exchanging all the items of two
groups, that problem belongs to the non − identical grouping class. Otherwise, the
problem is part of the identical category. Finally, the criterion dependence on the
groups’ order arranges the grouping problems into order dependent and not order
dependent. When the solution quality depends on the groups’ order, the problem is
order dependent. Consequently, grouping problems without such dependency belong
to the not order dependent class [4].

During the literature review, we observed that some grouping problems included in
Table 9.1 share a characteristic that, according to the scope of this study, has not been
considered to classify them. That is the dependency on the order of the items in each
group, like Cell Formation [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31] and Multiple Travelling
Salesperson [65, 66, 67, 68]. In this class of problems, that we named items order
dependent, the quality of the solutions can be modified when altering the position of
the items within a single group.

It is important to note that some real applications can include problems related to the
grouping of elements that do not meet the definition proposed by Falkenauer [93]. Such
is the case of the lifetime maximization problems in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs),
where the elements can belong to more than one group, allowing non-disjoint groups
[94]. Currently, state-of-the-art GGAs cannot address these types of problems because
they use operators designed to work with disjoint groups. In this way, if an item is in
more than one group, it is removed from one of them to avoid non-disjoint groups. For
future works, it could be interesting to study the performance of grouping operators
adapted to solve this kind of problems.

Grouping problems occur in many practical applications, and there is a need for
algorithms that solve them efficiently. The literature includes a great variety of
solution methods, classified into two main groups, known as exact or approximate
approaches. The exact algorithms guarantee to find an optimal solution in finite time by
systematically exploring the search space. However, due to the complexity of NP-hard
problems, the time required to solve them can grow exponentially in the worst case.
Under these conditions, it is necessary to make use of approximate algorithms, also
known as metaheuristic algorithms, which, although they do not guarantee to find the
optimal solution, can obtain high-quality solutions in a considerably short computation
time.

2.1 Metaheuristic algorithms in grouping problems

The specialized literature includes several algorithms designed to solve grouping
problems using different approaches, like traditional mathematical methods, dynamic
programming, simple heuristics, enumerative methods, and metaheuristics. In this
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research, only the most representative metaheuristics are surveyed, comprising four
neighborhood searches, seven evolutionary algorithms, as well as six swarm intelligence
algorithms. In this way, this section presents the information thrown by google scholar
using as search terms each before-mentioned “metaheuristic" for each "grouping
problem" listed in Table 2.1 up to 2019. Metaheuristic methods have been broadly
used to solve grouping problems, because of their general nature which allows them to
be efficient in different problems without significant changes [95]. It is important to
note that the state-of-the-art also includes hybrid metaheuristics (i.e., solution methods
made up of a metaheuristic that works as the principal search motor and one local
search that works in a second level) [96, 97, 98, 99, 100]. In this review, metaheuristics
in hybrid or memetic algorithms are identified and considered individually. The readers
interested in the development of hybrid metaheuristics are referred to [101] for useful
guidelines.

2.1.1 Neighborhood searches

Neighborhood searches also known as trajectory searches work with a single solution.
In general, the search process of metaheuristics designed using this approach consists
of generating and exploring the neighbors of the current solution. Neighbor solutions
are created using different techniques; for example, modifying the value of one variable
or exchanging two or more elements. Hence, the neighborhood size depends on the
strategy used to generate the neighbors. The performance of neighborhood searches
has been examined by solving different grouping problems. For some problems, it
has been demonstrated that simple local search methods can outperform sophisticated
hybrid methods, producing high-quality solutions in a short time [102, 103]. An
example is the work of Santos et al., where the performance of different neighborhood
searches designed for solving the unrelated Parallel-Machine Scheduling (PMS) problem
with sequence-dependent setup times is investigated, analyzing different neighborhood
structures, diversification and intensification strategies and parameter-tuning challenges
[104]. For this review, four neighborhood metaheuristics are considered: Hill Climbing
(HC) [105], Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) [106], Simulated Annealing (SA) [107]
and Tabu Search (TS) [108].

The Hill Climbing (HC) algorithm receives its name because it manages an iterative
improvement strategy. In this form, the neighborhood of the current solution is
used to increase (improve) its quality each cycle of the search process. Regularly,
HC starts from an arbitrary solution (current solution). Then, iteratively tests
new candidate solutions in the neighborhood of the current solution and adopts
the new ones if they are better. HC techniques have been very efficient when
they are combined with other approaches like dynamic programming and genetic
algorithms to create hybrid and memetic algorithms. Until now, HC has been used
to address thirteen of the twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this review
[105, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 100]. For example, Kato
et al. introduced one of the last related works on solving grouping problems using HC
[120]. In this work, the authors present a hybridization of HC with Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) to address an extension to the traditional Job Shop Scheduling
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(JSS) widely reported in the literature. The performance of the proposed algorithm
was compared against other hybridizations of PSO and different local searches of the
state-of-the-art algorithms, showing better results.

Similarly, Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) is an iterative improvement search;
however, this method explores increasingly distant neighborhoods, one at the time.
Starting from an initial incumbent solution, a random solution is generated from the
current neighborhood and a local search is applied to get a local optimum. If a new
incumbent solution is found (the local optimum better than the current incumbent
solution), the process is repeated starting with the first neighborhood. Otherwise,
the process is repeated with the next neighborhood (which is typically larger). VNS
has proven its efficiency in several grouping problems, working within cooperative
approaches with exact techniques and as a part of hybrid algorithms combined with
other metaheuristics. Until now, VNS has been adapted to tackle seventeen of the
twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this review [121, 122, 123, 124, 125,
126, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134, 135, 106, 136]. Among the most recent
efforts to address grouping problems using VNS is the work presented by Santos et al.,
in 2019 [121]. In this study, the authors solve large instances of a new variant of the
Bin Packing (BP) problem with a simple VNS, improving the results of sophisticated
procedures.

On the other hand, Simulated Annealing (SA) takes as inspiration the chemical process
of metal annealing. SA attempts to reduce the probability of becoming stuck in a
local optimum by sometimes accepting neighbors with a lower quality than the current
solution. In this algorithm, if a new solution in the neighborhood is better than the
current solution, it will always replace it. But if the neighbors of the current solution
are worse than the current solution, they are evaluated to decide probabilistically if
a transition to a new solution is made or not. SA has been successfully applied
to numerous grouping problems, and several modifications of the accepting rules
and hybridizations with other metaheuristics have improved the performance of
this algorithm. According to the scope of this review, eighteen of the twenty-two
grouping problems contemplated in this review have been addressed by employing SA
[107, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 133, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152].
In 2019, Leite et al. presented one of the last proposals to solve grouping problems
with SA [146]. In this work, the authors assessed the performances of a fast SA to
solve the Timetabling Problem (TP). They performed an experimental study solving
the 2nd International Timetabling Competition (ITC 2007) benchmark set with SA.
Experimental results indicate that SA improves on one out of twelve instances, and
ranks third among the five best algorithms.

The last neighborhood search contemplated for this review is Tabu Search (TS), which
uses the concept of memory and implements it through simple structures. TS works
as an ordinary descent method that only permits moving to neighbors that improve
the quality of the current solution. However, a short-term memory, known as the tabu
list, stores recently visited solutions (or their attributes) to expand the local search
and escape from local optimums. Thus, the neighborhood of the current solution is
restricted, considering the solutions that do not belong to the tabu list. Over the years,
several developments and refinements of TS have been proposed, including different
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forms of memories, as well as hybridizations with other techniques. Thanks to these
characteristics, TS has been used to deal favorably with nineteen of the twenty-two
grouping problems contemplated in this survey [153, 154, 155, 108, 156, 157, 158, 159,
160, 161, 162, 163, 164, 165, 118, 96, 166, 167, 168]. One of the last applications of
TS for solving grouping problems is the work presented by Peng et al., who addressed
the Job Shop Scheduling (JSS) problem by combining TS with a genetic algorithm.
Experimental results pointed out that this hybrid procedure has high optimization
performance and practical value in the field of JSS [169].

It is important to note that the state-of-the-art holds other local search metaheuristic
algorithms applied to solve grouping problems, like Greedy Randomized Adaptive
Search Procedure (GRASP) [170, 171] and Iterated Local Search (ILS) [172, 173].
However, this review considers only the most representative, that is, the four already
mentioned. Table 2 indicates the neighborhood algorithms (rows) used to solve each
grouping problem (columns), according to the main research results in the field. Cells
contain related work references, while empty cells indicate that we did not find any
reference in specialized literature about it. Therefore, Tabu Search is the most used
neighborhood search since it has been used to solve nineteen grouping problems. In
contrast, Hill Climbing has been applied to solve thirteen problems only.

Table 2.2: Grouping problems addressed using neighborhood searches.
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HC [105] [109] [110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] [119] [100]
VNS [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] [131] [132] [133] [134] [135] [106] [136]
SA [107] [137] [138] [139] [140] [141] [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147] [133] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152]
TS [153] [154] [155] [108] [156] [157] [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [118] [96] [166] [167] [168]

2.1.2 Evolutionary algorithms

Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic search methods inspired by the natural
biological evolutionary process. These methods simulate some mechanisms of
organic evolution, such as mutation, crossover, and natural selection. Until now,
different evolutionary algorithms have been proposed, which use several variants
of the before-mentioned mechanisms. Evolutionary algorithms used to address
grouping problems, so far, include Genetic Algorithms (GA), Evolution Strategies
(ES), Evolutionary Programming (EP), Genetic Programming (GP), and Differential
Evolution (DE). Over the years, EAs have been widely applied to solve grouping
problems with a good measure of success. An excellent overview of algorithms
performance and current trends in EAs for Clustering Problems (CP) is presented
by Hruschka et al. [174]. This paper discusses key issues on the design of EAs for data
partitioning problems, such as usually adopted representations, evolutionary operators,
and fitness functions.

The Genetic Algorithm (GA) is the most widely known evolutionary algorithm. The
basic GA is very generic, and many aspects can be implemented differently according
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to the problem. The process starts generating a random population of solutions.
Then, for a certain number of generations, selected individuals are recombined and
mutated to produce better solutions. First, a selection strategy is used to choose
individuals, considering their fitness value. Next, the crossover operator is applied
to the selected individuals to produce offspring, and these offspring are introduced
to the population, employing a replacement strategy. Finally, some individuals are
selected to be the subject of slight random perturbations through the mutation
operator. The algorithm iterates a predefined number of generations, or until some
stopping criterion, related to the problem or the algorithm performance, is met.
Many variants of GAs have been developed and have been applied to solve a wide
range of grouping problems, including GAs with different schemes for representation
of solutions, selection, crossover, replacement, mutation, etc. This metaheuristic has
shown promising results in solving grouping problems because it can incorporate new
general or specific ideas easily. GAs have been hybridized with many other techniques,
achieving high-quality results. Consequently, it has been used to solve the twenty-two
grouping problems considered in this review [175, 176, 177, 178, 98, 179, 180, 181, 182,
183, 184, 185, 186, 116, 187, 133, 188, 189, 190, 191, 192, 193]. In [175] is presented
one of the last applications of GA solving grouping problems. In this work, Laabadi
et al. used GA to solve the a variant of Bin Packing (BP) problem, finding promising
results. In [179], Zhu and Wu present another recent application of GA to solve grouping
problems. In that work, the authors proposed an improved model for the optimization
of Multiple Traveling Salesperson (MTS) problems with complex topology structure,
the model was solved with the GA, showing excellent results.

Evolution Strategies (ES) paradigm was proposed originally by Rechenberg and
Schwefel to work in continuous spaces, and later it was adapted to the discrete
domain. In general, this evolutionary algorithm begins with a random population
consisting of µ solutions; then, in each generation, the µ parents produce λ descendants
through recombination and mutation, and the selection operator determines the µ
fitter individuals to become the parents of the next generation. Initially, ES was
designed to work with one parent and one child. And later, (µ + λ)-ES and (µ,
λ)-ES extensions were proposed to consider different selection schemes, giving rise to
the self-adaptation of parameter mechanisms that encode strategy parameters directly
onto the chromosome. In this way, (µ, λ)-ES uses a selection mechanism that only
considers the λ newly generated offspring for the next generation, discarding the
parents from the current generation even when they are better than all offspring.
In contrast, (µ + λ)-ES does consider both the offspring and the parents during
the selection process. Nowadays, some efforts have been carried out using ES
to solve eleven of the twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this survey
[194, 195, 196, 197, 198, 199, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204]. In 2018, Wang et al. presented one
of the last studies related to the application of ES to solve grouping problems [199]. In
this work, the authors analyzed the performance of ES in solving 6,000 random classic
instances of a variant of the Team Formation (TF) problem, where ES reached the
state-of-the-art results. Besides, Wang et al. studied the performance of ES addressing
1,556 realistic instances, where ES showed outstanding results.

Evolutionary Programming (EP) is quite similar to ES. Nevertheless, in EP, there is
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no recombination operator because each individual corresponds to a distinct species;
furthermore, the selection mechanism is different. In general, EP begins with a random
population consisting of µ solutions; then, for a certain number of generations, the µ
parent solutions of the current population are mutated to generate µ children. Next,
parents and children compete in stochastic round-robin tournaments to be parents of
the next generation. According to the state-of-the-art, EP has been used to address six
of the twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this review: Multiple Traveling
Salesperson (MTS) [205], Cutting Stock (CS) [206], Cell Formation (CF) [207], Job
Shop Scheduling (JSS) [208], Parallel Machine Scheduling (PMS) [209], and Clustering
Problem (CP) [210]. For example, Chiong et al. used EP to solve the CS problem in
[206]. In this work, the authors conducted an experimental study on solving benchmark
problems to assess the performances of EP, getting promising results.

The paradigm of Genetic Programming (GP) adopts a similar search strategy as a
GA for creating computer programs. In GP, the chromosomes of the population are
not solutions as used in GAs, they are algorithms, represented by tree structures,
that, when executed, allow to obtain candidate solutions to the problem at hand.
GP starts with an initial population of randomly generated tree structures, iteratively
evolved using special genetic operations adapted to work with tree structures. First, the
fitness of each chromosome is evaluated, in terms of its performance, on the problem
which it represents. Next, the variation operators are selected probabilistically for
producing offspring, and a replacement strategy is applied to select the chromosomes
for the new population. GP has allowed creating new techniques of solution, going
from single assignment rules to more sophisticated methods like hyper-heuristics and
hybrid metaheuristics. To date, GP has been used to address twelve of the twenty-two
grouping problems contemplated in this review [211, 212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218,
219, 220, 221, 222]. One of the grouping problems most studied using GP is the Job
Shop Scheduling (JSS) problem [215]. Derived of this, Nguyen et al. summarise existing
studies in this field until 2019 to provide new paths of work. They pointed out that the
use of GP to solve JSS has contributed enough knowledge to the area. Nevertheless,
they observed that there is still a lack of efficient representations of dispatching rules
to enhance the effectiveness of GP to solve JSS.

Besides, Kenneth Price and Rainer Storn introduced the Differential Evolution (DE)
algorithm in 1995. Originally, DE was designed to solve continuous problems.
However, the state-of-the-art includes some adaptations of DE to deal with grouping
problems. Its main characteristic lies in the variation operators since it uses vector
differences to generate new solutions. DE begins generating an initial uniformly
distributed random population of individual vectors. At each generation of the
evolution process, for each vector in the population, also called target vector, mutation
and crossover are applied to produce a trial vector. First, a mutant vector of the
target vector is generated, employing a slight random perturbation. Next, the mutant
vector and its corresponding target vector are recombined to generate a trial vector.
Then, the selection operator compares the fitness of each trial vector to that of
its corresponding target vector to determine which one will be maintained into the
next generation. Due to its success in solving continuous problems, DE has been
extended to solve grouping problems and combined with other metaheuristics in hybrid
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methods obtaining effective and competitive results. Until now, DE has been used
to solve thirteen of the twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this review
[223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 229, 230, 231, 232, 233, 234, 235]. In [225], one of the
most recent applications of DE to solve grouping problems is presented, addressing a
real-world application of the Vehicle Routing (VR) problem. The central idea of this
work is to design optimal routes minimizing the emission of direct greenhouse gases (i.e.,
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O). From this study, the
authors found interesting results for the design of routes with these characteristics.

In 1992, Emanuel Falkenauer introduced one of the most popular algorithms to solve
grouping problems, the Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA) [93]. In general, this
metaheuristic is an extension of the Genetic Algorithm that incorporates a group-based
representation scheme. Thus, grouping problems are tackled considering the groups as
the unit instead of the elements in each group. Similar to the Genetic Programming
algorithm, variation operators must be adapted to work efficiently with group-based
solutions encoding. GGAs have shown notable performance solving grouping problems;
consequently, it has been employed to address twenty-one of the twenty-two problems
surveyed [16, 236, 237, 238, 239, 65, 240, 49, 88, 241, 70, 64, 40, 242, 89, 59, 243, 37,
244, 56, 83]. In 2019, Singh and Sundar presented one of the most recent related works
on solving grouping problems with Grouping Genetic Algorithms (GGA) [59]. In this
work, the authors compared the performances of a GGA hybridized with a local search
based on a swap strategy against a Tabu Search (TS) and a Variable Neighborhood
Search (VNS) on solving the Maximally Diverse (MD) problem. Experimental results
suggest that GGA reaches better results than TS and VNS, particularly for larger
instances.

Finally, the success of GGAs in solving grouping problems motivated the development
of the Grouping Evolution Strategies (GES). An extension of Evolution Strategies that
incorporates the grouping representation scheme and a grouping mutation operator.
GES is one of the most recent evolutionary algorithms. However, it has already been
used to tackle Assembly Line Design (ALD), Bin Packing (BP), Order Batching (OB),
Clustering Problem (CP), and the Parallel-Machine Scheduling (PMS) problem showing
outstanding results [4, 245, 246, 247]. In 2018, Nejad et at. introduced one of the last
applications of GES to solve a grouping problem [245]. In this work, the authors studied
the performance of GES solving a variant of the ALD problem. They conducted an
experimental study using test instances existing in the literature. Experimental results
indicate that GES reaches the global solution of most problems of the high dimensional
problems.

In the state-of-the-art, it is notable that there are other evolutionary algorithms used to
solve grouping problems, such as Water Wave Optimization [248, 249]. However, this
review considers only the most representative, that is, the seven already mentioned.
Table 3 includes the evolutionary algorithms (rows) used to address each grouping
problem (columns), according to the main research results in the field. Cells contain
related work references. Thus, empty cells indicate that we did not find any reference
in specialized literature about it. As it can be seen, Genetic Algorithms and Grouping
Genetic Algorithms are the most used evolutionary algorithms since they have been
used to solve twenty-two and twenty-one of the grouping problems considered in this
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survey, respectively. In contrast, Evolutionary Programming and Grouping Evolution
Strategies have been used to tackle only six and five grouping problems, respectively.

Table 2.3: Grouping problems addressed using evolutionary algorithms.
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GA [175] [176] [177] [178] [98] [179] [180] [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [116] [187] [133] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193]
ES [194] [195] [196] [197] [198] [199] [200] [201] [202] [203] [204]
EP [207] [205] [208] [206] [210] [209]
GP [211] [212] [213] [214] [215] [216] [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] [222]
DE [223] [224] [225] [226] [227] [228] [229] [230] [231] [232] [233] [234] [235]
GGA [16] [236] [237] [238] [239] [65] [240] [49] [88] [241] [70] [64] [40] [242] [89] [59] [243] [37] [244] [56] [83]
GES [4] [245] [246] [247] [4]

2.1.3 Swarm intelligence algorithms

Swarm intelligence algorithms emulate the collective self-organized behavior of natural
systems for solving problems. In a swarm intelligence, a population of simple agents
work together to produce computational intelligence. In recent years, these algorithms
have been applied to a wide variety of grouping problems, showing excellent results.
The performance of swarm intelligence strategies has been tested in solving different
problems [250, 251, 252]. An example is the work of Milan et al., where the advantages
and disadvantages of nature-inspired metaheuristics for solving the Load Balancing
(LB) problem are analyzed, identifying the most effective techniques [253]. To date,
different algorithms have been proposed following this approach, including Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) [254], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [145], Cuckoo Search
(CS) [255], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) [256] and Firefly Algorithm (FA) [257].

The ability of real ants to find the shortest path between their nest and a source of food
was the inspiration to develop Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). This metaheuristic was
designed to solve discrete problems, specifically for the traveling salesman problem.
ACO encodes a given combinatorial optimization problem instance as a fully connected
graph whose nodes are components of solutions, and edges are connections between
components. A variable called pheromone is associated with each component, which
can be read and modified by each ant. This value serves as a form of memory. At each
iteration of the algorithm, several artificial ants are considered. Each of them builds a
solution to the problem, step by step, adding a feasible solution component, according to
a stochastic mechanism that is biased by the pheromone and heuristic information about
the problem. Next, the pheromone values are updated to make solution components
belonging to good solutions more desirable for ants in future iterations. Many variants
of ACO have been created and applied to a wide range of discrete problems, showing
outstanding results. The aforementioned motivated the use of ACO in twenty of the
twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this review [258, 259, 260, 261, 95,
262, 263, 264, 265, 266, 267, 254, 268, 269, 188, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274]. One of the
last proposals on solving grouping problems with ACO is presented by Selvakumar
and Guanasekaran, who introduced an enhanced ACO to solve the Load Balancing
(LB) problem [259]. Experimental results indicate that the proposed algorithm has a
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significant improvement over traditional algorithms, with respect to average execution
time, average response time, and total cost.

In contrast, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a metaheuristic created to optimize
continuous search spaces. This metaheuristic was designed using as inspiration the
swarming and flocking behaviors in animals. PSO begins generating a population of
particles with random positions and velocities on the search space. Each particle is a
candidate solution to the problem, defined by three vectors in the d-dimensional search
space: a velocity vector, a position vector, and a memory vector, which helps it in
remembering its fittest known position discovered so far. At each iteration, directed
transformations move each particle in the search space in response to discoveries
obtained from the environment. First, the velocity of the particle is dynamically
adjusted, considering its fittest known position and the position of the best particle
among all the particles in its topological neighborhood. Next, the position of the
particle is updated, adding the velocity vector to the position vector. Finally, the
fitness of the particle is evaluated and, if necessary, the best-discovered locations are
updated. Although PSO is planned to deal with continuous domains, it has also been
adapted to tackle twenty of the twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this
review [275, 276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285, 145, 286, 287, 288, 289,
290, 272, 291, 292]. In [277] is presented one of the most recent applications of PSO to
solve grouping problems. In this work, PSO was applied to solve a variant of Assembly
Line Design (ALD) problem. Experimental results suggest that the proposed approach
reached good solutions for all test instances within a short computational time.

In the same way, Xin-She Yang and Suash Deb introduced the Cuckoo Search (CS)
metaheuristic in 2009. They took as inspiration the behavior of some cuckoo species
during the breeding stage, that lay eggs in a host’s nest, removing others’ eggs to
increase the hatching probability of their own eggs. In the optimization context, each
egg in the nest represents a solution, and the cuckoo’s egg represents a new solution.
When generating a new solution (a cuckoo’s egg), a Lévy flight is performed, which
essentially provides a random walk. CS starts generating a population of host nests,
then for a certain number of iterations, new and potentially better solutions replace
solutions in the nests. In each iteration, a new solution is generated, and its quality
is compared with another random old solution in the population. In the case the new
solution is better, it will replace the old solution. Therefore, a fraction of the worst
solutions is replaced by new solutions. According to the scope of the literature review,
fifteen of the twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this review have been
addressed employing CS [293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300, 301, 255, 302, 303, 304,
97, 305]. In 2019, Karoum and Elbenani analyzed the performances of CS in solving
the Cell Formation (CF) problem [297]. The results indicate that this metaheuristic is
suitable for addressing this problem since it can reach 32 out of 35 benchmark problems
(91.43%).

Similarly, the collective behavior of honey bees during the search and exploration of
food sources was used by Karaboga in 2005 to develop the Artificial Bee Colony (ABC).
Thus, three types of solutions (employee, onlooker, and explorer) are used to carry out
an efficient search process. According to the state-of-the-art, sixteen of the twenty-two
grouping problems contemplated in this review have been tackled using ABC [306,
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307, 308, 309, 256, 310, 264, 311, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 317, 318, 319]. One of the
most recent works on solving grouping problems using Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) is
presented by Davoodi et al., in 2019. In this work, the authors hybridized ACO with
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve the Vehicle Routing (VR) problem [308]. Results
suggest that the production of the explorer bees is the most relevant factor in the search
process of the proposed metaheuristic for solving VR.

Another swarm intelligence used to solve grouping problems is the Firefly Algorithm
(FA), which is inspired by the social communication of fireflies via luminescent flashes
and their synchronization. In this metaheuristic, a solution is represented by a firefly
with a brightness associated that corresponds to its quality, and each firefly attracts its
partners proportionally to its brightness. FA starts creating a population of fireflies
(solutions) randomly distributed in the search space. Then, for a certain number
of iterations, fireflies will move toward other positions, finding potential candidate
solutions. For each firefly in the population, its brightness is compared with all other
solutions, and its position is updated considering brighter fireflies. To date, FA has
been used to tackle fifteen of the twenty-two grouping problems contemplated in this
review [320, 321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327, 328, 257, 329, 330, 252, 331, 332]. In
2018, Ezugwu and Akutsan presented one of the last related works on solving grouping
problems applying FA [252]. In this work, the authors addressed a variant of the Parallel
Machine Scheduling (PMS) problem with FA. Experimental results indicate that the
performance of the proposed FA is competitive, fast, and efficient for both small and
large problem instances.

The last swarm intelligence technique considered in this review is the Grouping
Particle Swarm Optimization (GPSO), an extension of the traditional Particle Swarm
Optimization that incorporates the grouping representation scheme, as well as a
grouping variation operator. Until now, only five of the twenty-two grouping problems
contemplated in this review have been addressed using this technique, because it is a
relatively new algorithm [333, 56, 334, 335]. However, it has shown promising results. In
2016, Xu proposed one of the last applications of GPSO on solving grouping problems.
In this work, the author studied the performances of GPSO to solve ten real instances
from the industry and ten more randomly generated of a variant of the Cutting Stock
(CS) problem, showing interesting results.

It is important to remark that the state-of-the-art includes other swarm intelligence
algorithms used to solve grouping problems, like Biogeography-Based Optimization
(BBO), applied to solve Bin Packing and Graph Coloring [336, 337]. However, this
review considers only the most representative, that is, the six already mentioned. Table
4 shows which swarm intelligence algorithms (rows) have been used to tackle each
grouping problem (columns). Cells contain related work references. As can be seen, Ant
Colony Optimization and Particle Swarm Optimization are the most popular swarm
intelligence algorithms since they have been used to tackle twenty grouping problems.
In contrast, only five problems have been addressed employing the Grouping Particle
Swarm Optimization since it is a relatively new metaheuristic.
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Table 2.4: Grouping problems addressed using swarm intelligence metaheuristics.
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ACO [258] [259] [260] [261] [95] [262] [263] [264] [265] [266] [267] [254] [268] [269] [188] [270] [271] [272] [273] [274]
PSO [275] [276] [277] [278] [279] [280] [281] [282] [283] [284] [285] [145] [286] [287] [288] [289] [290] [272] [291] [292]
CS [293] [294] [295] [296] [297] [298] [299] [300] [301] [255] [302] [303] [304] [97] [305]
ABC [306] [307] [308] [309] [256] [310] [264] [311] [312] [313] [314] [315] [316] [317] [318] [319]
FA [320] [321] [322] [323] [324] [325] [326] [327] [328] [257] [329] [330] [252] [331] [332]
GPSO [333] [335] [334] [333] [56]

2.2 Conclusions of the literature review

As a result of the literature review, seventeen metaheuristics and twenty-two grouping
problems were reviewed, comprising four local search strategies, seven evolutionary
algorithms, and six swarm intelligence algorithms. The study revealed that the
metaheuristic used to solve the largest number of grouping problems is the genetic
algorithm. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show a graphical comparison of the literature review
summarized in Tables 1-4. Figure 2.2 shows a graphical comparison of the number
of grouping problems (indicated on the horizontal axis) addressed by each algorithm
(depicted on the vertical axis).

From this plot, one can see that Tabu Search (TS) is the local search used to address
the greatest number of the grouping problems considered in this review since it has
been applied to solve nineteen of the twenty-two problems. In contrast, Hill Climbing
(HC) only has been used to address thirteen problems. Regarding swarm intelligence
algorithms, Figure 2.2 indicates that Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO) have been the metaheuristics used to solve the greatest
number of problems, applied to solve twenty of the twenty-two problems considered.
Finally, Figure 2.2 indicates that from the seventeen selected metaheuristics, the
evolutionary algorithms: Genetic Algorithms (GA) and Grouping Genetic Algorithms
(GGA) have been used to solve a wider range of the problems, applied to solve
twenty-two and twenty-one problems, respectively.

On the other hand, the detail of the number of algorithms (horizontal axis) used to
address each grouping problem (vertical axis) is presented in Figure 2.3. From this plot
can be seen that some grouping problems have been investigated using a wide range of
metaheuristic algorithms, including Job Shop Scheduling (JSS) and Clustering Problem
(CP). In contrast, this picture also shows that there are scarce studies to solve problems,
like Modular Product Design (MPD), and Multivariate Microaggregation (MM).

In addition to this, Figure 2.4 includes the number of results thrown by google scholar
about the term “metaheuristic" for each grouping problem listed in Table 1 from 2015 to
2019. This graph suggests that there have been several studies on solving problems like
Bin Packing (BP), Load Balancing (LB), Vehicle Routing (VR), Facility Location (FL),
and Job Shop Scheduling (JSS) using metaheuristics over the last years, highlining the
clear intensification on the study of the Vehicle Routing (VR) problem. In contrast,
Figure 2.4 also shows the least studied grouping problems, including Multivariate
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Microaggregation (MM), Modular Product Design (MPD), Maximally Diverse (MD),
and Stock Portfolio (SP). Such problems can be seen as an opportunity niche since
there are many metaheuristics that have not been used to solve them. So it would be
interesting to know their performance addressing them.

The state-of-the-art suggests that problems with a higher occurrence in real-world
applications are the most studied ones. For example, sixteen metaheuristics have been
used to address the Clustering Problem (CP). This problem has received increasing
attention since it occurs in practical problems as off-line and online search engines,
voice and data mining, pattern recognition, image processing, bioinformatics, machine
learning, and reports analysis [338]. Another grouping problem quite investigated is
the Timetabling Problem (TP), which takes place in nurses schedules, sports schedules,
transportation schedules, university schedules, among many other applications [338].
Finally, as Figure 2.4 indicates, another widely studied grouping problem is Vehicle
Routing (VR), which plays a central role in the fields of physical distribution and
logistics. Over the last years, this problem has been significantly studied. As a result,
nowadays, there are a wide variety of variants of VR, metaheuristics that solve them,
and extensive literature about it [124, 178, 278].

Figure 2.2: Comparative graph of the number of grouping problems addressed using each
metaheuristic.

The literature review also allowed to identify possible directions for the development
of more efficient metaheuristic techniques to solve NP-hard grouping problems. Some
important issues are discussed below.

a) In recent years, some efforts have been carried out by proposing and adopting new
search methods to solve grouping problems; for example, Evolution Strategies (ES)
and Evolutionary Programming (EP) in evolutionary computation, as well as the
Firefly Algorithm (FA) and Cuckoo Search (CS) regarding the swarm intelligence
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Figure 2.3: Comparative graph of the number of metaheuristics used to address each grouping
problem.

Figure 2.4: Results threw by google scholar about the terms “metaheuristic" for each
“grouping problem" in Table 1.
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approach. That is, there exists a trend to explore the algorithmic behavior of new
metaheuristics addressing grouping problems. However, none of the metaheuristics
in the state-of-the-art has been analyzed to explain the reasons for good or bad
behavior in different grouping problems instances.

b) The current trend is to focus on solving real-world problems, mainly those
directly affecting the society, such as the case of applications related to health.
Nevertheless, for most of the real-world problems, it is unclear how to select
and integrate the appropriate techniques to solve them and what is the expected
performance of different strategies.

c) The group-based representation scheme can be used to improve the performances
of other metaheuristics that solve grouping problems, besides Genetic Algorithms
(GA). But only Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Evolution Strategies
(ES) have been adapted to deal with this issue. Not much work has been done on
the performance study of these new grouping metaheuristics to different grouping
problems.

d) One of the main challenges in the development of high-performance algorithms for
grouping problems is the design of efficient strategies that work together with the
grouping encoding scheme and the features of the grouping problems instances to
find the optimal groups in fewer function evaluations.

The conclusions obtained from the analysis of the seventeen metaheuristic algorithms
used to address the twenty-two NP-Hard grouping problems gave the guideline to
establish the objectives of this research project. We observed that (1) Grouping
Genetic Algorithms (GGA) is the metaheuristic used to solve the widest range
of grouping problems; (2) the GGA had not been used to address the NP-hard
grouping problem Parallel-machine scheduling with unrelated machines and makepan
minimization (R||Cmax); (3) in recent years some efforts have been made proposing
and adopting new search methods to solve grouping problems. However, there are few
studies on the reason for the good or bad behavior of these proposals.

Therefore, in Chapter 4 we present the first GGA for R||Cmax, Chapters 5, 6, 7,
and 8 include systematical studies to analyze in isolation the algorithmic behavior
of each heuristic strategy used by GGA. That is the population initialization strategy,
crossover, mutation, and reproduction technique. The knowledge gained from these
studies will be used to design an Enhanced GGA (EGGA). In this way, Chapter
9 contains an experimental study to characterize the structure of the R||Cmax

instances and the EGGA algorithmic behavior, looking for possible improvements in
its performance. Thus, the knowledge of the problem domain obtained will be used to
design the Final GGA (FGGA). Finally, Chapter 10 includes a set of tests to analyze
the efficiency and robustness of the FGGA.



Chapter 3
The R||Cmax problem

This chapter introduces the problem under study, the NP-hard combinatorial
optimization grouping problem parallel-machine scheduling with unrelated machines
and makespan minimization, referred to as R||Cmax. In this way, this section includes
a general description of the problem, highlighting its main characteristics and the
mathematical model considered in this research. Moreover, it contains a detailed
description of the benchmark of test instances used to evaluate the performance of
the algorithms developed to solve the R||Cmax problem. Finally, this section presents
a survey of the solution methods for R||Cmax in the specialized literature, standing out
the results obtained by the best state-of-the-art algorithms.

The statement of the classical Parallel-machine scheduling problem can be generalized
as follows. Scheduling a collection of n jobs N ={j1, ..., jn} in a set of m machines
M ={i1, ..., im}, in such a way that each machine i can process one job at the time,
and every job is assigned to exclusively one machine. In this sense, the aim is to find
the schedule that optimizes a certain performance measure [339].

Parallel-machine scheduling is, in fact, a family of problems. The definition of these
problems involves the specification of several parameters, like the resource environment,
job characteristics, optimization criteria, and scheduling environment, among others.
The α|β|γ notation helps to differentiate the problem variants in the specialized
literature [340, 341]. The first variable, α is used to indicate the machine environment
(i.e., a problem with a single machine (◦), identical parallel machines (P ), uniform
parallel machines (Q), unrelated parallel machines (R) or an open shop (O)). The
second one, β specifies the job characteristics (i.e., no preemption (◦), limited resources
(res), a precedence relation (rj), and the processing time (pj or pij)). Finally, γ defines
the goal of interest (i.e., the completion time (Ci), the lateness (Lj), the tardiness (Tj),
and the unit penalty (Uj)).

This work focuses on the most general variant of Parallel-machine scheduling problems,
the R||Cmax problem, consisting of unrelated machines, jobs without preemption, and
minimization of the maximum completion time, commonly referred to as makespan.
R||Cmax can be considered an assignment problem since the ordering process of the
jobs in the machines does not affect their performance. Given the above, R||Cmax is

24
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stated as a formulation of Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) as follows [342]:

min Cmax (3.1)
m∑
i=1

xij = 1 ∀j ∈ N (3.2)

n∑
j=1

pij · xij ≤ Cmax ∀i ∈ M (3.3)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀j ∈ N , ∀i ∈ M , (3.4)

where Cmax = max(Ci), Ci indicates the completion time that each machine i needs to
process its assigned jobs; pij is the processing time of job j on machine i; and xij = 1
if the job j is assigned to the machine i, otherwise xij = 0.

According to the specialized literature, R||Cmax holds a NP-hard complexity since it
was shown that P ||Cmax, a more simple scheduling problem, belongs to that class [6].
In addition to this, in 1990 Lenstra et al. showed that it is not possible to develop
an algorithm with a better worst-case ratio approximation than 3/2 to solve R||Cmax

unless P = NP [343].

Due to the challenge of solving R||Cmax, the specialized literature includes a wide variety
of solution methods designed under different approaches, covering exact methods,
two-phase algorithms, local searches, evolutionary algorithms, and hybrid algorithms.
The next section presents a summary of the state-of-the-art proposals.

3.1 Solutions methods for R||Cmax

The history of this R||Cmax problem begins in 1974, when Bruno, Coffman, and Sethi
propose the 2R||Cmax problem at the University of Pennsylvania. That is, the problem
addressed in this research project but considering exactly two machines [344]. Moreover,
they present the first deterministic algorithm to solve this problem. Two years later,
Horowitz and Sahni develop the second deterministic and the first approximate method
to solve the same problem 2R||Cmax [345].

It was until 1977 that Ibarra and Kim propose the first heuristics for R||Cmax that are
still widely used up to now, referred to as heuristic A, B, C, and D [346]. The four
heuristics use the assignment heuristic Min() and implement different strategies to sort
the jobs, based on the randomness, the shortest time min(pj) in which each job j can be
processed, and the longest time max(pj) in which each job j can be processed. Given
a job j, Min() calculates the processing time Ci that each machine i would have if it is
assigned the job j, using the equation Ci = Ci + pij. Finally, it identifies the machine
i that can process its assigned jobs plus job j faster than the others. In this way, each
heuristic uses a different strategy to sort the jobs, to later allocates them by applying
the heuristic Min().
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Three years later, De and Morton perform an analysis of the opportunities and
weaknesses of the algorithms proposed by Ibarra and Kim in [346]. They used the
knowledge gained to introduce three heuristics, referred to as E, F, and G [347]. The
heuristic E uses the average(pj) criterion to sort the jobs and use the assignment
heuristic Min(). On the other hand, the heuristic F calculates the makespan of the
problem to solve with the heuristics B, C, D, and E, introduced by Ibarra and Kim
[346], and selects the heuristic that generates the shortest makespan. Finally, the
heuristic G uses the lower bound βCmax which helps machines fill up in a balanced way
together with the heuristics E and Min().

A similar approach is introduced by Davis and Jaffe in the 1980s, based on the efficiency
of each machine i to process every job j [348]. In this work, they present several solution
methods that work similarly to the heuristics introduced in [346, 347]. These algorithms
have the peculiarity that they use the alternate list Efficiency that saves the efficiency
of each machine i to process each job j, used to establish different criteria to assign
jobs. For example, prohibiting assigning a job to the machine that processes it slowest.

On the other hand, Lawler et al. present a survey of the heuristics developed up to
1982 for R||Cmax [341]. Furthermore, in this work, they introduce a problem relaxation,
stating that a feasible solution can be generated by adding the constraint in Equation
3.5. To solve this relaxation of the problem, the variables where pij> d are eliminated
from the system of equations to subsequently solve the relaxation. If the solution is
infeasible, the value of d is increased; whereas, if the solution is feasible, the value of
d is reduced. The lower possible value of d is identified by means of a binary search,
considering that the value of d found must generate a feasible solution.

n∑
j=1

pijxij ≤ d ∀i ∈ M (3.5)

Another important date for the R||Cmax problem is 1985 because in this year Pots
introduces the first two-phase algorithm, referred to as Linear Programming and
Enumeration (LPE) [349]. In the first phase, LPE generates a partial solution by means
of a relaxation of the original linear programming problem. Subsequently, LPE uses
the second phase to transform the partial solution into a feasible solution (if necessary)
by assigning the remaining jobs, known as fractional jobs, using enumeration methods
like the heuristics A, B, and C, described above.

In 1990 Lenstra et al. propose to use the rounding theorem in two-phases [343]. The
central idea of the authors is to divide jobs and machines based on a certain time
threshold ϵ. In addition, a deadline is assigned to each machine. In this way, the
machines cannot exceed a certain processing time. Additionally, the authors present a
demonstration to reaffirm that no algorithm can solve R||Cmax, in polynomial time.

After six years of the first two-phase heuristics, Hariri and Potts present five new
two-phase heuristics (LP/H) in 1991 [350]. The work includes two types of LP/H,
known as integrated and non-integrated. In a non-integrated two-phase heuristic, the
second phase allocates the fractional jobs using linear programming without taking into
account the first phase’s scheduling; while in the integrated heuristics, the second phase
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bases its decisions on the total processing time assigned to each machine in the first
phase.

The next year, Van de Velde proposes a branch-and-cut algorithm and an iterative local
search, based on a surrogate and dual relaxation of the problem [351]. The relaxation
of the problem consists of replacing the constraint (1) of the original problem with a
constraint that incorporates a vector of Lagrange multipliers [λi=1, ..., λm].

In 1994 Glass et al. conduct a study to design an efficient metaheuristic for R||Cmax,
comparing the performance of a standard GA, the neighborhood-based methods
Descent Algorithm (DA), Tabu Search (TS), and Simulated Annealing (SA), as well as a
memetic algorithm made up of GA and DA, called Genetic Descent (GD). Experimental
results highlight the GD performance [352].

Likewise, Piersma and van Dijk study the Descending Iterative Local Search (DILS)
and Tabu Search (TS) two years later [353]. From this work outstands the way the
neighborhood is generated, based on the efficiency of the machines. The experimental
results show that this criterion (machine’s efficiency) helps to reach better solutions.

One year later, Martello et al. introduce a set of lower bounds based on the Langrangian
relaxation to the R||Cmax problem, proposed by Lawler et al. in 1982 [341]. They use
the generated limits to develop an approximate algorithm and a Branch and Bound
algorithm, providing a good computational performance [354].

In 1998 Srivastava introduces another implementation of the Tabu search (TS) for
R||Cmax, called Modified Tabu Search Heuristic (MTSH) [355]. This algorithm uses
hashing techniques that control the aspiration test (which seeks to remove jobs from
the machines with more processing time Ci to re-assign them to the machines with less
Ci, attempting to reduce the makespan) and tabu restrictions (to avoid movements that
lead to solutions already visited). Experimental results show that MTSH can obtain
quality solutions to problems of practical size.

2002 is one of the most productive years for R||Cmax problem. The literature includes
three papers from this year [356, 357, 358]. First, Mokotoff and Chrétienne introduce a
cut plane scheme to generate an approximate algorithm and a Branch and Bound [356].
The experimental results indicate that the branch and bound algorithm obtains the best
results, showing an efficient performance in most of the case studies. On the other hand,
Serna and Xhafa develop a parallel approximate algorithm that uses a relaxation to
the positive linear problem. This algorithm generates fractional solutions (within the
limits of feasibility). Therefore, it uses a random rounding strategy that transforms
infeasible solutions into feasible ones [357]. Finally, Mokotoff and Jimeno present
three branch-and-cut approaches using a MILP formulation. This work also establishes
partial enumerations considering the integrality of a part of the set of binary variables
by using the characteristics of each problem. The experimental studies showed that this
type of approach has a performance that improved the results of the state-of-the-art
up to that moment [358].

Two years later, Guo et al. perform another effort to analyze the performance of
metaheuristics like SA, TS, and the Squeaky Wheel Optimization (SWO) algorithm.
Furthermore, the authors present improvements to the local searches, TS and SA,
and design a new lower bound, called C2, that uses the smallest and second-smallest
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processing time for each job. Finally, the knowledge obtained from this study is used
to design a hybrid algorithm formed by SWO and the improved TS, showing significant
results [359].

Another important date for R||Cmax is 2004. In this year, Ghirardi and Potts introduce
an improvement to the Recovering Beam Search (RBS) method, which allows it to
return to previously visited solutions. RBS is a truncated Branch and Bound algorithm
where only the best nodes are selected from each branch. RBS was well received by
the scientific community because it obtains good results in large instances (over 50
machines and 1000 jobs). In addition, in the same year, Pfund et al. present a survey
on the deterministic problem of PMS, concluding that R||Cmax has been relatively little
studied compared to other research areas [360].

The following year, Kumar et al. propose a rounding algorithm using linear algebra and
randomization, based on SchedRound that offers a unified way to address a number
of different goals in job scheduling with unrelated parallel machines [361]. The main
virtue of this approach is that it can be embedded in different search strategies to
improve its performance.

In 2007, Aburas proposes a local search to solve a real-world application of R||Cmax,
showing a good performance by solving a problem involving the fabrication of roof
trusses at a major home building company. In addition, in this year, Gairing et al.
present a formulation of R||Cmax as a generalized flow problem in a bipartite network,
solved with a generic algorithm of minimum cost flow, showing unpromising results
[362].

Another interesting proposal is presented in 2008 [363]. This work presents a set of
grouping techniques, where the basic idea is to reduce the number of jobs as follows.
The data is first rounded in such a way that a constant number of different job profiles
results. Subsequently, jobs with the same profile are merged (grouped) to form new jobs
and reduce the initial number of jobs. Finally, dynamic programming or enumeration
methods are used to build the solutions.

The next year, Lin et al. introduce another two-phase heuristic, called LP/Roundup
[364]. The first phase of LP/Roundup is based on the relaxation of the problem
proposed by Potts in [346]. The fractional jobs are assigned based on the efficiency of
each machine to process every job. In addition to this, LP/Roundup uses a procedure to
reduce the makespan of the generated solution by rearranging the jobs on the different
machines.

Another productive year for the R||Cmax problem is 2010 since four papers are presented
this year. First, Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz propose a benchmark with the 1,400 instances,
used in this work, described in detail in Section 3.2. Furthermore, they present the
results obtained by two hours of ILOG CPLEX (version 11.0) for the 1400 instances,
solving about 34% of the instances optimally. Finally, they develop a set of simple
algorithms, based on iterative greedy search algorithms (IG) and two neighborhood
models giving rise to the algorithm NVST-IG+, which showed a highly competitive
performance, that exceeded even the best state-of-the-art algorithms in most of the
1400 instances studied [342].
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On the other hand, Sivasankaran et al. present a two-stage heuristic. This heuristic
uses the first stage to generate a complete solution by assigning each job j to the fastest
machine i to process it. Thus, in the second phase, it tries to improve the solution by
performing interchanges between the jobs of each machine [365]. Furthermore, they
present another work with a comparison between the local search SA and randomized
Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP). The experimental results indicate that SA
performs better than GRASP [366].

Finally, the last related work of 2010 presents a Variable Neighborhood Descent (VND).
This algorithm avoids stalling at local optima by incorporating neighborhoods of
different sizes and incorporating a second objective (measuring the processing efficiency
of each job j on each machine i) used to guide the search. VND showed a competitive
performance on solving the test instances used [367].

The next year, Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz present another interesting work, that consists of
a set of methods to reduce the size of instances [368]. The main idea of these methods
is to reduce the number of machines that can process a job based on their efficiency.
Thus, for example, given a problem of 100 jobs and 10 machines, for each job j, the k
machines with the shortest time required to process j are selected. They incorporate
these reduction methods into different algorithms and assessed them using the 1400
instances proposed by themselves [342], showing a highly competitive performance that
outperformed the best state-of-the-art algorithms in most of the study cases.

On the other hand, in 2011 Lin et al. present one of the few proposals related to the
application of Genetic Algorithms (GA) to solve the problem R||Cmax. In this work,
the authors improve the standard GA by incorporating the job-based representation
scheme and symbols and variation operators that work with this type of encoding. This
algorithm shows highly competitive results on randomly generated test instances [369].

Finally, in 2015, Sels et al. present the last work related to R||Cmax. They introduce
two metaheuristics, a GA and a TS, hybridized with a Branch and Bound procedure
and a local search algorithm [96]. The algorithms are tested in the 1400 test instances
of Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz. The experimental results indicate that the hybridization of
the GA with the branch and bound algorithm has highly competitive results, exceeding
the best state-of-the-art algorithms in some studied cases.

Given the complexity of R||Cmax, several solution methods have been proposed
throughout history under different approaches. Figure 3.1 includes a plot that allows
graphically observing the number of related works presented for each approach. The
x−axis represents each approach, while the y−axis indicates the number of related
works found in the specialized literature.

As can be seen in Figure 3.1, the largest number of works are related to two-phase
methods [343, 349, 361, 364, 370, 371, 372, 357] and local searches [352, 96, 352, 353, 359,
352, 359, 373, 367, 353, 373, 351, 342, 365] with eight and fourteen papers, respectively.
The state-of-the-art also includes four works related to deterministic heuristics [345,
346, 347, 348] and five for exact methods [96, 354, 356, 358, 374]. Finally, the approaches
with fewer proposals are evolutionary algorithms [96, 352, 375] and hybrid algorithms
[352, 96] with three and two related works, respectively.
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Figure 3.1: Related works for each approach used to design solution methods for R||Cmax.

Table 3.1 shows the main characteristics of the best state-of-the-art algorithms for
R||Cmax, including the Partial enumeration, the Recovering Beam Search (RBS),
the Iterative Greedy local search (NVST-IG+), and the Hybrid Tabu Search (HTS)
[96]. The first column indicates the aspect analyzed from each work, covering the
Approach, Author, Hybridization, R||Cmax heuristics, Search strategies, Strategies to
modify a solution, Strategies to lead the search, lb (lower bound), Stop criterion, Test
instance characteristics, and Performance measure. Therefore, the remaining columns
contain the before-mentioned information for the four examined algorithms, Partial,
RBS, NVST-IG+, and HTS, respectively. Next, we describe each of the analyzed
characteristics.

– Approach: Name of the examined algorithm.

– Author: Name of the authors of the algorithm.

– Hybridization: Algorithms combined with another search strategy and the name
of such search method.

– R||Cmax heuristics: This row remarks the approaches using R||Cmax problem
domain strategies.

– Search strategies: Lists of the general search methods of each examined algorithm.

– Strategies to modify a solution: Methods used by the algorithms to generate,
manipulate, and alter the solutions.

– Strategies to lead the search: Methods used to control how the solutions are
modified.

– lb: Remarks the approaches using a lower bound to guide the search in the solution
space and to fathom partial solutions that cannot lead to optimal ones.

– Stop criterion: Indicates the criterion used to finish the search.

– Test instance characteristics: Enumerates the general characteristics of the
benchmark used to evaluate the performance of the examined algorithms.

– Performance measure: Depicts the measures used to estimate the performance of
the algorithms.
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Table 3.1: Main characteristics of the best algorithms of the state of the art of R||Cmax.

Approach Partial [358] RBS [374] NVST-IG+ [346] HTS [96]

Author Mokotoff and
Jimeno

Ghirardi and
Potts

Fanjul-Peyro
and Ruiz Sels et al.

Hybridization B&B

R||Cmax

Heuristics X X X X

Search strategies Partial solution
Rounding phase

Constructive heuristic
Filtering
Node evaluation
Recovering step

Constructive heuristic
Variable neighborhood search
Machine selection
Jobs selection

Constructive hueristic
Tabu list
Branch and bound strategies

Strategies to modify
a solution B&B strategies Pseudo-dominance conditions

Truncated branch and bound

Insertion
Interchange
Restricted Local Search
NSP and VIR

Swap
Branch and bound strategies

Strategies to lead
the search R1 R1

R2

R3

R4

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

R6

R7

lb X X X

Stop criterion 60 seg 15 seg 15 seg

Test instance
characteristics

pij: U(10, 100)
m: from 3 to 20
n: from 10 to 50

pij: U(10, 100), U(10, 1000),
and MacsCorr
m: from 10 to 50
n: from 100 to 1000

pij: U(1, 100), U(10, 100),
U(100, 120), U(100, 200),
JobsCorr, and MacsCorr
m: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50
n: 100, 200, 500, and 1000

pij: U(1, 100), U(10, 100),
U(100, 120), U(100, 200),
JobsCorr, and MacsCorr
m: 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50
n: 100, 200, 500, and 1000

Performance
measure RPD to CPLEX RPD to LB RPD to CPLEX RPD to CPLEX

Additionally, for a clearer format of Table 3.1, we named the strategies used to control
the search as R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, and R7. In this way, the strategy R1 controls
the search process using a lower bound. On the other hand, the strategies R2 and R3

regulate the movements of the jobs. Thus, R2 only accepts the operations (insertion
and interchange) performed over the jobs when the resulted processing time Ci in the
affected machines is equal to or lower than the current makespan, and R3 only accepts
a job movement if the sum of the processing time Ci in the affected machines will be
better after the job movement. On the other hand, the strategy R4 validates that from
the intervened machines, one has low quality (with Ci close or equal to Cmax) and the
other one not. In the same order of ideas, the strategies R5 and R6 make sure that the
selected jobs belong to distinct machines and that at least one of the chosen jobs has
a different processing time on the other machine, respectively. Finally, the strategy R7

validates that at least one of the intervened machines has a Ci = Cmax.

From Table 3.1 can be seen that the only hybridized heuristic is HTS which incorporates
a Branch and Bound (B&B) method. Likewise, it indicates that the Partial, RBS, and
HTS algorithms share some characteristics, such as the fact that they use branching and
bound strategies; therefore, they control the search process only using a lower bound.
On the other hand, NVST-IG+ and HTS use similar heuristics to control how to modify
the solutions, including the operations incorporated and the criteria used to accept or
reject a job movement. Regarding the stop criterion, all the examined algorithms use
time, except for RBS, which, being an exact algorithm, cannot stop until its search
ends. Likewise, this table shows that the test instances used to evaluate the Partial
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and RBS algorithm performance are different, while NVST-IG+ and HTS used the
same benchmark with more varied characteristics. Finally, this table allows observing
that the measure used to evaluate the performance of all the algorithms examined is
the Relative Percentage Deviation RPD to CPLEX, except RBS, assessed with the
RPD to a lower bound.

3.2 R||Cmax benchmark of instances

The general structure of a R||Cmax test instance can be defined using a matrix of size
(m× n). Figure 3.2 shows a template of an R||Cmax instance. The |M | columns from
i1 to im represent the available machines, and the rows indicate the |N | jobs from j1
to jn to assign. Therefore, each cell in the matrix contains the processing time pij that
machine i needs to process job j.

Machines

J
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s

N
M

i
1

i2 im...

j
1

...p
11

p
21

p
m1

j
2

...p
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p
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jn ...p
1n
p
2n
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Figure 3.2: Template of a test instance of R||Cmax.

As the review of the specialized literature related to R||Cmax presented in Section
3.1 indicates, in the first related works, each author generated their test instances (i.e.,
Martello et al. [354], Mokotoff and Jimeno [356, 358] or Ghirardi and Potts [374]). None
of those instances are publicly available, nor their best-known solutions. Nevertheless,
it is well-known that have been studied instances with pij values generated with a
uniform distribution in intervals like U(1, 100) and U(10, 100), as well as with job and
machine correlated (JobsCorr and MacsCorr). That is, short (long) processing times
pij of jobs for all machines and slow (fast) machines for all jobs, respectively.

It was until 2010 that Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz introduced a collection of 1400 test
instances available publicly at http://soa.iti.es and also used in this work [342].
This benchmark groups the 1400 instances into seven classes concerning the criteria
employed to generate the processing times pij in each instance. Its characteristics are
the following. The first five groups includes instances with values of pij uniformly
distributed in the intervals U(1, 100) U(10, 100), U(100, 120), U(100, 200), and
U(1000, 1100), respectively; while the sixth and seventh groups include instances
with correlated jobs (JobsCorr) and correlated machines (MacsCorr), respectively.
Each class (sub-set) holds ten instances for each of the twenty possible combinations
generated with m = 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and n = 100, 200, 500, 1000. Thus, the size of
the smaller instances is 100× 10, and the size of the larger ones is 1000× 50.
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3.3 Analysis of the R||Cmax state-of-the-art algorithm
results

In this section, we compare the results presented in the specialized literature for the best
algorithms for the R||Cmax problem. For this review, we consider the best two-phase
algorithm, Partial enumeration of Mokotoff and Jimeno [358]; the best exact method,
Recovering Beam Search (RBS) of Ghirardi and Potts [374]; the best local search
Iterative Greedy local search of Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz, referred to as NVST-IG+ [342];
and the best hybrid method, the Hybrid Tabu Search of Sels et al., referred to as
HTS [96]. Table 3.1 contains more details on the procedure for each solution method
considered.

The results of the four state-of-the-art algorithm Partial algorithm, RBS, and
NVST-IG+ are taken from the paper of Sels et al. [96]. In this work, they present
a comparative performance of the four algorithms on solving the benchmark of 1,400
test instances introduced by Fanjul-Peyro in 2010, described in 3.2. This study is based
on time, using a stopping criterion of 15 sec. However, given the characteristics of the
Partial enumeration and the RBS procedures, they used more CPU time on average.
It is important to note that they do not consider the remaining results presented by
Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz (2011) [342] because they are obtained by parallel algorithms
run on a cluster of dual processors. Similarly, these results are not considered in this
work, since they are outside the scope of study.

The performance of the state-of-the-art solution method is assessed based on the average
Relative Percentage Deviation (RPD). Given an instance i, the RPD is defined as
Equation 3.6, where Cmax(i) depicts the Cmax value found by the assessed solution
method and C∗

max(i) represents the best Cmax found using two hours of the commercial
solver CPLEX. Thus, RPD indicates the deviation from the evaluated solution method
to CPLEX.

RPD =
Cmax(i)− C∗

max(i)

C∗
max(i)

(3.6)

Table 3.2 contains the experimental results. This table presents the average RPD values
reached by each solution method distributed in groups of instances sorted according
to the distribution of their processing times pij and the complete benchmark (1400
instances). The first and second columns indicate the criteria used to group the test
instances: pij and the 1400 instances. Therefore, the remaining columns contain the
average RPD obtained by each approach for every group of instances, highlighting in
bold the best values. It is important to note that the results presented in 3.2 are divided
by 100 for the purposes of this research project.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of the state-of-the-art algorithms Partial, RBS, NVST-IG+, and HTS
using RPD.

Instance Set Partial RBS NVST-IG+ HTS

U(1, 100) 0.0288 0.0203 0.0134 0.0183
U(10, 100) 0.0131 0.0187 0.0075 0.0151
U(100, 120) 0.0033 0.0013 0.0004 0.0000
U(100, 200) 0.0105 0.0081 0.0032 0.0008
U(1000, 1100) 0.0023 0.0018 0.0002 -0.0001
JobsCorr 0.0234 0.0035 0.0048 -0.0053
MacsCorr 0.0094 0.0236 0.0055 0.0038

1400 instances 0.0130 0.0110 0.0050 0.0047

From Table 3.2 emerged that the best state-of-the-art algorithm for R||Cmax is the
HTS proposed by Sels et al. with an average RPD of 0.47 for the 1400 instances,
followed by the NVST-IG+ of Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz with an average deviation to
CPLEX of 0.50. In contrast, the heuristics with the lowest performance were the
Partial algorithm of Mokotoff and Jimeno and the RBS of Ghirardi and Potts with
RPD values of 1.30 and 1.10, respectively. Finally, Table 3.2 allows observing that the
sets of instances that seem to be the most difficult are U(1, 100) and U(10, 100) since
they represent a greater difficulty for state-of-the-art algorithms, being NVST-IG+ the
algorithm with the best results. On the other hand, HTS presents the best results in
the rest of the sets. However, we consider that this comparison is not appropriate since
HTS was programmed and run in a programming language and computer equipment
with different characteristics, respectively, from the remaining assessed algorithms. In
this order of ideas, we believe that using the number of evaluations of the objective
function is the fairest way to compare the algorithms’ performance. Thus, we can avoid
the execution time impact caused by the programming language and the computer
equipment characteristics. Finally, we consider that only comparing the algorithms’
performance based on the average RPD for the 1400 instances or the instance sets
grouped according to the processing times distribution is not suitable since not all the
instances have the same weight. Therefore, in the following sections, we incorporate
other criteria such as the number of machines m and the number of jobs n in the
instances to compare the algorithmic behavior of the proposed strategies more fairly.
From these observations arise the following research questions: (1) What will make the
difference in the difficulty of the instances and the behavior of the algorithms?; (2) Is
it possible to design a competitive GGA for R||Cmax by incorporating knowledge of the
problem domain? The following chapters present a series of experimental studies that
seek to answer such research questions.



Chapter 4
The first GGA to solve the R||Cmax

problem

This chapter presents the first GGA for the NP-hard combinatorial optimization
grouping problem R||Cmax. In this way, it includes an overview of the GGA procedure,
highlighting its main features and strengths over other heuristic algorithms. In addition,
this section describes the heuristics of each GGA component, including the population
initialization strategy, the crossover and mutation operators, and the reproduction
technique. Finally, it includes the experimental results obtained by GGA when solving
the R||Cmax problem.

According to Ramos-Figueroa et al. [7], the Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA) is one
of the most used metaheuristic algorithms to solve grouping problems. Such popularity
is related to its promising results and its flexibility to adopt new ideas to handle the
constraints and conditions of the problem to solve. The GGA is an extension to the
standard GA; then, they have similar procedures. The GGA procedure starts with
the generation of the initial population, generally in a random way. Next, selection
strategies and variation operators, mainly crossover and mutation, are used iteratively
to try to find better solutions. Each iteration represents a generation that starts
utilizing a selection strategy to pick some individuals of the populations, based on their
fitness values. Therefore, the genetic material of the selected individuals is recombined
by the crossover operator to generate offspring. Subsequently, the offspring are added
to the population using a replacement strategy. Finally, some individuals, chosen with
a selection strategy, are slightly modified with the mutation operator. In this way,
the GGA iterates performing the before-mentioned procedure until a stopping criterion
(e.g., the maximum number of generations, the maximum search time, convergence of
solutions, or finding an optimal solution) is met.

One of the main features of the GGA is the group-based scheme that it uses to encode
and manage solutions in the search space. According to Falkenauer, this is a more
natural way of representing solutions to grouping problems [93]. Besides, it helps to
reduce the size of the search space since it produces fewer isomorphic solutions than a
traditional encoding. In this encoding, each gene represents a group that contains the
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collection of elements that correspond to it. Therefore, the length of a solution is equal
to the number of groups that it includes.

Another important aspect to consider when developing a GGA is the design of variation
operators, like crossover and mutation, that must work at the group-level. With this
feature, operators can perform procedures in a more controlled way, determining which
groups and elements vary according to the constraints and objectives of the problem to
solve. The crossover uses two or more solutions of the current population to recombine
their genetic material, creating offspring with new characteristics. This operator is
used to give GGA the ability to converge on the most promising areas identified during
the search. One of the advantages of crossover operators for group-based encoding is
that they can use the quality of the groups to determine how the parents transmit the
genetic material to the children to perform a more controlled search. On the other
hand, the mutation operator provides to GGA the ability to explore new areas of the
search space, producing small modifications to the genetic material of some solutions.
This procedure is helpful for a GGA, mainly to address highly constrained grouping
problems, where there are large possibilities of converging to local optimums since these
slight alterations generate solutions in other regions of the search space that can help
to avoid premature convergence.

The next sections describe the elements of the first GGA for R||Cmax, the object of study
in this work [7], including the population initialization strategy, the variation operators,
selection and replacement strategies, as well as the problem-domain heuristics. It is
important to note that this algorithm is an adaptation of the state-of-the-art Grouping
Genetic Algorithm with Controlled Genes Transmission (GGA-CGT) introduced by
Quiroz-Castellanos et al. to solve the Bin Packing problem [11]. Therefore, the details
of the original heuristic procedures can be consulted in such work.

4.1 Genetic encoding, fitness function and initial
population

The proposed GGA uses the group-based representation scheme to encode and
manipulate solutions, where each machine i is a gene (or group) Gi that will include
a set of jobs. Therefore, all solutions have the same number of genes, equal to the
number of machines m. The quality of each machine i is equal to the time it takes to
process its assigned jobs, denoted as Ci. Thus, the quality of a solution Cmax is equal
to the Ci value of the machine with the longest processing time. The initial population
is generated randomly by running the Random min strategy that consists of applying
the well-known Min() heuristic, introduced by Ibarra and Kim [346], on random jobs
permutations. Recalling from Chapter 3, for each job j, Min() calculates the equation
Ci=Ci + pij for all the machines, where pij indicates the time that machine i needs to
process job j. In this way, Min() assigns job j to machine i that generates the lowest
Ci value.

Figure 4.1 describes the procedure followed by the population initialization strategy.
To give a comprehensive description, Figure 4.1a includes an example instance I
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represented as a matrix with m=4 machines depicted by the columns and n=10 jobs
represented by the rows. Thus, the example starts from a permutation (Figure 4.1b) of
the ten jobs {j9, j5, j2, j6, j3, j8, j4, j7, j1, j10}, used to generate the partial solution,
shown in Figure 4.1c. The construction of the partial solution can be calculated from
the first nine jobs in the permutation {j9, j5, j2, j6, j3, j8, j4, j7, j1} and the instance
I using the heuristic Min(). To exemplify how this heuristic Min() works, Figure 4.1d
shows a complete solution, resulted from the assignment of the last job in the permuted
list (i.e., j10) to the solution. Therefore, following the Min() procedure, the processing
time Ci of each machine plus the time that they require to process job j10 results in
the following way: C1 = 26+ 8, C2 = 25+ 20, C3 = 20+ 18, and C4 = 10+ 28. In this
manner, Min() assigned job j10 to machine i1 since it generated the lowest Ci value.
It is important to note that if two or more machines produce the same Ci value, this
allocation heuristic assigns the job in turn to the machine i that appears first from i1 to
im. Therefore, Figure 4.1d also represents a solution chromosome with a length equal
to the number of machines m, where each machine represents a gene. Finally, Figure
4.1d also shows the fitness value of the generated solution that is equal to the longest
processing time Ci, in this case, the C1=34, outlined in bold.
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Figure 4.1: Population initialization strategy

4.2 Adapted Gene-level crossover operator

The GGA uses the Adapted Gene-Level Crossover (AGLX) operator, a variant of the
GLX operator proposed by Quiroz-Castellanos et al. [11], that produces two offspring
by using two parents. During the genetic material transmission process, this operator
considers the genes in increasing order concerning the Ci values. Thus, it transmits
first the machines that process their jobs fastest and then the slowest ones. In this
way, the first child starts inheriting the fastest machine from the first parent, next the
fastest machine from the second parent, then the second-fastest machine from the first
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parent, and so on. It is important to note that, before transmitting each machine i,
this crossover operator verifies that it has not already been transmitted by the other
parent. Otherwise, the machine is discarded. Similarly, the second child receives genes
alternately from both parents, but it starts with the fastest machine from the second
parent. Finally, to avoid infeasible solutions, this crossover operator removes the jobs
that appear twice from the machine with the higher Ci value. Finally, AGLX re-inserts
the jobs missed during the transmission process using the assignment heuristic Min().

Figure 4.2 describes the process of the AGLX operator with an example that contains
two parent solutions for the test instance of Figure 4.1a with four machines (groups).
The ten jobs, from j1 to j10, are distributed among the four machines, from i1 to i4, and
the time that each machine i requires to process its assigned jobs from C1 to C4 is stored
in vector Ci. Figure 4.2a depicts the transmission process. Therefore, it shows the two
parents with their groups in increasing order, which indicates the gene transmission
sequence, i.e., from best (Lowest Ci) to worst (Highest Ci). Figure 4.2b indicates
the way the repeated genetic material is handled. Thus, it contains the two solutions
produced during the transmission process, which only keep machine i of the parent
in which it appears first according to the gene transmission sequence. Furthermore,
this figure includes the repeated jobs, highlighted in bold, that must be removed from
the machine with the highest processing time Ci. Lastly, this figure shows a list with
the missed jobs (MJ) during the transmission process. Figure 4.2c contains the partial
solution resulting from the transmission process without the repeating genetic material,
as well as a permutation of the jobs in MJ . Finally, Figure 4.2d shows the complete
solutions resulting from the assignment of the missed jobs with the heuristic Min().

4.3 Download mutation operator

The GGA includes the Download mutation operator that uses two phases to modify
two genes in each solution. In the first stage, called download, the operator clusters the
genes (machines) between two sets (W and O). In this way, W includes the machines
with a processing time (Ci) equal to the makespan (Cmax), while O holds the ones
with an assigned processing time (Ci) lower than the makespan (Cmax). Next, from
each set (W and O), one machine (w and o) is randomly selected, and their jobs
are released. Subsequently, in the second stage, the released jobs are redistributed
between the selected machines (w and o) with the heuristic Best(). For each job j,
Best() calculates the equations Cw = Cw + pwj and Co = Co + poj, where Cw and Co

represent the assigned processing time of machines w and o, respectively, and pwj and
poj the processing time required by machines w and o to process job j. In this way,
Best() assigns j to the machine that generates the lowest Ci value. The main difference
between the reassignment heuristics Min() and Best() is that Min() re-inserts the jobs
considering all the machines, while Best() re-inserts them by considering only the two
selected machines o and w.

Figure 4.3 describes the mutation process of the Download operator with an example
that contains an initial solution for the instance presented in Figure 4.1a with four
genes (groups). The ten jobs, from j1 to j10, are distributed among four groups, from
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Given two parent  solutions for the test instance of Figure 1a, the Adapted Gene-level crossover 

operator (AGLX) proposed by Ramos-Figueroa et al. [2] works as follows:
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Figure 4.2: Adapted Gene-Level Crossover (AGLX) operator

i1 to i4, and the time that each group i requires to process its assigned jobs from C1 to
C4 is stored in vector Ci. Figure 4.3a shows the result of clustering the machines with
processing time Ci equal to the makespan Cmax in the set W={i1} and the remaining
machines in set O={i2, i3, i4}. Figure 4.3b indicates the machines w=i1 and o=i4,
outlined in bold, randomly selected from the sets W and O, respectively. Figure
4.3c contains the solution with the selected machines to be altered, outlined in bold,
downloaded by releasing their jobs and placing them in the box of released jobs RJ .
Finally, Figure 4.3d has a permutation of the jobs in RJ and the result of reinserting
them with the allocation heuristic Best(). The calculation of the processing time Ci of
each machine i, as well as the operations performed by the allocation heuristic Best() to
assign the released jobs, can be calculated by using the example instance I presented in
Figure 4.1a. As this example indicates, the quality of the mutated solution is better than
that of the initial solution, demonstrating the effectiveness of the Download mutation
operator.
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Given the following potential solution for the test instance of Figure 1a:       

The  Download  mutation  operator  proposed  by  Ramos-Figueroa  et  al.  [2]  works  as 

follows: 
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4.4 Selection and replacement strategies

The GGA employs an adaptation of the controlled reproduction technique proposed
by Quiroz-Castellanos et al. [11], which uses an elitist approach together with two
inverted rankings to give all the solutions a chance to contribute to the next generation
but forcing the survival of the best solutions. The replacement strategy preserves the
population diversity and the best solutions by replacing duplicated fitness individuals
and the worst fitness solutions with new offspring.

At each generation, GGA ranks the individuals in the population P from best to worst
according to their fitness. Additionally, if there are solutions with repeated fitness,
only one solution is ranked, and the others are placed at the end of the ordered list.
Subsequently, GGA distributes the solutions in P , ranked according to the ordered list
among the sets G, R, and B. The set G includes the best nc solutions, where nc is
a parameter to be configured that determines the number of individuals selected for
the crossover process at each generation. On the other hand, the set R contains the
solutions in the population P without the best nc/2 solutions. Finally, the set B holds
the best |B| individuals, called elite solutions, that receive special treatment since they
have the best characteristics of the population. Therefore, |B| is another parameter to
be configured. Given this hierarchical structure of the solution, nc/2 parent solutions
are randomly taken from the set G and the remaining nc/2 parents are randomly picked
up from the solutions in the set R. In this way, each pair of parents is created with a
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parent selected from the set G and the other one from the set R. Hence, it is necessary
to validate that parent pairs do not have the same solution since some solutions can be
selected more than once. After applying the crossover operator to each pair of parents,
the new individuals are incorporated into the population P in the following way. Half
of the generated children replaces the parents selected from the set R and the remaining
offspring replaces first the solutions with repeated fitness and then those with worse
fitness. The detail of this reproduction technique can be consulted in [11].

Once the replacement strategy is applied, the population is ranked with the same
ranking strategy, i.e., from best to worst and placing solutions with repeated fitness at
the end, to later select the best nm solutions for mutation, where nm is a parameter to be
configured that determines the number of mutated solutions at each generation. When
applying the mutation operator, if a solution belongs to the elite group B, the solution
is first cloned, and it is later mutated. The clones can be entered into the population,
replacing first the solutions with repeated fitness and then those with worse fitness.
This strategy aims to preserve the individuals with the best characteristics to take
advantage of the search directions they provide for a greater number of generations. A
more detailed description of this reproduction technique can be found in [11].

4.5 Computational Experiments

This section presents the experimental design proposed to analyze the performance
of the GGA presented in this section to solve the R||Cmax problem, an adaptation
of the state-of-the-art GGA-CGT designed to solve the Bin Packing problem [11]. It
is important to note that, for this study, the heuristic used to generate the initial
population in GGA-CGT, as well as the mutation and crossover operators, were adapted
to solve the problem R||Cmax. Conversely, the remaining mechanisms and operators, as
well as the parameter settings, were not modified. The configuration used is as follows:
Population size |P | = 100; number of individuals selected for the crossover nc = 20;
number of individuals selected for the mutation nm = 83; elite population size |B| =
20; and, maximal number of generations max_gen = 500.

The performance assessment of GGA involves solving the benchmark of 1,400 test
instances introduced by Fanjul-Peyro in 2010, described in 3.2. Likewise, we analyze
its performance by measuring its average Relative Percentage Deviation (RPD) to
CPLEX, presented in Equation 3.6. Table 4.1 contains the experimental results. For
a comprehensive analysis, we distributed the RPD values reached by the GGAs in
groups of instances sorted according to the number of jobs n, the number of machines
m, the distribution of the processing times pij of the instances, and the complete
benchmark (1400 instances). The first and second columns indicate the criteria used
to group the test instances: n, m, pij, and the 1400 instances. On the other hand,
the third column contains the average RPD obtained by GGA for the four grouping
criteria. It is important to note that from this study, we will use these extended
tables to analyze in-deep the algorithmic behavior of the algorithms and the conditions
in which they show high or low performance. This table format represents the first
step toward the characterization of the R||Cmax problem optimization process since it
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Table 4.1: Analysis of the average RPD reached by GGA for each instance set: n, m, pij,
and the 1400 instances.

Instance Set GGA

n

100 0.0659
200 0.0655
500 0.0657
1000 0.0688

m

10 0.0683
20 0.0683
30 0.0683
40 0.0683
50 0.0683

pij

U(1, 100) 0.1027
U(10, 100) 0.1119
U(100, 120) 0.0256
U(100, 200) 0.0829
U(1000, 1100) 0.0121
JobsCorr 0.0586
MacsCorr 0.0955

1400 Instances 0.0699

provides meaningful information to understand how the characteristics of the instances,
like the number of machines m and the number of jobs n, impact the performance of
the algorithms that solve them.

From Table 4.1 can be observed that GGA did not show an outstanding performance
since the average RPD obtained for the state-of-the-art HTS for the 1400 instances
(See Table 3.2) is about fourteen times lower than the RPD obtained by the proposed
GGA. Additionally, Table 4.1 suggests that the GGA performance improves as the
number of jobs decreases; while the number of machines does not have a clear impact.
Finally, these experimental results suggest that, like in the state-of-the-art algorithms,
instances with processing times in the ranges U(1, 100), U(10, 100), and with correlated
machines MacsCorre represent a bigger challenge for the GGA; while instances in the
ranges U(100, 120) and U(1000, 1100) are easier.

4.6 Impact analysis of crossover and mutation rate on
GGA

This section presents an experimental study to analyze how each variation operator
(crossover and mutation) impacts the GGA performance. In this sense, we conducted
a set of tests that considers three different values for the number of individuals selected
for the crossover process (nc) and the number of solutions to be mutated (nm), both
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with the following values: 20, 40, and 60. In this way, we run the GGA with the
nine configurations (Conf) generated from all possible combinations of these three
parameters: Conf1: nc = 20, nm = 20, Conf2: nc = 20, nm = 40, ... Conf9: nc = 60,
nm = 60. Figure 4.4 has a bar graph with the results obtained from this study, where
each bar represents one of the nine configurations grouped according to the number of
mutated solutions nm, and each pattern indicates the number of selected individuals
for the crossover process nc: squares = 20, waves= 40, and circles= 60. As Figure
4.4 indicates, the GGA performance tends to improve (lower RPD) as the number of
individuals considered for the crossover and mutation processes increases. Moreover,
this figure suggests that the crossover operator shows a higher impact on the GGA
performance. This behavior is different from the one presented by the GGA-CGT,
where the mutation operator has the most significant positive impact on the final
performance of this algorithm. The conclusions obtained from this study suggest the
review and re-structuration of the mutation operator procedure. Chapter 7 presents a
systematical experimental design to explore different strategies that intervene during
the mutation process. Thus, we will identify and select the strategies that positively
contribute to the mutation operator procedure to improve its performance.

Impact of the parameter nm in the GGA performance 
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Figure 4.4: Impact analysis of the parameters: number of individuals selected for crossover
nc and number of mutated solutions nm in the GGA final performance.

4.7 Conclusions of the experimental study

In this chapter, we introduced the first GGA to solve the Parallel-Machine Scheduling
variant that considers unrelated machines, jobs with non-preemptions, and makespan
minimization (R||Cmax). Our proposal was designed based on the trends identified
during the literature review. That is, using a more natural or intuitive way to
represent the potential solutions to the R||Cmax problem (group-based) as well as
variation operators designed to work together with the grouping encoding efficiently.
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Experimental results indicated that, although the proposed GGA showed promising
results for R||Cmax, these are not enough to compete with state-of-the-art algorithms.
In this order of ideas, the best state-of-the-art algorithm, HTS, is about fourteen times
better than GGA since they solve the 1400 instances with average RPD values of
0.0047 and 0.0699, respectively (see Table 3.2). Moreover, the impact analysis of
the parameters revealed that the mutation operator is not contributing much to the
search. The knowledge gained from this research phase motivates the development
of the following sections, where we will analyze if it is possible to improve the GGA
performance without the need to add a local search as the best state-of-the-art heuristics
do. Therefore, in the following sections, we will explore different heuristic strategies,
seeking to identify the appropriate ones for each stage of the evolutionary process.



Chapter 5
Population initialization strategies

This chapter addresses the study of different heuristics to construct solutions for
the Parallel-machine scheduling problem with unrelated machines and makespan
minimization R||Cmax. Recalling from Chapter 3, R||Cmax holds hard complexity;
consequently, the state-of-the-art includes methods designed to solve it under different
approaches, such as deterministic heuristics [345, 346, 347, 348], exact methods
[96, 354, 356, 358, 374], two-phase algorithms or rounding methods [343, 349, 361, 364,
370, 371, 372, 357], local searches [352, 96, 352, 353, 359, 352, 359, 373, 367, 353, 373,
351, 342, 365], evolutionary algorithms[96, 352, 375], and hybrid algorithms [352, 96].
As with most search algorithms, the starting point for a GGA is the construction of the
initial population. Many times this component is not given the necessary importance.
However, its role is very relevant, since, in some problems, the quality and other
characteristics of the initial solutions have a great impact on the final performance
of a solution method. In this chapter, we analyze the algorithmic behavior of eleven
simple heuristics to generate solutions, five deterministic, and six non-deterministic.
The knowledge gained from this study is used as a starting point for the characterization
of the R||Cmax problem and the optimization process of the GGA components.

5.1 State-of-the-art constructive heuristics for the
R||Cmax problem

According to the scope of the literature review, the earliest efforts to solve R||Cmax

were devoted to the design of simple solution methods, mainly constructive heuristics.
The first work related to the design of constructive heuristics was presented in 1977
by Ibarra et al.. In this work, the authors introduced five well-known heuristics that
use different criteria to establish the scheduling order of the jobs, but they share in
common that they use the allocation heuristic Min() to control the scheduling of each
job. From that work, we consider three heuristics, referred in this study as Lowest min,
Highest min, and Random min. Three years later, De and Morton studied the strengths
and weaknesses of the heuristics proposed by Ibarra et al.; as a result, they introduced
three constructive algorithms that incorporate new strategies to establish the way the
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jobs are assigned to the machines, including a new strategy to sort the jobs and a
lower bound [347]. In this chapter, we also consider one of these heuristic algorithms,
referred to as Mean min. Finally, the last constructive heuristic found in the specialized
literature that we also use in this work is Lowest, introduced by Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz
in 2010 to generate the initial solution of different neighborhood searches [342]. As
can be seen, the state-of-the-art of constructive heuristics for R||Cmax is not too large.
However, some of them are still widely used for the construction of the initial solutions
of different methods. The following sections present a study to analyze the performance
of the heuristic strategies of the state-of-the-art indicated in this review, together with
other heuristics proposed in this work.

5.2 Constructive heuristics for the R||Cmax problem

In deterministic algorithms, given a particular input, the same output is always
produced, passing through the same sequence of states. Algorithms with these
characteristics are far functional so that they can be run on real devices (e.g., machines,
computers, robots, etc.) efficiently. This study comprises four classical deterministic
algorithms: Lowest [342], Lowest min [346], Highest min [346], Mean min [347], and
one deterministic heuristic proposed in this work, referred to as Diff_fastest min. In
contrast, non-deterministic algorithms can generate different outputs on different runs,
even for the same input. In most cases, such behavior is related to the use of random
number generators. Algorithms with these characteristics are far recurrent to address
complex problems, with large and hard search spaces. In this work, we analyze the
algorithmic behavior of six non-deterministic constructive heuristics, one taken from
the specialized literature known as Random min [346], and five more introduced in this
work, called: Random, Random lowest bound min, Lowest 4g min, Highest 4g min,
and Diff_fastest 4g min. Most of them use the scheduling strategy Min() heuristic,
introduced by Ibarra and Kim [346]. Recalling from Chapter 3, the heuristic Min()
allocates each job j to the machine i that produces the lowest value of Ci = Ci + pij,
where Ci is the time demanded by the machine i to process all its assigned jobs, and
pij is the time demanded by machine i to process job j. However, some of these
constructive heuristics differ in the strategy they use to sort the jobs. Figure 5.1
contains an instance example with n = 8 jobs and m = 4 machines, as well as the
detail of four properties used to classify the jobs before schedule them: 1) lowest, the
processing time pij required by the fastest machine i to process job j; 2) highest, the
processing time pij required by the slowest machine i to process job j; 3) mean, the
average processing time required by all the machines in M = {i1, ..., im} to process job
j; and 4) diff_fastest, the difference between the two fastest machines to process job j.
The following paragraphs contain the description of the eleven constructive heuristics
considered in this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Instance characteristics used by constructive heuristics.

5.2.1 Lowest

This method is the simplest since it does not use a strategy to arrange the jobs. Instead,
it schedules the jobs directly considering the property lowest, described in Equation
5.1, without any other criteria. As Figure 5.1 indicates, this property refers to the
minimum time min(pij) required to process the job j.

lowest pij = min(pj) (5.1)

5.2.2 Lowest min

Unlike Lowest, the heuristic Lowest min uses instance property lowest, described in
Equation 5.1, to sort the jobs in non-increasing order. Thus, the heuristic Lowest min
allocates the sorted jobs with the Min() heuristic.

5.2.3 Highest min

Similar to Lowest min, Highest min allocates the jobs in non-increasing order, but based
on the property highest, using the Min() heuristic. As can be seen from Figure 5.1 and
Equation 5.2, the property highest refers to the maximum processing time max(pij)
required by the slowest machine i to process job j.

highest pij = max(pj) (5.2)

5.2.4 Mean min

In this algorithm, jobs are scheduled employing the Min() heuristic, in non-increasing
order, according to the instance property mean. From Figure 5.1 and Equation 5.3
can be seen that this characteristic refers to the average processing time average(pij)
of each job j.

mean pij = average(pj) (5.3)
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5.2.5 Diff_fastest min

Finally, we propose a deterministic heuristic called: Diff_fastest min. This
algorithm considers the jobs in non-increasing order according to the instance property
diff_fastest, described in Equation 5.4, to schedule them using the Min() heuristic.
Figure 5.1 shows the result of extracting the characteristic diff_fastest from an instance
example. As can be seen, it consists of identifying the two machines (ia and ib) that
require the lowest time pij to process job j, to then calculate the absolute value of the
difference between the processing times of these machines abs(piaj − pibj).

diff_fastest pij = abs(piaj-pibj) (5.4)

5.2.6 Random

In this non-deterministic heuristic, jobs are allocated randomly on machines without
considering other criteria. Thus, this heuristic uses the function random() that
generates a number randomly with a uniform distribution between 1 and the number
of machines m to determine the location of each job. The main benefit of the Random
heuristic relies on its applicability to problems that need too much diversity since it
can generate solutions with different characteristics. In contrast, effectiveness is the
principal drawback of this heuristic since it cannot control the quality of the solutions.
Therefore, it generates high-quality and low-quality solutions.

5.2.7 Random min

Unlike Random, the Random min heuristic combines randomness and knowledge of the
problem domain to generate the solutions as follows. First, it selects each job using
the function random() that generates a random number with a uniform distribution
between 1 and the number of jobs n. Then, it allocates the selected job with the
well-known Min() heuristic. In this way, the Random min heuristic iteratively performs
this procedure until all the jobs are assigned.

5.2.8 Random lowest bound min

The Random lowest min bound heuristic is an extension to the Random min heuristic
that incorporates the use of the lower bound lb. As Equation 5.5 indicates, lb consists
of summing the processing times pij required by the fastest machines to process every
job j and dividing the result by the number of available machines m. In this order of
ideas, the Random lowest min bound procedure is as follows. For each job j selected
with the random() function that uses a uniform distribution, this strategy attempts
to assign j to machine i that processes it in the lowest time pij, i.e., using the lowest
property, considering the following rule. If Ci + pij <= lb, job j is assigned to the
fastest machine i. Otherwise, job j remains unassigned. Ci represents the time that
machine i needs to process its assigned jobs. Finally, the Random lowest min bound
heuristic allocates the unassigned jobs with the Min() heuristic.
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lb =

∑n
j=1 min(pij)

n
(5.5)

5.2.9 Lowest 4g min

This heuristic is an extension of the deterministic constructive heuristic Lowest min.
Therefore, the constructive process of Lowest 4g min also starts ordering the jobs in
non-increasing order based on the instance characteristic lowest, described in Equation
5.1; nevertheless, it does not assign the jobs immediately. Instead, it distributes them
into four groups, from G1 to G4 with the same number of jobs equal to n/4, preserving
the order of the jobs during group construction. Subsequently, the jobs in each group
are permuted, modifying their order. Finally, the jobs are allocated with the Min()
heuristic, following the order of the groups: G1, G2, G3, and G4.

5.2.10 Highest 4g min

Like Lowest 4g min, Highest 4g min is an extension of the deterministic constructive
heuristic Highest min. Hence, it starts arranging the jobs in non-increasing order based
on the instance characteristic highest, described in Equation 5.2. Next, it distributes
the jobs into four groups, from G1 to G4 in equal parts of size n/4, preserving their
order during group construction. Subsequently, the jobs of each group are permuted
with a uniform distribution, changing their order. Finally, the jobs are allocated with
the Min() heuristic following the order of the groups: G1, G2, G3, and G4.

5.2.11 Diff_fastest 4g min

Besides the heuristics Lowest 4g min and Highest 4g min, we also used the approach
based on four groups with the instance property diff_fastest, described in Equation
5.4. As can be inferred, in this heuristic, jobs are first arranged in non-increasing order
based on the subtraction of the processing time pij required by the two fastest machines
(ia and ib) for processing each job j. Next, the Diff_fastest 4g min process continues as
that of the heuristics Lowest 4g min and Highest 4g min. That is, distributing the jobs
into four groups, permuting them, and finally assigning them with the Min() heuristic.

5.3 Analysis of the R||Cmax constructive heuristics
results

This section includes the experimental results for the eleven studied constructive
heuristics. The experimental design consists of evaluating the final performance of
the eleven constructive heuristics described above to understand their optimization
process when solving R||Cmax. To achieve this goal, we proposed an experimental
design that consists of assessing the eleven constructive heuristics as follows. First,
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each constructive heuristic is applied to the 1400 instances. Next, the performance
of each constructive heuristic is calculated based on the measure RPD, presented in
Equation 3.6. Finally, for a comprehensive analysis, the performance of the eleven
constructive heuristics is compared with the 1400 instances grouped with four criteria,
the number of jobs n, the number of machines m, the distribution of the processing
times pij, and the 1400 instances together. It is important to note that, for a fair
comparison, the same seed is used for the eleven constructive heuristics.

Table 5.1 presents the experimental results. The first two columns indicate the criteria
used to group the instances, i.e., n, m, pij, and the complete benchmark. Thus, the
remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained by each constructive heuristic
for each grouping criterion, highlighting in bold the best results.

Table 5.1: Comparison of the eleven constructive heuristics: Lowest, Lowest min, Highest
min, Mean min, Diff_fastest min, Random, Random min, Random lowest bound min, Lowest
4g min, Highest 4g min, and Diff_fastest 4g min using RPD.
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n 100 0.549 0.186 0.172 0.184 0.176 0.493 0.171 0.337 0.132 0.148 0.167
200 0.515 0.173 0.167 0.176 0.174 0.478 0.165 0.284 0.134 0.151 0.164
500 0.45 0.142 0.138 0.143 0.15 0.464 0.139 0.221 0.12 0.132 0.141
1000 0.41 0.133 0.13 0.134 0.144 0.456 0.131 0.187 0.12 0.127 0.134

m 10 0.326 0.136 0.14 0.146 0.153 0.412 0.14 0.129 0.124 0.135 0.144
20 0.44 0.158 0.155 0.162 0.164 0.462 0.154 0.225 0.131 0.145 0.155
30 0.491 0.151 0.142 0.152 0.149 0.487 0.142 0.268 0.115 0.129 0.14
40 0.549 0.164 0.149 0.16 0.158 0.5 0.15 0.312 0.122 0.135 0.15
50 0.601 0.183 0.173 0.177 0.18 0.504 0.171 0.352 0.14 0.154 0.169

pij U(1, 100) 0.406 0.3 0.307 0.326 0.313 0.919 0.303 0.647 0.196 0.299 0.3
U(10, 100) 0.38 0.243 0.223 0.244 0.238 0.801 0.222 0.425 0.202 0.219 0.217
U(100, 120) 0.512 0.061 0.06 0.063 0.061 0.114 0.06 0.054 0.06 0.06 0.06
U(100, 200) 0.377 0.139 0.136 0.142 0.138 0.373 0.136 0.136 0.134 0.136 0.134
U(1000, 1100) 0.387 0.034 0.035 0.035 0.034 0.059 0.034 0.023 0.034 0.034 0.034
Jobscorre 0.541 0.148 0.148 0.15 0.152 0.337 0.153 0.138 0.076 0.076 0.153
Macscorre 0.765 0.184 0.153 0.155 0.19 0.708 0.153 0.377 0.183 0.153 0.163

1400 instances 0.481 0.158 0.152 0.159 0.160 0.473 0.151 0.257 0.126 0.139 0.151

Block one of Table 5.1 suggests that the number of jobs n in an instance gives some
information related to its difficulty. As can be seen in this block, most constructive
heuristics reached a better average RPD in the instances with the greatest number
of jobs (n=1000), while as the number of jobs n decreases, their RPD values grow.
To in-depth analyze this behavior, we generated box plot graphs to analyze how the
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number of jobs n impacts the algorithmic behavior of the eleven constructive heuristics.
Figures 5.2 and 5.3 contain the generated box plot graphs for the deterministic and
non-deterministic heuristics, respectively. The x−axis indicates the number of jobs
n, and the y−axis depicts the RPD. The box plots in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 allow
reiterating that from the eleven heuristics studied, only the random heuristic does not
present the behavior mentioned above (if the number of jobs n decreases, the difficulty
of an instance also increases).

Figure 5.2: Performance of deterministic heuristics for instances grouped by number of jobs
n.

On the other hand, the second block of Table 5.1 suggests that the number of machines
m has a contrary impact on the difficulty of the instances. That is, most constructive
heuristics get the best average RPD by solving instances with the lowest number of
machines (m=10), and such average increases as the number of machines m grows.
To analyze this behavior, we generated box plot graphs that show how the number of
machines m influences the optimization process of the eleven constructive heuristics.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 contain the generated box plot graphs for the deterministic and
non-deterministic heuristics, respectively. The x−axis indicates the number of machines
m, and the y−axis depicts the RPD. From these plots can be observed that the eleven
heuristics studied present the above-mentioned behavior. However, it is less marked in
heuristics like Lowest 4g min, Highest 4g min, and Diff_fastest 4g min.

Similarly, from the third block of Table 5.1 can be inferred that the constructive
heuristics generate solutions with a lower RPD when solving instances where the
quotient q of the maximum max(pij) by the minimum min(pij) processing time is
less. Figure 5.6 indicates the average quotient of the instances of each set concerning
the distribution of the processing times. As can be seen in this plot, the set U(1000,
1100) contains the instances with the lowest q, while the ones with the highest q are in
the set U(1, 100). To analyze this behavior in deep, we created 2D dispersion graphs
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Figure 5.3: Performance of non-deterministic heuristics for instances grouped by number of
jobs n.

Figure 5.4: Performance of deterministic heuristics for instances grouped by number of
machines m.

that show how the quotient q of the instances impacts the optimization process of the
eleven constructive heuristics. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 contain the generated dispersion
graphs for the deterministic and non-deterministic heuristics, respectively. The x−axis
indicates the quotient q of the instances, and the y−axis depicts the RPD. From Figure
5.7 can be seen that the deterministic constructive heuristics reach better results in
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Figure 5.5: Performance of non-deterministic heuristics for instances grouped by number of
machines m.

instances where the processing time distribution is between 1000 and 1100 (i.e., where
q = 1.1). A possible reason is that the processing times pij are quite similar since the
highest processing time is only 1.1 times greater than the lowest one. Besides, these
plots show how the performance of constructive heuristics decreases as the value of q
increases. That is, the heuristics reach the worst performance in instances where the
processing time distribution is from 1 to 100 since the highest processing time can be
100 times greater than the lowest one. Similarly, Figure 5.8 suggests that q impacts on
the performance of non-deterministic constructive heuristics, such that the higher the
value of q, the greater the difficulty of the instance.

Finally, the last block of Table 5.1 indicates that the constructive heuristic with the
best performance is Lowest 4g min, followed by the other two variants that used the
proposed approach that arrange the jobs based on four groups. Highest 4g min and
Diff_fastest 4g min. It is important to note that although Lowest 4g min showed the
best performance, we are going to keep the Random min heuristic as the population
initialization strategy of the GGA since it allows generating good solutions with greater
diversity.

5.4 Conclusions of the analysis

In this chapter, we presented a study to analyze the algorithmic behavior of eleven
constructive heuristics, five taken from the state-of-the-art and six more introduced in
this work. We evaluated the performance of each constructive heuristic on solving the
1400 R||Cmax test instances. Subsequently, we conducted an investigation, based on
exploratory data analysis techniques, looking for the characteristics that make difficult
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Figure 5.6: Average quotient q of the instances in each set, grouped according to the criterion
used to generate the values of pij.
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Figure 5.7: Performance of deterministic heuristics with references to the quotient of the
maximum by the minimum processing time (q) of the instances.

an R||Cmax instance for a constructive heuristic. The graphical and tabular analysis
allowed observing how the number of machines m and jobs n of the instances, as well
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Figure 5.8: Performance of non-deterministic heuristics with references to the quotient of the
maximum by the minimum processing time (q) of the instances.

as the quotient q of their processing times pij, can impact the performance of the
constructive heuristics. In this way, we observed that an instance represents a higher
challenge for a constructive heuristic as the number of jobs n decreases, the number of
machines m grows, and the quotients q increases. This study allowed us to have the first
step towards the characterization of the R||Cmax problem and the optimization process
of its solution methods, which will be taken up in the following chapters. Concerning
the overall performance of the constructive heuristics, the experimental results revealed
that the constructive heuristic with the best results is Lowest 4g min. However, we
will use the Random min constructive heuristic as the GGA population initialization
strategy since it is simple and generates solutions close to the best known with different
characteristics. This behavior is important because it will allow the GGA to start with
good quality solutions without leading to premature convergence in most of the test
instances. In the following chapters, we will analyze the optimization process of the
rest of the GGA components in order to create a specific-purpose GGA for R||Cmax,
making use of the knowledge gained from each study conducted.



Chapter 6
Crossover operators

One of the features that differentiate the genetic algorithms from other search methods
is the crossover operator, used to recombine the genetic material of two or more solutions
in order to create solutions with new characteristics. The performance of a crossover
operator can vary according to the properties of the problem to solve. Therefore, it is
important to perform an experimental study to identify the operator that best suits
to the search space of the addressed problem. To facilitate this goal, it is essential
to know the state-of-the-art crossover operators designed to solve grouping problems,
the special class of combinatorial optimization problems to which belongs the R||Cmax

problem, since their procedures can be used as a design guide.

This chapter presents an experimental study to characterize the algorithmic behavior
of crossover operators for R||Cmax. The study covers a review of the state-of-the-art
crossover operators for grouping problems, highlighting their main heuristic strategies
and their applicability in grouping problems with different characteristics. Additionally,
this section includes an examination of the optimization process of the most outstanding
crossover operators in the specialized literature to solve grouping problems, adapted
to solve R||Cmax. Finally, this section presents an experimental design to analyze how
the different aspects that intervene during the crossover process impact on its final
performance, like the way the machines are arranged in parents and how they are
transmitted to offspring, the number of generated children, and the repeated genetic
material handling. In this way, we analyze the algorithmic behavior of thirty-two
crossover operators, including the state-of-the-art operators and the crossover operators
generated from the systematical experimental study. The information gathered gives
an overview of the options that exist. Therefore, it will be used as inspiration to design
a specific-purpose crossover operator for R||Cmax. The designed crossover operator was
incorporated into the GGA presented in Chapter 4, giving rise to the first Enhanced
GGA (EGGA). Experimental results indicated that the EGGA performance had a
slight improvement rate of about 17%.

56
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6.1 State-of-the-art of grouping crossover operators

The crossover operator is the most used variation operator (operators applied to the
population to generate solutions with new characteristics) to design GGAs since all the
GGAs designed to solve grouping problems incorporate this operator. Therefore, at
present, there are several grouping crossover operator variants. The importance of this
operator lies on its procedure since it is in charge of establishing the search directions
according to the different constraints and conditions of the problem to solve. During
this research stage, we conducted a detailed review of the state-of-the-art crossover
operators for GGAs that solve grouping problems. We found out that there was a gap
in the specialized literature since there are crossover operators that have different names
but use the same procedure to recombine the genetic material of the solutions. In the
same way, we found cases where two crossover operators with different names perform
the same procedure. The foregoing may be related to the fact that the properties and
restrictions of each problem make it necessary to adjust the procedure of the crossover
operators to avoid generating infeasible solutions, which resulted in those confusions.

The above motivated the meticulous analysis of each state-of-the-art crossover
operator designed to solve grouping problems, which allowed classifying them by
making a generalization of their procedure. We proposed three taxonomies, called
variation-degree, solutions encoding, and parameter setting-level. The details of the
compiled information and the proposed taxonomies can be found in [376].

Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3 present the variation-degree taxonomy. The columns of
these tables hold general information about the crossover operators found in the
state-of-the-art, including their names, abbreviations used in this work, and references
to related works. This taxonomy is based on the variation-degree (i.e., the way in which
parents transmit the genetic material to their children, whether based on segments,
groups, or items) that the crossover operators cause to the solutions. Thus, it sorts them
according to three criteria, called segment-oriented, group-oriented, and item-oriented
crossover operators.

In accordance with this study, the state-of-the-art contains five segment-oriented
crossover operators, so-called 1PX (One-point Crossover), 2PX (Two-points Crossover),
3PX (Three-points Crossover), 4PX (Four-points Crossover), and MPX (Multi-point
Crossover). Usually, these operators use two solutions (sol1 and sol2) of the current
population as parents (P1 and P2) to generate one (C) or two (C1 and C2) children
(offspring). The general procedure of segment-oriented crossover operators is randomly
picking out k crossing points to divide parent solutions into k + 1 segments of genes,
which defines x crossing segments (cs). After this segmentation, different strategies
determine the transmission order of the cs created. It is important to note that the
genetic material transmission processes used by the five segment-oriented crossover
operators can generate infeasible solutions. Therefore, it is necessary to incorporate
problem-domain heuristics to transform them into feasible ones. Table 6.1 contains
the general information of the five segment-oriented crossover operators found in the
state-of-the-art.
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Table 6.1: Segment-oriented crossover operators. Operator: Name of the operator.
Abbr.: Abbreviation of the operator name. References: Related works.

Operator Abbr. References
One-point 1PX [22, 29, 15, 54, 55, 56, 45, 21, 39]
Two-points 2PX [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 8, 10, 12, 45, 61, 62, 51,

89, 41, 88, 72, 49, 76, 43, 73, 74, 60, 53, 66,
67, 33, 34, 37, 36, 35, 92, 70, 90, 377, 30, 378,
379, 380, 381, 71, 46, 86, 20, 48, 83, 38, 18]

Three-points 3PX [44, 77, 78, 79, 80, 91, 81, 82]
Four-points 4PX [378, 379, 47]
Multi-points MPX [31]

Unlike the operators that work at the segment-level, most group-oriented crossover
operators perform the transmission of the genetic material considering the particular
characteristics of every group, according to the used encoding. This behavior is
remarkable since it allows performing a more controlled mating process. According to
this review, to date, the state-of-the-art contains eight variation operators designed with
this approach. Table 6.2 includes the general information of the eight group-oriented
crossover operators found in the state-of-the-art.

Table 6.2: Group-oriented crossover operators. Operator: Name of the operator. Abbr.:
Abbreviation of the operator name. References: Related works.

Operator Abbr. References
Uniform UX [15, 64, 85]
Exon shuffling ESX [10, 14, 17]
Gene-level GLX [11, 16, 7, 84, 87]
Greddy partition GPX [13, 63, 52, 69, 65, 59, 19, 75, 50, 32]
Lowest index max LIMX [15, 52]
Lowest index first LIFX [52]
Multi-chromosomal MX [9]
Distance preserving DPX [68]

Finally, the state-of-the-art also holds link-oriented crossover operators, designed to
work directly with the links of the linear linkage encoding. According to this review,
the specialized literature only includes two link-oriented operators: UX (Uniform
Crossover) and MUX (Modified uniform Crossover). Table 6.3 shows the general
information of the two link-oriented crossover operators found in the state-of-the-art.

Table 6.3: Link-oriented crossover operators. Operator: Name of the operator. Abbr.:
Abbreviation of the operator name. References: Related works.

Operator Abbr. References
Uniform UX [15]
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Modified uniform MUX [15]

It is important to note that the related works considered in this literature review include
GGAs with different representation schemes. Therefore, not all the identified crossover
operators apply to this work. The following section presents an experimental study of
state-of-the-art crossover operators that have shown promising results and that apply
for the GGA with the group-based representation scheme.

6.2 Experimental design for the R||Cmax crossover
operators

This section includes the experimental design proposed to analyze how the aspects
that intervene during the recombination process of the crossover operators impact their
performance. The main objective of this study is to identify the heuristic strategies
that positively impact the performance of grouping crossover operators on solving
the problem R||Cmax, to design an efficient grouping crossover that improves the
performance of the GGA presented in Chapter 4. The experimental design consists
of five phases that consider: (1) the performance analysis of the state-of-the-art
crossover operators, (2) strategies to sort the genes of parent solutions, (3) heuristics
to establish the gene transmission order and the number of children, (4) strategies to
handle the repeated genetic material, and (5) a study to analyze the utility of the
proposed operator. It is important to note that, to establish the order used to analyze
the crossover operator aspects, we gave priority to the general elements such as the
rearrangement and the process of gene transmission. Thus, we leave the more fine
factors for the end, such as repeated genetic material.

The performance evaluation of each crossover operator is conducted as follows. First,
a population of 100 individuals is randomly generated with the selected constructive
heuristic from the previous chapter, i.e. Random min. Next, the assessed crossover
operator is applied to the population for 500 generations. In each generation, the 100
solutions are used as parents to generate offspring, forming pairs of parents randomly.
In this way, the children of each generation replace their parents, i.e., we use the
generational replacement.

Subsequently, the operators are compared as follows. First, each crossover operator
is applied to the 1400 instances. Later, the performance of each crossover operator
is calculated based on the measure RPD, presented in Equation 3.6. Finally, for a
comprehensive analysis, the performance of the crossover operators is compared with
the 1400 instances grouped with four criteria: the number of jobs n, the number
of machines m, the distribution of the processing times pij, and the 1400 instances
together. It is important to note that, for a fair comparison, the same seed is used
for all the crossover operators. The experimental results are presented in tables, where
the first two columns indicate the criteria used to group the instances, i.e., n, m, pij,
and the complete benchmark. Thus, the remaining columns contain the average RPD
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obtained by each crossover operator for each grouping criterion, highlighting in bold
the best results.

The following sections describe the procedure of the operators studied in each phase,
contain a comparison of their performance, and highlight the characteristics that show
a positive impact on solving the R||Cmax problem.

6.2.1 State-of-the-art operators

Before starting with the design of the new operator, we analyzed the performance of
some state-of-the-art crossover operators to get an overview of what could be achieved
with existing operators. The literature review indicates that the most used and
best-performing approaches have been the group-based operators since they control
the genetic material transmission process, taking advantage of the characteristics and
properties of the groups. Given the above, this section only considers group-based
operators for the group-based representation scheme, covering Exon Shuffle Crossover
(ESX), Gene-Level Crossover (GLX), Greedy Partition Crossover (GPX), and Uniform
Crossover (UX). For a fair comparison, during the crossover processes, the machines
with at least one repeated job are eliminated, as this is the most common approach to
handle the repeated genetic material based on the scope of the literature review. The
specific procedure of each operator adapted to solve the problem R||Cmax is described
below.

The ESX operator uses two parents P1 and P2 to generate a child C. Their crossover
process begins by joining the machines of the two parents, to later sort them from best
to worst based on the processing time that they need to process their assigned jobs Ci

(i.e., from lowest to highest Ci). As a result, a list of ordered machines ML is created,
where each machine is twice, once for each parent. In this way, the child is constructed
as follows. The child C begins by receiving the best of all machines. Then, the second
machine is reviewed, which is transmitted as long as it is not repeated, and it does have
no repeated jobs (i.e., a job that is part of one of the previously transmitted machines).
Generally, this process ends with infeasible solutions with some empty machines and
some missed jobs. Said solutions are transformed into feasible ones using the Min()
assignment heuristic, which places each missed job into the machine that affects the
solution’s makespan to a lesser extent.

Unlike ESX, the GLX operator uses two parents P1 and P2 to generate two children
C1 and C2. Its crossover process begins by sorting both parents’ machines from best to
worst based on the time they need to process their assigned jobs Ci (that is, from lowest
to highest Ci). In this way, children are created considering the arranged machines of
the two parents in parallel. That is, first, the best machine of the first parent P1

is compared with the best machine of the second parent P2; then, the comparison is
performed with the second-best machine of each parent, and so on. In this way, the
process is repeated to compare all the machines in parallel. During the genetic material
transmission process, GLX can take two paths. First, if the compared machines have
different values of Ci, both children C1 and C2 receive first the machine with the lowest
Ci and then the other one. On the other hand, if both machines have the same Ci
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vales, the first child C1 receives first the machine of the first parent P1 and then the
machine of the second parent P2, while the second child C2 first receives the machine
from the second parent P2 and then the machine from the first parent P1. This process
of transmitting genetic material can also end with incomplete solutions, with some
empty machines and some missed jobs. Therefore, like in the ESX operator, the missed
jobs are re-inserted using the Min() allocation heuristic.

Like GLX, the GPX operator uses two parents P1 and P2 to generate two children C1

and C2, its crossover process begins by classifying the machines of both parents from
best to worst based on the processing time that they need to process their assigned
jobs, and consider the ordered machines of the two parents in parallel. That is, it first
considers the best machine from the first parent P1 and the best machine from the
second parent P2, then it considers the second-best machine from each parent, and so
on. The main difference between GLX and GPX lies in their gene transmission process,
since GPX uses two probability vectors, one for building each child. Thus, to generate
the first child C1, GPX uses a probability p generated with a uniform distribution for
each pair of arranged machines. If p ≤ 0.5, C1 receives the machine from the first parent
P1. Otherwise, C1 receives the machine from the second parent P2. It is important to
note that before transmitting each machine, GPX verifies that it is not repeated and
that it does not have repeated jobs. Otherwise, the machine is discarded. The second
child C2 is created using the same process, but with a different vector of probabilities.
Like ESX and GLX, GPX produces infeasible solutions. Therefore, it uses the Min()
allocation heuristic to re-insert jobs missed during the genetic material transmission
process.

Finally, the UX operator also uses two parents P1 and P2 to generate two children C1

and C2. This is one of the simplest since it does not use any type of bias to control
the crossover process. UX considers the machines of the two parents P1 and P1 always
in the same order, i.e., from i1, to im. Thus, for each pair of machines (one for each
parent), it generates a random probability p with a uniform distribution. If p ≤ 0.5,
the first child C1 receives the machine from the first parent P1 and the second child
C2 receives the machine from the second parent P2. Otherwise, the roles are inverted.
Therefore, the first child C1 receives the machine from the second parent P2 and the
second child C2 receives the machine from the first parent P1. The solutions resulting
from this process may be feasible. Therefore, it is necessary to use the Min() allocation
heuristic to transform infeasible solutions into feasible ones. Table 8.1 shows the RPD
values reached from the four state-of-the-art crossover operators considered to CPLEX.

As can be observed in Table 8.1, the crossover operator with the best performance
on solving the problem R||Cmax is ESX, which discards the randomness to exploit a
bit of information about the solutions, i.e., the quality of the groups (the time that
each machine i requires to process its assigned jobs Ci). Table 8.1 suggests that ESX
reaches the best performance, even grouping the instances with the four different criteria
considered. However, this table also highlights that the performance of the operators
GLX, GPX, and UX is very close, and that all of them are quite far from CPLEX. The
information gained from this study validates the necessity of developing a crossover
operator with knowledge of the R||Cmax problem-domain, that reaches high-quality
results. The following sections include the proposed operators for each aspect of the
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Table 6.4: Comparison of the crossover operators: ESX (Exon Shuffle Crossover), GLX
(Gene-Level Crossover), GPX (Greedy Partition Crossover) and UX (Uniform Crossover)
using RPD.

Instance ESX GLX GPX UX

n 100 0.155 0.170 0.204 0.220
200 0.142 0.167 0.198 0.206
500 0.132 0.157 0.187 0.186
1000 0.153 0.181 0.210 0.234

m 10 0.153 0.180 0.215 0.232
20 0.152 0.178 0.214 0.229
30 0.152 0.176 0.213 0.226
40 0.152 0.175 0.211 0.223
50 0.153 0.173 0.210 0.221

pij U(1, 100) 0.277 0.398 0.476 0.606
U(10, 100) 0.160 0.292 0.306 0.385
U(100, 120) 0.070 0.051 0.073 0.054
U(100, 200) 0.162 0.161 0.185 0.182
U(1000, 1100) 0.038 0.026 0.038 0.027
jobsCorre 0.210 0.157 0.181 0.155
MachCorre 0.147 0.176 0.249 0.206

1400 instances 0.152 0.180 0.216 0.231

recombination process studied, and the results gained from each of them.

6.2.2 Strategies to rank the machines

One of the main benefits of group-level crossover operators is their capacity to
distinguish between groups according to their quality. This particularity has motivated
its implementation in several problems, showing promising results, which can be
observed in the related works listed in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. Given this premise
and the knowledge gained from the experimental study of the state-of-the-art crossover
operator performance, this and the following phases of the study are focused on
identifying different aspects that intervene during the recombination process of grouping
crossover operators. Thus, we will analyze how these aspects impact on the algorithmic
behavior of the recombination process of a group-based crossover operator, to identify
those that positively impact on its final performance. As a consequence, the gained
knowledge will be used as a guide to design a specific-purpose crossover operator for
R||Cmax.

The design of the new grouping crossover operator starts from a simple and mostly
random initial operator, called Random Grouping Crossover (RGX), to avoid all kinds
of bias. Like most crossover operators, RGX generates two children C1 and C2 by
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recombining the genetic material of two parents P1 and P2, as follows. First, it performs
a permutation of the machines of each parent, to later transmit the machines to the
children alternately, considering the arrangements generated by the permutations. That
is, the first child C1 receives the first machine from the first parent P1, then the first
machine from the second parent P2, later the second machine from the first parent P1,
and so on, until it collects all machines from both parents. The second child C2 is
created similarly, but its creation process starts with the first machine of the second
parent P2, then the first one from the first parent P1, and so on. It is important to note
that duplicated machines are discarded, i.e., when RGX tries to transmit a machine
from parent to child, it first verifies that the child has not yet received that machine
from the other parent. Furthermore, before transmitting a machine, RGX validates
that none of its jobs has already been transmitted with another machine. Otherwise,
the machine is also discarded. Finally, the jobs missed during the transmission process
are re-inserted using the assignment heuristic Min().

Figure 6.1 shows the recombination process followed by the RGX operator to generate
two children from two parents. In the example, each parent has five machines and the
machines have one or more jobs assigned. Additionally, each solution has a vector Ci,
used to indicate the time that each machine i requires to process its assigned jobs.
The processing time Ci of each machine can be calculated with the example instance
I, where each column represents a machine i from i1 to i5 and each row depicts a job j
from j1 to j10. In this way, each cell contains the processing time pij that the machine i
requires to process the job j. Thus, Figure 6.1a shows the result of applying a random
permutation to the order of the machines of each parent. Figure 6.1b contains the result
of transmitting the permuted machines from parents to children alternately, discarding
the repeated genetic material. Figure 6.1c includes the generated offspring with the
repeated jobs that lead to removing a machine highlighted in red. Furthermore, this
figure contains the missed jobs MJ during the genes transmission process of each child.
Figure 6.1d presents the partial solutions (children) with the five machines and their
respective assigned jobs, as well as a permutation of the missed jobs MJ of each child.
Finally, Figure 6.1e shows the final solutions (children) resulting from the assignment
of the missed jobs MJ to the partial solutions using the Min() allocation heuristic.

The first aspect to analyze about the crossover process is the arrangement that the
machines have in the parents before conducting the genetic material transmission. In
this order of ideas, this section presents different strategies to organize the solution
machines to study the profits of considering the machines in a different order from i1,
i2,. . . ,im. In this fashion, this phase of the experimental study focuses on exploring
different criteria to organize the machines in parents. We analyze the performance of
six strategies to rank the machines, called Permutation (the one of RGX), Average(pi),
Njobs, Ci, Njobs - Ci, and Ci-Njobs.

Figure 6.2 describes the process of each strategy with an example that contains two
parent solutions for the test instance I with five machines (groups) and ten jobs. Thus,
each parent contains the ten jobs, from j1 to j10, distributed among the five machines,
from i1 to i5, and the time that each machine i requires for processing its assigned
jobs from C1 to C5 is stored in vector Ci. Thus, Figure 6.2a shows the two parent
solutions with their machines ranked with a permutation generated with a uniform
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The Random Grouping Crossover (RGX) operator works as follows: 
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Figure 6.1: Recombination process of the Random Grouping Crossover (RGX) operator
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distribution. This rank strategy is the one used for the initial RGX that allows ranking
the machines with an approach completely random. Similarly, Figure 6.2b includes
the parent solutions with their machines ranked with the Average(pi) strategy, which
consists of calculating the average processing time required by each machine i to process
the n jobs of the instance I, to later ranking the machines from smallest to largest based
on such average. In this way, each pair of parents selected to generate offspring always
gives preference to the fastest machine, that is, the machine that on average could
process the n jobs faster by itself. Likewise, it saves the slowest machine for last.
Therefore, the machines in all the parents are always arranged in the same way before
performing the transmission process. On the other hand, this study considers two rank
strategies based on one criterion related to the current status of the machines, called
Njobs and Ci. Figure 6.2c contains the parent solutions with their machines ranked
according to the number of jobs assigned Njobs to each machine, from highest to lowest.
It is important to note that, if two or more machines have the same number of jobs, they
are ranked in non-decreasing order according to their index, i.e., i1, i2, ..., im. Similarly,
6.2d includes the parent solutions with their machines ranked with a strategy Ci, that
ranks the machines of parents in non-decreasing order based on their Ci values, giving
preference to machines with less processing time. Like in the strategy Njobs, if two or
more machines have the same processing time pij, they are ranked in non-decreasing
order according to their index i.

Finally, we study the performance of two strategies that arrange the machines based
on two criteria: Njobs-Ci and Ci-Njobs. Figure 6.2e shows the machines in the parent
solutions ranked according to the number of jobs. Unlike the Njobs strategy, in this case,
the machines with the same number of jobs are sorted based on the second criterion,
the processing time of the machines Ci. In this way, this strategy first gives preference
to the machines with the highest number of jobs and selects the machine with the
lowest Ci among two machines with the same number of jobs. In contrast, the strategy
Ci-Njobs, first arranges the machines based on the processing time (from lowest to
highest Ci value), and if there is a tie, it uses the number of jobs Njobs of the machines
as tiebreaker, placing first the machine with the highest number of jobs. Figure 6.2f
includes the parent solutions with their machines ranked with this strategy.

Once the six strategies to order the groups were designed, we incorporated them into
the initial RGX operator, giving rise to six crossover operators identified with their
arrangement strategy: Permutation, Average(pi), Njobs, Ci, Njobs-Ci, and Ci-Njobs.
Thus, each one of these variants starts its recombination process by arranging the
machines of the parents in question, based on one of the six studied strategies.
Subsequently, they proceed with the gene transmission process of RGX, described
above. The suitability of the six proposed strategies was evaluated employing the
proposed experimental design. That is, generating 100 solutions with the Min()
heuristic, using the same seed, recombining the genetic material of the 100 solutions in
each generation, utilizing elitist replacement, and employing 500 generations. Likewise,
we compare the performance of the six variants based on their RPD to CPLEX. Table
6.5 shows the experimental results of this phase. The first two columns indicate the
criteria used to group the instances, i.e., n, m, pij, and the 1400 instances together.
Thus, the remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained by each crossover
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Given two parent solutions, and a test instance I:

The six strategies to rank the machines in the parent solutions work as follows: 
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Figure 6.2: Strategies to rank the machines in parent solutions

operator for each grouping criterion, highlighting in bold the best results.

As Table 6.5 indicates, the best variants are Ci and Ci-Njobs, obtaining better results
even for all the grouping criteria. It is important to note that given this behavior, we
studied the optimization process of the two variants Ci and Ci-Njobs in the following
phases of the experimental study. However, to give a better structure to the next
sections of the document, only the results of the variant Ci-Njobs will be presented
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Table 6.5: Comparison of the crossover operators: Permutation, Average(pi), Njobs, Ci,
Njobs-Ci, and Ci-Njobs using RPD.

Instance Set Permutation Average(Pi) Ci Njobs Ci-Njobs Njobs-Ci

n 100 0.191 0.259 0.166 0.333 0.165 0.192
200 0.216 0.258 0.191 0.308 0.192 0.210
500 0.192 0.208 0.182 0.248 0.182 0.200
1000 0.183 0.188 0.178 0.226 0.178 0.201

m 10 0.190 0.200 0.183 0.261 0.183 0.212
20 0.201 0.233 0.184 0.290 0.183 0.212
30 0.186 0.223 0.168 0.263 0.168 0.185
40 0.191 0.231 0.173 0.278 0.173 0.184
50 0.210 0.254 0.188 0.300 0.189 0.211

pij U(1, 100) 0.456 0.591 0.394 0.701 0.392 0.455
U(10, 100) 0.323 0.390 0.290 0.440 0.291 0.325
U(100, 120) 0.053 0.055 0.051 0.081 0.051 0.057
U(100, 200) 0.166 0.176 0.161 0.212 0.161 0.170
U(1000, 1100) 0.027 0.028 0.026 0.043 0.026 0.029
JobCorre 0.155 0.151 0.158 0.224 0.157 0.159
MacCorre 0.188 0.208 0.175 0.250 0.176 0.212

1400 instances 0.196 0.228 0.179 0.279 0.179 0.201
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since it showed better results in the subsequent phases.

6.2.3 Strategies to establish the machine transmission order
and the number of children

After identifying the best option to sort the machines of the parent solutions, we explore
different ways of conducting the genetic material transmission from parents to offspring
and the number of children to generate from a pair of parents. In this way, we present
twelve new crossover operators. All of them start with the strategy to rank the machines
Ci - Njobs, but they differ in the scheme used to perform the transmission of the
genes. Six operators generate a child from two parents, referred to as One machine
Min(Ci), Two machines Min(Ci), One machine Max(Njobs), Two machines Max(Njobs),
One machine Random(), and Two machines Random(). Additionally, we introduce
six operators that generate two children from two parents, named Max(Njobs) Fixed,
Max(Njobs) Random, Min(Ci) Fixed, Min(Ci) Random(), and Random Switch().

Figure 6.3 shows two potential parent solutions to an instance I with five machines
from i1 to i5 and ten jobs from j1 to j10. Each parent contains the ten jobs distributed
among the five machines and a vector Ci to keep track of the processing time allocated
to each machine i. Additionally, the figure shows the machines of the two parents ranked
according to the strategy Ci-Njobs, which first arranges the machines in non-decreasing
order according to their processing time Ci and then rearranges the machines tied in
time according to the number of jobs assigned to them, giving priority to those with
the highest number of jobs. Finally, this figure includes a set of arrows to indicate that
the arranged machines will be compared in parallel. That is, the first machine i5 of
the first parent against the first machine i3 of the second parent, the second machine
i2 of the first parent against the second machine i5 from the second parent, and so on.
In this way, the transmission order of each pair of machines will be determined by the
decision criterion used by each of the twelve strategies studied.

Two parent solutions with their vectors arranged using the Strategy Ci-Njobs, and the instance I that they solve.
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Figure 6.3: Two parent solutions to explain the genetic material transmission process of the
twelve proposed strategies.

Figure 6.4 shows the procedures of the two strategies that two parents use to generate a
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child based on the Random() criterion. Figure 6.4a contains the result of transmitting
the machines from the two parents P1 and P2 (described in Figure 6.3) to a child C with
the gene transmission strategy One Machine Random(). For each pair of machines, this
strategy uses a random probability p generated with a uniform distribution to determine
which of the two parent machines should be transmitted to the child. Figure 6.4a shows
an example that includes the two parents with their machines ranked using the strategy
Ci-Njobs, a set of arrows indicating the pairs of machines compared in parallel, and a
random probability value p for each of those pairs. Given this information, the strategy
One Machine Random() builds the child C as follows. The p value of each machine
pair determines whether the child receives the machine either from the first parent
P1 or the one from the second parent P2. If p ≤ 0.5 the child receives the machine
from the first parent P1, otherwise, it receives the machine from the second parent
P2. During the transmission process, the child receives the machines according to the
random probabilities, discarding the repeated machines that appear in second place
and the ones with at least a repeated job (highlighted in red). Usually, the result
of this process is an infeasible child without some jobs (placed in the MJ box) and
machines missed during the transmission process. Thus, it is necessary to use the
Min() assignment heuristic to transform the child into a feasible one by re-inserting the
missed jobs.

Like One Machine Random(), the Two Machines Random() strategy uses a random
probability p generated with a uniform distribution to establish the transmission order
of each machine pair. However, this strategy transmits the machines of both parents
p1 and p2 to the child C. Figure 6.4b shows an example that includes the two parents
with their machines ranked with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the
pairs of machines, and a probability p for each of those pairs. Thus, the strategy
Two Machines Random() procedure to generate a child is as follows. The random
probabilities determine which machine of each pair is transmitted first. If p ≤ 0.5
the child C receives the machine from the first parent P1 and then the one from the
second parent P2. Otherwise, the transmission order of the machines is reversed. In
this sense, the child C receives the machines in the order generated by the random
probabilities, deleting the repeated machines that appear in second place and the ones
with at least a repeated job (highlighted in red). Frequently, this process generates an
infeasible child without some jobs (placed in the MJ box) and machines missed during
the recombination process. Thus, the missed jobs are re-inserted with the assignment
heuristic Min().

Additionally, we studied two machine transmission strategies that use two parents P1

and P2 to generate a child C according to the Max(Njobs) criterion, called One Machine
Max(Njobs) and Two Machine Max(Njobs). For each pair of machines, these strategies
give priority to the machine with the highest number of jobs. Figure 6.5 contains
the detail of the procedures of these strategies. Figure 6.5a shows the resulting child of
transmitting the machines from the two parents (described in Figure 6.3) to a child with
the One Machine Max(Njobs) gene transmission strategy. The example contains two
parents P1 and P2 with their machines ranked with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows
indicating the pairs of machines, and some probability p values for pairs of machines
with the same number of jobs. Given the above, the One Machine Max(Njobs) strategy
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Given the two parent solutions and the instance I of Figure 6.3, the gene transmission process of the

strategies that generate a child from two parents with the Random() criterion works as follows.

Figure 6.4: Machine transmission strategies that use two parents to generate a child based
on the Random() criterion.

works as follows. For each pair of machines, this strategy only transmits the machine
with the highest number of jobs (outlined in blue) to the child C. If both machines
have the same number of jobs (the two machines are outlined in blue), this strategy
generates a random probability value p with a uniform distribution to determine which
of the machines is transmitted to the child C. If p ≤ 0.5 the child receives the machine
from the first parent P1, otherwise, it receives the machine from the second parent
P2. Furthermore, before transmitting each machine, One Machine Max(Njobs) verifies
that it has not been transmitted by the other parent yet. Otherwise, it is discarded.
Likewise, machines with one or more repeated jobs (highlighted in red) are discarded.
Usually, the resulted child is infeasible since some jobs, placed in the box MJ , can
be missed during the transmission process. Hence, it is necessary to use the Min()
assignment heuristic to re-insert them into the child solution.

Similar to One Machine Max(Njobs), the Two Machines Max(Njobs) strategy gives
priority to the machine with the highest number of jobs. However, this strategy
transmits the machines of both parents P1 and P2 to the child C. Figure 6.5b presents
an example that consists of two parents P1 and P2 with their machines ranked with the
Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the pairs of machines, and some probability
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values p for the pairs of machines tied with the same number of jobs. Thus, the Two
Machines Max(Njobs) strategy to generate a child C works as follows. For each pair
of machines, this strategy first transmits the machine with the highest number of jobs
(outlined in blue) to the child C, and later the other one. If both machines have the
same number of jobs (the two machines are outlined in blue), this strategy generates a
random probability value p with a uniform distribution to determine the transmission
order. If p ≤ 0.5, the child C receives first the machine from the first parent P1 and
later the one of the second parent P2; otherwise, the transmission order of the machines
is reversed. Moreover, in order to avoid repeated genetic material, Two Machines
Max(Njobs) checks that the machine to transmit has not been inherited by the other
parent yet. Otherwise, it is discarded. Alike, it discards the machines with one or more
repeated jobs (highlighted in red). Usually, the generated child is infeasible since some
jobs, placed in the box MJ , can be missed during the transmission process. Hence, it
is necessary to use the Min() assignment heuristic to re-insert them into the solution.
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Given the two parent solutions and the instance I of Figure 6.3, the gene transmission process of the 

strategies that generate a child from two parents with the Max(Njobs) criterion works as follows.

Figure 6.5: Machine transmission strategies that use two parents to generate a child based
on the Max(Njobs) criterion.

Finally, we studied two machine transmission strategies that use two parents P1 and P2

to generate a child C according to the Min(Ci) criterion, referred to as One Machine
Min(Ci) and Two Machine Min(Ci). For each pair of machines, these strategies give
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priority to the machine that requires the shortest time to process its jobs. Figure 6.6
contains the detail of the procedures of these strategies. Figure 6.6a shows the resulting
child C of transmitting the machines from the two parents P1and P2 (described in
Figure 6.3) to a child C with the One Machine Min(Ci) gene transmission strategy.
The example contains two parents P1 and P2 with their machines ranked with the
Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the pairs of machines, and some probability
p values for the pairs of machines with the processing time. Given the above, the One
Machine Min(Ci) strategy works as follows. For each pair of machines, this strategy only
transmits the machine with the shortest processing time (outlined in blue) to the child
C. If both machines have the same processing time (the two machines are outlined in
blue), this strategy generates a random probability value p with a uniform distribution
to determine which of the machines is transmitted to the child C. If p ≤ 0.5 the child
C receives the machine from the first parent P1, otherwise, it receives the machine from
the second parent P2. Furthermore, before transmitting each machine, One Machine
Min(Ci) verifies that it has not been transmitted by the other parent yet. Otherwise,
it is discarded. Likewise, machines with one or more repeated jobs (highlighted in red)
are discarded. Usually, the resulted child is infeasible since some jobs, placed in the
box MJ , can be missed during the transmission process. Hence, it is necessary to use
the assignment heuristic Min() to re-insert them into the solution.

Like One Machine Min(Ci), the Two Machines Min(Ci) strategy gives priority to
the machine with the shortest processing time. However, this strategy transmits the
machines of both parents P1 and P2 to the child C. Figure 6.6b presents an example
that consist of two parents with their machines ranked with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a
set of arrows indicating the pairs of machines, and some probability values p for the
pairs of machines tied with the same number of jobs. Thus, the Two Machines Min(Ci)
strategy generates a child C as follows. For each pair of machines, this strategy first
transmits the machine with the shortest processing time (outlined in blue) to the child
C, and later the other one. If both machines have the same number of jobs (the two
machines are outlined in blue), this strategy generates a random probability value p
with a uniform distribution to determine the transmission order. If p ≤ 0.5 the child
C receives first the machine from the first parent P1 and later the one of the second
parent P2; otherwise, the transmission order of the machines is reversed. Moreover,
in order to avoid repeated genetic material, Two Machines Min(Ci) checks that the
machine to transmit has not been inherited by the other parent yet. Otherwise, it is
discarded. Alike, it discards the machines with one or more repeated jobs (highlighted
in red). Usually, the generated child is infeasible since some jobs, placed in the box
MJ , can be missed during the transmission process. Hence, it is necessary to use the
Min() assignment heuristic to re-insert them into the solution.

On the other hand, we also designed six machine transmission strategies that use two
parents P1 and P2 to generate two children C1 and C2. Figure 6.7 shows the procedures
of the first two strategies that use the Random() criterion to create two children C1

and C2 from two parents P1 and P2, called Random() and Random Switch(). Figure
6.7a contains the result of transmitting the machines from the two parents to each child
with the Random() gene transmission strategy. For each pair of machines, this strategy
uses a random probability p generated with a uniform distribution to determine which
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Given the two parent solutions and the instance I of Figure 6.3, the gene transmission process of the 

strategies that generate a child from two parents with the Min(Ci) criterion works as follows.

Figure 6.6: Machine transmission strategies that use two parents to generate a child based
on the Min(Ci) criterion.

of the two machines should be transmitted first to each child. Figure 6.7a shows an
example that includes the two parents ranked with the strategy Ci-Njobs, a set of arrows
indicating the pairs of machines compared in parallel, and a random probability value
p for each of those pairs. Given this information, the Random() strategy builds the
children as follows. The p value of each machine pair determines the transmission
order of the machines in the following way. If p ≤ 0.5 the first child C1 first receives the
machine from the first parent P1 and later the machine of the second parent P2, while
the second child C2 receives first the machine from the second parent P2 and later the
one from the first parent P1. Otherwise, the first child C1 first receives the machine
from the second parent P2 and later the machine from the first parent P1, while the
second child C2 first receives the machine from the first parent P1 and later the one
from the second parent P2. During the transmission process, the children receive the
machines according to the random probabilities, discarding the repeated machines that
appear in second place and the ones with at least a repeated job (highlighted in red).
Usually, the results of this process are two infeasible children without some jobs (placed
in the box of misses jobs MJ) and machines missed during the transmission process.
Thus, it is necessary to use the Min() assignment heuristic to transform the children
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into feasible ones by re-inserting the missed jobs.

Similar to Random(), the Random Switch() strategy uses a random probability p
generated with a uniform distribution to establishes the transmission order of each
machine pair. However, this strategy only transmits one of the machines to the children.
Figure 6.7b shows an example that includes the two parents P1 and P2 with their
machines ranked with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the pairs of
machines, and a probability p for each of those pairs. Thus, the strategy Random
Switch() procedure to generate a child is as follows. The random probabilities determine
which machine of each pair is transmitted to each child. If p ≤ 0.5 the first child C1

receives the machine from the first parent C1 and the second child C2 receives the
machine from the second parent P2. Otherwise, the transmission order of the machines
is reversed, i.e., the first child C1 receives the machine from the second parent P2

and the second child C2 receives the machine from the first parent P1. Therefore,
the children receive the machines in the order established by the random probabilities,
discarding the repeated machines that appear in second place and the ones with at least
a repeated job (highlighted in red). Frequently, this process generates infeasible children
without some jobs (placed in the box of missed jobs MJ) and machines missed during
the recombination process. Thus, the missed jobs are re-inserted with the assignment
heuristic Min().

Additionally, we designed two machine transmission strategies that use two parents to
generate two children according to the Max(Njobs) criterion, called Max(Njobs) Fixed
and Max(Njobs) Random. For each pair of machines, these strategies give priority to
the machine with the highest number of jobs. Figure 6.8 contains the detail of the
procedures of these strategies. Figure 6.8a shows the resulting children of transmitting
the machines from the two parents with the Max(Njobs) Fixed machine transmission
strategy. The example contains two parents P1 and P2 with their machines ranked
with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the pairs of machines, and some
probability p values for pairs of machines with the same number of jobs. Given the
above, the Max(Njobs) Fixed strategy works as follows. For each pair of machines,
this strategy first transmits the machine with the highest number of jobs (outlined
in blue) to both children C1 and C2, and later the other one. If both machines have
the same number of jobs (the two machines are outlined in blue), the first child C1

first receives the machine from the first parent P1 and later the machine of the second
parent P2, while the second child C2 first receives the machine from the second parent
P2 and later the one from the first parent P1. Furthermore, before transmitting each
machine, Max(Njobs) Fixed verifies that it has not been transmitted by the other parent
yet. Otherwise, it is discarded. Likewise, machines with one or more repeated jobs
(highlighted in red) are discarded. Usually, the resulted children are infeasible since
some jobs can be missed during the transmission process (placed in the box of missed
jobs MJ). Hence, it is necessary to use the Min() assignment heuristic to re-insert
them into the solution.

Like Max(Njobs) Fixed, the Max(Njobs) Random strategy gives priority to the machine
with the highest number of jobs. However, this strategy incorporates randomness to
establishes the order of transmission of the machine pairs with the same number of
jobs. Figure 6.8b presents an example that consist of two parents P1 and P2 with
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Given the two parent solutions and the instance I of Figure  6.3, the gene transmission process of the 

strategies that generate two children from two parents with the Random() criterion works as follows.

Figure 6.7: Machine transmission strategies that use two parents to generate two children
based on the Random() criterion.

their machines ranked with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the pairs
of machines, and some probability values p for the pairs of machines with the same
number of jobs. Thus, the Max(Njobs) Fixed strategy procedure to generate a child is
as follows. For each pair of machines, this strategy first transmits the machine with
the highest number of jobs (outlined in blue) to both children C1 and C2, and later
the other one. If both machines have the same number of jobs (the two machines are
outlined in blue), Max(Njobs) Fixed generates a random probability p with a uniform
distribution to establish the order of transmission of the machines. If p ≤ 0.5 the first
child C1 first receives the machine from the first parent P1 and later the machine of the
second parent P2, while the second child C2 first receives the machine from the second
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parent P2 and later the one from the first parent P1. Otherwise, the transmission order
of the machines is reversed, i.e., the first child C1 first receives the machine from the
second parent P2 and later the machine from the first parent P1, while the second child
C2 first receives the machine from the first parent P1 and later the one from the second
parent P2. Moreover, in order to avoid repeated genetic material, Max(Njobs) Random
checks that the machine to transmit has not been inherited by the other parent yet.
Otherwise, it is discarded. Alike, it discards the machines with one or more repeated
jobs (highlighted in red). Usually, the generated children are infeasible since some jobs
(placed in the box of missed jobs MJ) can be missed during the transmission process.
Hence, it is necessary to use the assignment heuristic Min() to re-insert them into the
solution.

Finally, we designed two machine transmission strategies that use two parents to
generate two children according to the Min(Ci) criterion, called Min(Ci) Fixed and
Min(Ci) Random. For each pair of machines, these strategies give priority to the
machine that requires the shortest time to process its jobs. Figure 6.9 contains the
detail of the procedures of these strategies. Figure 6.9a shows the resulting children
of transmitting the machines from the two parents (described in Figure 6.3) with the
Min(Ci) Fixed transmission strategy. The example contains two parents with their
machines ranked with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the pairs of
machines, and some probability p values for the pairs of machines with the processing
time. Given the above, the Min(Ci) Fixed strategy works as follows. For each pair of
machines, this strategy first transmits the machine with the shortest processing time
(outlined in blue) to both children, and later the other one. If both machines have
the same processing time (the two machines are outlined in blue), the first child first
receives the machine from the first parent and later the machine from the second parent,
while the second child first receives the machine from the second parent and later the
one from the first parent. Furthermore, before transmitting each machine, Min(Ci)
Fixed verifies that it has not been transmitted by the other parent yet. Otherwise, it
is discarded. Likewise, machines with one or more repeated jobs (highlighted in red)
are discarded. Usually, the resulted children are infeasible since some jobs (placed in
the box of missed jobs MJ) can be missed during the transmission process. Hence, it
is necessary to use the assignment heuristic Min() to re-insert them into the solution.

Like Min(Ci) Fixed, the Min(Ci) Random strategy gives priority to the machine with
the shortest processing time. However, this strategy incorporates randomness to
establishes the order of transmission of the machine pairs with the same processing
time. Figure 6.9b presents an example that consist of two parents with their machines
ranked with the Ci-Njobs strategy, a set of arrows indicating the pairs of machines, and
some probability values p for the pairs of machines with the same processing time. Thus,
the Min(Ci) Random strategy procedure to generate two children is as follows. For each
pair of machines, this strategy first transmits the machine with the shortest processing
time (outlined in blue) to both children, and later the other one. If both machines have
the same processing time (the two machines are outlined in blue), Min(Ci) Random
generates a random probability p with a uniform distribution to establish the order
of transmission of the machines. If p ≤ 0.5 the first child first receives the machine
from the first parent and later the machine of the second parent, while the second
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Given the two parent solutions and the instance I of Figure  6.3, the gene transmission process of the 

strategies that generate two children from two parents with the Max(Njobs) criterion works as follows.

Figure 6.8: Machine transmission strategies that use two parents to generate two children
based on the Max(Njobs) criterion.

child first receives the machine from the second parent and later the one from the first
parent. Otherwise, the transmission order of the machines is reversed, i.e., the first
child first receives the machine from the second parent and later the machine from the
first parent, while the second child first receives the machine from the first parent and
later the one from the second parent. Moreover, in order to avoid repeated genetic
material, Min(Ci) Random checks that the machine to transmit has not been inherited
by the other parent yet. Otherwise, it is discarded. Alike, it discards the machines
with one or more repeated jobs (highlighted in red). Usually, the generated children
are infeasible since some jobs (placed in the box of missed jobs MJ) can be missed
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Table 6.6: Performance comparison of the machine transmission strategies: One machine
Random(), Two machines Random(), One machine Max(Njobs), Two machines Max(Njobs),
One machine Min(Ci), Two machines Min(Ci) based on the average RPD.

One Two One Two One Two
machine machines machine machines machine machines

Instance Set Random Random Max(njobs) Max(njobs) Min(Ci) Min(Ci)

n 100 0.170 0.210 0.159 0.213 0.121 0.201
200 0.168 0.203 0.156 0.205 0.121 0.195
500 0.157 0.191 0.148 0.193 0.119 0.184
1000 0.181 0.215 0.168 0.221 0.129 0.206

m 10 0.180 0.221 0.169 0.225 0.128 0.212
20 0.178 0.220 0.167 0.224 0.128 0.212
30 0.176 0.218 0.166 0.221 0.127 0.210
40 0.174 0.217 0.164 0.220 0.126 0.209
50 0.173 0.215 0.162 0.218 0.125 0.207

pij U(1, 100) 0.396 0.490 0.369 0.522 0.224 0.465
U(10, 100) 0.291 0.324 0.250 0.321 0.184 0.296
U(100, 120) 0.051 0.072 0.050 0.073 0.047 0.072
U(100, 200) 0.161 0.189 0.150 0.189 0.132 0.185
U(1000, 1100) 0.026 0.039 0.026 0.039 0.027 0.038
JobsCorre 0.159 0.183 0.162 0.187 0.147 0.180
MacsCorre 0.176 0.253 0.182 0.251 0.143 0.253

1400 instances 0.180 0.221 0.170 0.226 0.129 0.213

during the transmission process. Hence, it is necessary to use the Min() assignment
heuristic to re-insert them into the solution.

Once the twelve strategies to establish the transmission order of the machine were
designed, we incorporate them into the crossover operator under design, giving rise to
twelve crossover operators. Each operator is identified by the transmission strategy
that they use as One Machine Random(), Two Machines Random(), One Machine
Max(Njobs), Two Machines Max(Njobs), Machine Min(Ci), Two Machines Min(Ci),
Random(), Random Switch(), Max(Njobs) Fixed, Max(Njobs) Random, Min(Ci) Fixed,
and Min(Ci) Random. Thus, each operator starts its recombination process by
arranging the machines of the parents in question, based on arrangement strategy
Ci-Njobs. Subsequently, they proceed with one of the machine transmission process
strategies. Like in the previous two phases, the suitability of the strategies studied
was evaluated by generating 100 solutions with the heuristic Min(), using the same
seed, recombining the genetic material of the 100 solutions in each generation, utilizing
elitist replacement, and employing 500 generations. In the same way, we compare the
performance of the twelve operators based on their RPD to CPLEX. Tables 6.6 and 6.7
show the experimental results of this phase. The first two columns indicate the criteria
used to group the instances, i.e., n, m, pij, and the 1400 instances together. Thus, the
remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained by each crossover operator for
each grouping criterion, highlighting in bold the best results.
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Given the two parent solutions and the instance I of Figure 6.3, the gene transmission process of the 

strategies that generate two children from two parents with the Min(Ci) criterion works as follows.

Figure 6.9: Machine transmission strategies that use two parents to generate two children
based on the Min(Ci) criterion.
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Table 6.7: Performance comparison of the machine transmission strategies: Random(),
Random Switch(), Max(Njobs) Fixed, Max(Njobs) Random, Min(Ci) Fixed, Min(Ci) Random
based on the average RPD.

Min Ci Min Ci) Max njobs Max njobs Random Random
Instance Set Fixed Random Fixed Random Switch

n 100 0.206 0.170 0.213 0.213 0.201 0.202
200 0.200 0.168 0.205 0.206 0.197 0.196
500 0.189 0.157 0.192 0.193 0.188 0.186
1000 0.212 0.181 0.222 0.222 0.206 0.207

m 10 0.217 0.180 0.227 0.227 0.212 0.213
20 0.216 0.178 0.226 0.226 0.212 0.212
30 0.215 0.176 0.221 0.222 0.210 0.211
40 0.213 0.174 0.220 0.220 0.209 0.210
50 0.211 0.172 0.218 0.218 0.207 0.208

pij U(1, 100) 0.475 0.395 0.530 0.527 0.448 0.465
U(10, 100) 0.322 0.292 0.329 0.330 0.309 0.303
U(100, 120) 0.070 0.051 0.071 0.071 0.073 0.072
U(100, 200) 0.186 0.160 0.185 0.186 0.185 0.185
U(1000, 1100) 0.033 0.026 0.034 0.034 0.038 0.038
JobsCorre 0.184 0.160 0.191 0.191 0.185 0.181
MacsCorre 0.251 0.176 0.252 0.253 0.252 0.251

1400 instances 0.217 0.180 0.227 0.227 0.213 0.214
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From Tables 6.6 and 6.7 can be observed that the operators that only generate one
child obtained better results than those that generate two children. Moreover, Tables
6.6 indicates that the six operators obtained similar results. Therefore, all of them will
be considered in the next experimental phase.

6.2.4 Strategies to handle the repeated jobs and machines

The last aspect related to the crossover process to be studied is the way the repeated
genetic material is handled. As in the last stage, the operators that only generate
one child obtained better results than those that generate two children, in this stage,
we analyze the performance of the operators: One machine Random(), Two machines
Random(), One machine Max(Njobs), Two machines Max(Njobs), One machine Min(Ci),
Two machines Min(Ci), by replacing their strategy to handle the repeated genetic
material Group Elimination (GE) by the Item Elimination (IE) strategy in order to
identify the best option.

Instead of deleting all jobs in a machine with at least one repeating job, the Item
elimination strategy removes only the repeated job. We incorporate them into the
crossover operator under design, giving rise to six crossover operators. Each operator
is identified by the transmission strategy that they use and the technique to handle the
repeated genetic material as IE-One machine Random(), IE-Two machines Random(),
IE-One machine Max(Njobs), IE-Two machines Max(Njobs), IE-One machine Min(Ci),
IE-Two machines Min(Ci). Thus, each operator starts its recombination process by
arranging the machines of the parents in question, based on arrangement strategy
Ci-Njobs. Subsequently, they proceed with one of the machine transmission process
strategies. Finally, the six operators use the Item Elimination strategy. As in the
previous phases, the suitability of the strategies studied was evaluated by generating
100 solutions with the heuristic Random min(), using the same seed, recombining the
genetic material of the 100 solutions in each generation, utilizing elitist replacement,
and employing 500 generations. In the same way, we compare the performance of the
six operators based on their RPD to CPLEX. Table 6.8 shows the experimental results
of this phase.

The study revealed that for each criterion used to transmit the machines, i.e., Random,
Max(njobs), and Min(Ci), the variants that transmit only one machine work better
with the Group Elimination genetic material handling technique. On the contrary,
the variants that transmit both machines get better results with the Item Elimination
technique. To analyze this phenomenon, we generate a graph with the average RPD
reached by the six operators that generate a child in their two variants, i.e., one
with Group Elimination technique and the other one with Item Elimination technique.
Figure 6.10 shows the graph obtained, where the x−axis represents each operator, while
the y−axis indicates the average RPD obtained by each operator. Each pair of blue
and orange bars indicates an operator, the blue bars depict the operators with the Item
Elimination technique, and the orange bar the operator with the Group Elimination
technique. This graph reiterates that the operators that transmit the two machines
to the children and use the item elimination handling technique have better results,
highlighting the results achieved by the operator IE-Two Machines Min(Ci). However,
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Table 6.8: Performance comparison of the genetic material handling technique item
elimination in the machine transmission strategies: IE-One machine Random(), IE-Two
machines Random(), IE-One machine Max(Njobs), IE-Two machines Max(Njobs), IE-One
machine Min(Ci), IE-Two machines Min(Ci) based on the average RPD.

IE-One IE-Two IE-One IE-Two IE-One IE-Two
machine machines machine machines machine machines

Instance Set Random Random Max(njobs) Max(njobs) Min(Ci) Min(Ci)

n 100 0.208 0.170 0.155 0.170 0.168 0.114
200 0.207 0.167 0.154 0.165 0.165 0.113
500 0.198 0.165 0.149 0.160 0.161 0.112
1000 0.232 0.159 0.168 0.160 0.157 0.122

m 10 0.230 0.173 0.169 0.172 0.170 0.120
20 0.226 0.175 0.166 0.174 0.171 0.119
30 0.222 0.177 0.164 0.175 0.173 0.118
40 0.217 0.179 0.162 0.178 0.176 0.117
50 0.213 0.181 0.160 0.179 0.178 0.116

pij U(1, 100) 0.550 0.245 0.359 0.270 0.247 0.208
U(10, 100) 0.389 0.159 0.235 0.148 0.156 0.175
U(100, 120) 0.059 0.078 0.055 0.077 0.076 0.043
U(100, 200) 0.190 0.189 0.148 0.184 0.186 0.121
U(1000, 1100) 0.029 0.041 0.029 0.041 0.040 0.026
JobsCorre 0.174 0.219 0.173 0.217 0.215 0.150
MacsCorre 0.216 0.312 0.191 0.295 0.297 0.125

1400 instances 0.230 0.178 0.170 0.176 0.174 0.121
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to get a bigger picture, in the next section we will look at the performance of four
operators, the top two with the item elimination strategy and the top two with the
group elimination strategy.

Figure 6.10: Performance comparison of the six operators that generate a child with the
strategies to handle the genetic material Group Elimination and Item Elimination.

6.3 GGA with the old and the new crossover
operators

In order to identify the most appropriate operator for the GGA presented in Chapter
4, at this stage we test the four variants that showed the best results in the two
previous experimental studies, i.e., One machine Min(Ci) and Two machines Min (Ci)
with the two techniques for handling constraints: Group Elimination (GE) and Item
Elimination (IG). In this way, we analyze the performance of the GGA by replacing
the old crossover operator with each of the four aforementioned operators, given rise
to four new Enhanced GGAs (EGGAs). As all variants use the Min(Ci) criterion to
transmit the machines, each EGGA variant is identified considering only the number of
machines and the initials of the technique to handle the repeated genetic material that
it uses as EGGA GE-One machine, EGGA IE-One machine, EGGA GE-Two machine,
and EGGA IE-Two machine. For a fair comparison, the four EGGA variants were run
with the parametrization described in Section: 4.5. Population size |P | = 100; number
of individuals selected for the crossover nc = 20; number of individuals selected for the
mutation nm = 83; elite population size |B| = 20; and, maximal number of generations
max_gen = 500. Likewise, we compare the performance of the EGGAs based on their
RPD to CPLEX. Table 6.9 shows the experimental results of this phase. The first two
columns indicate the criteria used to group the instances, i.e., n, m, pij, and the 1400
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Table 6.9: Performance comparison of the metaheuristic algorithms: EGGA GE-One
machine, EGGA GI-One Machine, EGGA GE-Two machines, and EGGA GI-Two Machines
based on the average RPD.

EGGA EGGA EGGA EGGA
IE-One GI-One IE-Two GI-Two

Instance Set machine machine machines machines

n 100 0.098 0.099 0.055 0.099
200 0.099 0.101 0.055 0.101
500 0.101 0.102 0.055 0.102
1000 0.111 0.114 0.056 0.114

m 10 0.109 0.111 0.056 0.111
20 0.107 0.108 0.056 0.108
30 0.105 0.106 0.056 0.106
40 0.104 0.104 0.057 0.104
50 0.102 0.102 0.057 0.102

pij U(1, 100) 0.206 0.210 0.076 0.210
U(10, 100) 0.191 0.203 0.076 0.203
U(100, 120) 0.035 0.036 0.023 0.036
U(100, 200) 0.117 0.122 0.071 0.122
U(1000, 1100) 0.016 0.015 0.011 0.015
JobsCorr 0.083 0.083 0.062 0.083
MacsCorr 0.122 0.111 0.084 0.111

1400 instances 0.110 0.112 0.058 0.112

instances together. Thus, the remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained
by each crossover operator for each grouping criterion, highlighting in bold the best
results.

From Table 6.9 can be observed that neither the machines nor the jobs impact the
difficulty of the instances, but the criteria used to generate the processing times pij of
the instances do. Thus, instances with generated processing times in the ranges U(1,
100), U(10, 100) and with correlated machines MacsCorr represent the biggest solution
challenge. In addition, this table indicates that the crossover operator that provides
the best performance is IE-Two machines. Therefore, it will be the operator of the
current version of the EGGA. Finally, the results in Table 6.9 showed that this study
allowed an improvement rate of about 17%. It is important to highlight that, although
the results achieved by the EGGA with the new crossover operator are still far from the
best state-of-the-art algorithms, this study allowed knowing in detail the optimization
process of the crossover operator for the problem R||Cmax. Such knowledge of the
problem domain will be of great use in the following stages of this research project.
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6.4 Conclusions of the analysis

In this chapter, we analyzed the performance of the most representative state-of-the-art
crossover operators to solve grouping problems that affect the solutions at the
group-level. Furthermore, we studied different aspects that intervene during the
crossover process, such as the arrangement of the machines in parents, the criteria
to establish the machine transmission order, the suitability of generating one or two
children, and two strategies to handle the repeated genetic material. We proposed
a systematical experimental design based on phases. We started from a completely
random crossover operator. In each stage, we proposed different crossover operators to
study every aspect mentioned above to try to understand their algorithmic behavior.
The knowledge gained from each phase was used to design a specific-purpose crossover
operator for R||Cmax, referred to as IE-Two machines. The designed crossover operator
was incorporated into the GGA presented in Chapter 4, given rise to the Enhanced GGA
(EGGA). The experimental results showed that the systematical experimental study
presented in this chapter allowed an improvement rate of about 17%. It is important to
note that although this operator did not significantly improve the obtained results, it
allowed understanding in detail the way in which the different processes that are part
of a crossover operator can impact its performance. In this way, we concluded that the
most suitable crossover operator for the problem R||Cmax should organize the parent
machines based on their processing times Ci, rearranging the tied machines according
to the number of jobs assigned to them Njobs. During the transmission, both parents
must transmit their machines, always giving priority to the one with the lowest Ci and,
if necessary, breaking the tie randomly. Finally, the operator must handle the repeated
genetic material with the Item Elimination strategy and must generate only one child.
In the next chapter, we will analyze the optimization process of the mutation operator
with a systematical experimental study similar to the one presented in this chapter in
order to create a specific-purpose grouping mutation operator for R||Cmax.



Chapter 7
Mutation operators

After the crossover, the mutation operator is the second most used variation operator
in the GGA. Commonly, mutation operators promote the exploration of the search
space by slightly altering the solution genetic material. Usually, the mutation behavior
is useful for a GGA when it is converging to a local optimum since it provides the
capacity to redirect the search to other areas of the search space. Therefore, one of
the main challenges during the design of an efficient GGA is the development of an
efficient mutation operator. According to Quiroz-Castellanos et al., the performance
of the GGA-CGT, the base of the GGA introduced in this work, is mainly related
to the mutation operator, which alone is capable of finding quality solutions. Section
4.6 includes an experimental study with different parameter configurations, that allows
observing how the performance of the GGA case study of this work is mainly related
to the crossover operator, while the mutation operator has a low impact.

The above motivates this work that aims to study the performance of different grouping
mutation operators to identify the strategies that they use and that positively impact
their performance. In this order of ideas, this chapter presents an experimental design
based on phases. In each stage, different strategies are explored to steady how they can
affect the performance of a mutation operator. The best strategies will be employed
to design a new operator to incorporate it into the GGA in order to improve its
performance when solving R||Cmax. The information gathered gave an overview of the
options that exist and served as an inspiration to design a specific-purpose mutation
operator for R||Cmax. The designed mutation operator was incorporated into the GGA
presented in Chapter 4, achieving an improvement rate of about 52%.

7.1 State-of-the-art grouping mutation operators

Mutation is a genetic operator generally used to control population diversity during
the GGA search process. The mutation operators for the GGA are called grouping
mutation operators since they work at the group-level. That is, they select g groups
using some criterion (such as selecting the best, the worst, or random groups), to
slightly modify them employing different operations. According to the scope of the

86
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literature review, the state-of-the-art holds seven mutation operators designed for GGAs
in addition to the Download operator. Three of them, the Swap, the Insertion, and the
Item Elimination, perform small alterations in the solutions with operations directly
applied to some items of the selected groups. In contrast, the remaining operators,
called Elimination, Creation, Merge & Split, and Reordering, promote more severe
disturbances in solutions since they perform operations involving all the items of the
selected groups [376].

The seven mutation operators have been used to solve a wide variety of grouping
problems with different conditions and constraints. Due to these differences, mutation
operators must be adapted to the characteristics of the problem to be solved. As a
result, grouping mutation operators can differ in the criteria they use to select the
jobs and machines involved in the mutation operations, the strategies employed to
handle the jobs and the selected machines, and the problem-domain heuristics included.
The following sections consider the general procedure of four state-of-the-art grouping
mutation operators: Swap, Insertion, Elimination, and Merge & Split. They were
chosen because this study contemplates the best state-of-the-art mutation operators
that are suitable for the R||Cmax problem, and those unsuitable mutation operators and
also those which have not shown a competitive performance were discarded. However,
in [376] interested readers can find a more detailed description of the seven mutation
operators, as well as a compilation of the mutation operators applied to different
grouping problems and the parameter setting approach they use. It is important to
note that, besides the Download operator, none of the four mutations described below
have been used to solve the R||Cmax grouping problem. The above motivates this
experimental study, whose main objective is to explore the performance of the most
used mutation operators now to solve R||Cmax.

7.1.1 The Swap operator

The Swap operator selects two groups, to later pick k items from each selected group
and exchange the items from one group to another. Due to its way of working, it can be
adapted and used to solve grouping problems with different constraints and conditions.
Thanks to this feature, the Swap operator has been used to solve classic problems like
Bin Packing [85] as well as new problems such as Maximally Diverse [59].

7.1.2 The Insertion operator

Similar to the Swap operator, the Insertion operator selects two groups, to later pick k
items from one selected group, and insert them to the other group. This operator has
been used to solve from classic problems such as Graph Coloring [52] to newer problems
such as Group Stock Portfolio [83], covering problems with different constraints and
conditions [54].
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7.1.3 The Elimination operator

The Elimination operator chooses g groups to remove them, release their items, and
re-insert them by applying problem-domain heuristics, for example, the heuristic Min()
used by the GGA for R||Cmax (see Chapter 4). According to the scope of the literature
review, this is the most used mutation operator to solve grouping problems because
it has shown promising results, mainly in classic problems like Bin Packing [11], Cell
Formation [25], Multiple Knapsack [64], and Timetabling [51].

7.1.4 The Merge & Split operator

The Merge & Split, also known as Division and Combination operator, works in two
phases. In the first stage, it selects two groups and transforms them into a single one.
Then, in the second stage, it picks a group to distribute its items between two distinct
groups. Merge & Split has been used to solve grouping problems like Cell Formation
[26] and Multivariate Micro-aggregation [70].

7.2 Experimental design for the R||Cmax mutation
operators

This section presents the experimental design proposed to analyze the way different
elements involved in the mutation process can impact on the performance of grouping
mutation operators. The objective of this work is to design an efficient grouping
mutation operator that includes the best features identified during the experimentation,
to later incorporate it into the GGA presented in Chapter 4 and create the second
Enhanced GGA (EGGA). The experimental design consists of four phases. The
first stage covers the analysis of the state-of-the-art grouping mutation operators to
determine which one has the best performance for R||Cmax. The second phase comprises
an exploratory analysis to observe the influence of the number of machines and jobs
involved in the mutation operations. The third phase includes the assessment of
different machine selection strategies, including biased, random, and mixed approaches.
Finally, the fourth phase studies the contribution of distinct rearrangement heuristics
based on insertion and swap operations. The main objective of these strategies is to
reorganize some jobs of the solutions, applying more complex and expensive processes.
Although they involve a computational cost, they are very important when the mutation
operator by itself is unable to avoid a local optimum. It is important to note that, to
establish the order used to analyze the mutation operator aspects, we gave priority to
the general elements like the number of genes to mutate and the way they are selected.
Thus, we let the more fine factors for the end, such as the rearrangement of the jobs.
The information collected is used to design an efficient grouping mutation operator for
R||Cmax.

To analyze the performance of each operator, we generate a population of 100
individuals with the Random min() heuristic, to later mutate them for 500 generations.
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For a fair comparison, we use the same seed for each operator. The experiments were
conducted as follows. First, each mutation operator is applied to the 1,400 test instances
introduced by Fanjul-Peyro in 2010. Later, the performance of each mutation operator
is calculated based on the RPD measure, presented in Equation 3.6. Finally, for a
comprehensive analysis, the performance of the mutation operators is compared with
the 1400 instances grouped with four criteria: the number of jobs n, the number
of machines m, the distribution of the processing times pij, and the 1400 instances
together. The experimental results are presented in tables, where the first two columns
indicate the criteria used to group the instances, i.e., n, m, pij, and the complete
benchmark. Thus, the remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained by each
mutation operator for each grouping criterion, highlighting in bold the best results.

The following sections (1) describe the procedure of the operators studied in each phase,
(2) contain a comparison of their performance, and (3) highlight the characteristics that
show a positive impact on solving the R||Cmax problem.

7.2.1 State-of-the-art operators

This experiment aims to study the optimization process of the state-of-the-art grouping
mutation operators in the problem R||Cmax. This study comprises four operators:
Swap, Insertion, Elimination, and Merge & Split. Figure 7.1 presents the procedure
of the four mutation operators adapted to work with the constraints and conditions of
the R||Cmax problem.

The Swap operator selects two jobs jA and jB from two different machines iA and iB to
interchange them. Both jobs and machines are selected randomly. Figure 7.1a explains
the mutation process of the Swap operator adapted to solve the R||Cmax problem with
an example in which jobs jA = j1 and jB = j7, selected from machines iA = i1 and
iB = i4, respectively, are exchanged. In this way, in the initial individual (Solution),
machines iA and iB outlined in bold, and the jobs in bold jA and jB depict the machines
and the selected jobs, respectively; and the final individual (Mutation) shows the jobs
in their new position.

Similarly, the Insertion operator chooses one job jA from one machine iA to insert it
into another machine iB. In this case, the machines and the jobs are selected randomly.
Figure 7.1b describes the mutation process of the Insertion operator implemented to
solve the R||Cmax problem with an example, where job jA = j7, selected from machine
iA = i4, is inserted into machine iB = i1. For a clear explanation, the example outlines
in bold the selected machines iA and iB and highlights the inserted item in bold jA
in the initial individual (Solution). Thus, the final individual (Mutation) shows the
picked job jA in its new position.

On the other hand, the Elimination operator randomly selects two machines iA and iB
and although it does not eliminate them due to the characteristics of the problem, it
releases all their jobs to later permute them and re-insert them with the Min() heuristic.
Figure 7.1c explains the mutation process of the Elimination operator adapted to solve
the R||Cmax problem with an example, where the machines outlined in bold iA = i3
and iB = i4 depict the machines selected to remove their jobs j3, j5, j6, j7 and j8,
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highlighted in bold from the initial individual (Solution). The Incomplete Solution
shows the chromosome without the released items, placed in the box RJ . Lastly,
the box Permutation represents the jobs in RJ reordered randomly, and the final
solution Mutation depicts the chromosome generated by assigning the jobs in the box
Permutation by using the problem-domain Min() heuristic.
Finally, like Elimination, the Merge & Split operator selects two machines iA and iB in
a random way, and even it cannot join them, it extracts their jobs and merges them in
the set iA ∪ iB. Next, it simulates the split part by re-inserting the released jobs among
the two selected machines iA and iB using the described-above Best() heuristic. Figure
7.1d includes the mutation process of the Merge & Split operator with an example
that contains an initial individual (Solution) with the two selected machines iA and
iB outlined in bold and the released jobs j3, j5, j6, j7, and j8 highlighted in bold.
Besides, the example contains the Incomplete Solution without the jobs in iA ∪ iB,
placed in a box with the same name (iA ∪ iB). Lastly, this figure includes the final
solution Mutation that depicts the chromosome resulted from the allocation of the jobs
in Permutation (a box with the jobs in iA ∪ iB reordered randomly) by applying the
problem-domain Best() heuristic.
Table 7.1 shows the results obtained in the experiment. For a comprehensive study, the
performance of the operators was analyzed considering the four criteria described in
the experimental design, i.e., the number of jobs n, the number of machines m, and the
distribution of the instances processing times pij. In this way, the first column indicates
the criterion used to study the performance of the operators, the second one contains
the classes covered for each grouping criterion, and the following columns represent
the average RPD (Relative Percentage Deviation) achieved by each operator: Swap,
Insertion, Merge & Split, and Elimination. The last row of the table shows the average
RPD of each operator for the 1,400 test instances. From Table 7.1 it can be observed
that the Elimination operator excelled in all the criteria used to distribute the instances.
It is important to note that the four operators had a similar performance since their
average RPD differs only by hundredths.
Moreover, it is remarkable that the Download mutation operator procedure of the
GGA presented in Chapter 4 is quite similar to the state-of-the-art Merge & Split
mutation operator, since although the operations merge & split cannot be applied to
groups explicitly; due to the characteristics and conditions of the problem, they can be
emulated by considering the jobs. In this way, the first stage of the Download mutation
operator represents the combination of the groups, where the jobs of the two selected
machines are released and placed in a single set. Similarly, the second stage depicts the
split operation, where the jobs are redistributed among the selected machines. Finally,
it is also important to mention that the only difference between the Merge & Split
operator and the Elimination operator (the two operators with the best performance)
is the job reassignment strategy they work with, since Merge & Split re-inserts the jobs
only on the two selected machines, while the Elimination operator tries to re-insert the
jobs on all the machines.
Derived from these results, the following stages of this experimental study contain the
analysis of different aspects involved in the mutation operator with the reassignment
heuristic that consider all the machines, such as the number of machines to handle,
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Figure 7.1: Group-oriented mutation operators adapted for R||Cmax.
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the number of jobs to remove, the machine selection strategy, and the rearrangement
heuristics.

Table 7.1: Comparison of Swap, Insertion, Merge & Split, and Elimination mutation
operators using RPD.

Instance Swap Insertion Merge & Split Elimination
set

n 100 0.1213 0.1219 0.1071 0.0804
200 0.1408 0.1432 0.1353 0.1154
500 0.1365 0.1371 0.1372 0.1281
1000 0.1380 0.1381 0.1387 0.1350

m 10 0.1291 0.1290 0.1291 0.1178
20 0.1391 0.1402 0.1344 0.1229
30 0.1256 0.1252 0.1220 0.1074
40 0.1310 0.1331 0.1270 0.1084
50 0.1460 0.1478 0.1353 0.1172

Pij U(1, 100) 0.2802 0.2740 0.2632 0.2107
U(10, 100) 0.2080 0.2060 0.2039 0.1802
U(100, 120) 0.0417 0.0438 0.0408 0.0384
U(100, 200) 0.1230 0.1248 0.1198 0.1164
U(1000, 1100) 0.0218 0.0230 0.0214 0.0201
JobsCorr 0.1259 0.1307 0.1194 0.1049
MacsCorr 0.1385 0.1432 0.1384 0.1326

1400 instances 0.1341 0.1351 0.1296 0.1147

7.2.2 Handled machines and removed jobs

After observing that the four operators of the state-of-the-art showed quite similar
performance and that the Elimination operator slightly excelled, the second phase of
the experimental study focused on analyzing how the number of handled machines and
removed jobs impact on the performance of the mutation operator. To analyze this
phenomenon, we explored thirty-five variants of the operator. This study consists of
evaluating the suitability of removing 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 jobs from 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10 different machines, where each combination of removed jobs and managed machines
results in an operator. For a fair comparison, all the operators use randomness to select
the machines and the jobs that intervene in their mutation process. Thus, each operator
releases k jobs from g machines and then re-insert them with the Min() heuristic. As in
the first phase, for each operator, 100 individuals were generated and mutated during
500 generations using the same seed.

Table 7.2 shows the experimental results of the thirty-five variants of the mutation
operator. The first column indicates the number of machines that each operator
manages, the second one represents the number of jobs removed from each of the
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handled machines, and the last column contains the average RPD of each operator for
the 1,400 test instances.

It appears from Table 7.2 that the operators that release only one job from each machine
perform better than those that release more and that the best option is to consider
only two machines. Moreover, to graphically observe the behavior of the thirty-five
designed operators, the 1,400 instances were grouped into twenty groups concerning
each combination of jobs (100, 200, 500, and 1000) and machines (10, 20, 30, 40, and
50) to calculate the average RPD of each group and analyze the impact of each operator
in more detail, e.g., the group where m = 10 and n = 100, the group where m = 10
and n = 200, and so on. Figures 7.2 and 7.3 contain two representative graphs of the
behavior presented by the thirty-five mutation operator variants, which allow observing
the impact of the two evaluated features, i.e., the number of machines to be handled
and the number of jobs to be removed from each machine.

Handled machines
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Figure 7.2: Behavior of the mutation operators grouped by the number of handled machines.
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Instances with 500 jobs and 20 machines

Figure 7.3: Behavior of the mutation operators grouped by the number of removed jobs from
the handled machines.

Figure 7.2 exhibits the behavior of the operators, grouped according to the number of
machines that they handle for all instances with 200 jobs and 30 machines. The x−axis
of this figure indicates the number of machines handled, and the y−axis contains the
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Table 7.2: Comparison of handled machines and removed jobs using RPD.

Handled machines Removed jobs RPD

1 0.091437
2 0.094475
3 0.097644

2 4 0.100010
6 0.102259
8 0.103456
10 0.103984

1 0.093067
2 0.100647
3 0.104505

4 4 0.107246
6 0.109475
8 0.111302
10 0.111263

1 0.095776
2 0.105834
3 0.109519

6 4 0.111925
6 0.114454
8 0.115151
10 0.115754

1 0.09889
2 0.109016
3 0.112681

8 4 0.114861
6 0.116797
8 0.117525
10 0.117800

1 0.102228
2 0.110804
3 0.114677

10 4 0.116184
6 0.117627
8 0.118031
10 0.117819
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average RPD reached for each operator. On the other hand, Figure 7.3 groups the
operators according to the number of jobs removed from each machine in instances
with 500 jobs and 20 machines. The x−axis contains the operators grouped according
to the number of jobs that they remove, and the y−axis contains the average RPD
reached for each operator. In this way, Figure 7.2 suggests that the performance of
the operators improves as the number of handled machines decreases, while Figure 7.3
shows that the operators removing fewer jobs have better performance. In this way,
the analysis indicates that those operators handling a fewer number of machines and
releasing fewer jobs are more suitable.

7.2.3 Machines selection strategy

Once identified that the variant that considers two machines and releasing one job from
each machine has the best performance, in this stage we evaluate the performance of
four machine selection strategies: Random, Worst, Worst Best, and Worst Random,
so as to analyze how they affect the performance of the mutation operators. Given a
solution to be mutated, these strategies work as follows. The Random strategy chooses
the two machines precisely at random. The Worst strategy selects the two machines
with the worst Ci values (i.e., those machines with the highest loads). The Worst Best
strategy picks the worst and the best machine (i.e., the machines with the highest and
the lowest Ci values). If there are several machines with the lowest or highest load, as
a first step, they are identified to later use a uniform distribution to select one of them
randomly. Finally, the Worst Random strategy divides the machines into two groups
(W and O), in such a way that W contains the machines with Ci = Cmax and O the
remaining machines. Next, it randomly selects the machines w and o from sets W and
O, respectively. It is important to note that for each machine selection strategy, the
two released jobs are selected randomly and later re-inserted using the Min() heuristic.

Table 7.3 shows the experimental results of the operators with the four machine selection
strategies. As can be seen, this table has the same structure as Table 7.1. That is,
it clusters the instances according to the number of jobs n, the number of machines
m, the distribution of the processing times pij of the instances, and the 1,400 test
instances together. Therefore, the first column indicates the criterion used to study
the performance of the operators, the second one contains the classes covered for each
grouping criterion, and the following columns represent the average RPD (Relative
Percentage Deviation) achieved by the operators with each machine selection strategy:
Random, Worst, Worst Best, and Worst Random. The experimental results in Table
7.3 suggest that the most suitable machine selection strategy is Worst Random, with
an average RPD of 0.0674 since the other approaches (Random, Worst, and Worst
Best) reached higher RPD averages of 0.0913, 0.0875, and 0.0912, respectively.

7.2.4 Rearrangement heuristics

After identifying the machine selection strategy that provides the best performance
to the mutation operator, we noted that there are high possibilities that the genetic
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Table 7.3: Comparison of mutation operators with Random, Worst, Worst Best, and Worst
Random selection strategies using RPD.

Instance Worst Worst
set Random Worst Best Random

n 100 0.0605 0.0577 0.0618 0.0296
200 0.0848 0.0797 0.0832 0.0533
500 0.1030 0.0987 0.1028 0.0827
1000 0.1175 0.1147 0.1178 0.1046

m 10 0.0873 0.0857 0.0894 0.0718
20 0.0978 0.0942 0.0977 0.0752
30 0.0842 0.0824 0.0854 0.0635
40 0.0908 0.0853 0.0885 0.0631
50 0.0963 0.0900 0.0951 0.0634

Pij U(1, 100) 0.1430 0.1470 0.1522 0.1146
U(10, 100) 0.1321 0.1319 0.1362 0.1003
U(100, 120) 0.0351 0.0309 0.0329 0.0244
U(100, 200) 0.1017 0.0939 0.0970 0.0740
U(1000, 1100) 0.0182 0.0155 0.0171 0.0123
JobsCorr 0.0909 0.0820 0.0810 0.0576
MacsCorr 0.1179 0.1112 0.1220 0.0888

1400 instances 0.0913 0.0875 0.0912 0.0674

material of many solutions does not undergo any alteration during the mutation process.
Such a phenomenon can occur because it is likely that the two released jobs can be
re-inserted to the same machine to which they belonged. In order to analyze the
above, we evaluated the success rate (i.e., the number of the alterations in the genetic
material divided by the mutation attempts) of the mutation operator with the best
properties identified in the two previous stages. The experimental results revealed that
only about the 42% of the mutation attempts are successful. The above motivates this
stage of the experimental study that consists in evaluating the utility of incorporating
two rearrangement heuristics, called Insertion and Assemble, to increase the operator’s
success rate and improve its performance. These heuristics are only used if, after
releasing and re-inserting the jobs, the genetic material of the mutated solution has not
been altered. It is important to note that at this stage we tested the performance of
different variants based on insertion and interchange operations, but we only kept the
rearrangement heuristics that showed the best results.

The Insertion rearrangement heuristic seeks to reduce the number of jobs in one of
the two selected machines by trying to insert each of their jobs into the other ones.
Algorithm 1 has the Insertion procedure. We denote S

′ = Insertion(S, jsm, sm, i) the
solution derived from S by inserting job jsm (jw or jo) from the selected machine sm (w
or o) into machine i. As can be seen, this heuristic goes through the jobs jw and jo of
the machines w and o selected with the machine selection strategy Worst Random (line
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1). Thus, for each pair of jobs (jw and jo), this algorithm traverses the m machines
(line 2). In this way, for each machine i, different from machine w and o (line 3 and
line 9), it tries to insert job jw of the worst machine w (line 3) and then job jo from
the other machine o (line 7) following two conditions, denoted as Cnd_1 and Cnd_2.
Cnd_1(S, jsm, sm, i) (line 4 and line 10) allows verifying that the mutated solution (S ′)
will have equal or better quality than the initial solution (S). In this way, Cnd_1 checks
out that the sum of the processing time resulted from the insertion in the intervened
machines i and sm (w or o) will be less than or equal to the sum of their processing
times without performing the insertion. Hence, for each job jw, Cnd_1(S, jw, w, i)
returns TRUE if Cw − pwjw +Ci + pijw ≤ Cw +Ci, where Cw and Ci represent the time
that machines w and i require to process their assigned jobs, respectively; while pwjw

and pijw depict the processing time that machines w and i require to process job jw,
respectively. Otherwise, it returns FALSE. In the same way, for each job jo, Cnd_1(S,
jo, o, i) returns TRUE if Co− pojo +Ci+ pijo ≤ Co+Ci, where Co and Ci represent the
time that machines o and i require to process their assigned jobs, respectively; while
pojo and pijo depict the processing time that machines o and i require to process job jo,
respectively. Otherwise, it returns FALSE.
On the other hand, Cnd_2(S, jsm, sm, i) (line 4 and line 10) checks out that the
mutated solution (S ′) will have equal or better quality than the initial solution (S).
Cnd_2 verifies that the processing time Ci of machine i with the new job, either jw
or jo, will be less than or equal to the current makespan Cmax. Therefore, for each
job jw, Cnd_2(S, jw, w, i) returns TRUE if Ci + pijw ≤ Cmax. Otherwise, it returns
FALSE. Similarly, for each job jo, Cnd_2(S, jo, o, i) returns TRUE if Ci+pijo ≤ Cmax.
Otherwise, it returns FALSE.
In this way, the Insertion(S, jsm, sm , i) function (lines 5 and 11) is applied to S if
and only if a job j (jw or jo) satisfies the two conditions (Cnd_1 and Cnd_2). The
rearrangement process ends once an insertion is performed (lines 6 and 12) but, if none
of the jobs satisfied the two conditions, the mutated solution would remain with its
genetic material without any modification.
On the other hand, the Assemble rearrangement heuristic uses two functions. The
first one is the Insertion(S, jsm, sm, i) that works similarly to the before-mentioned
rearrangement heuristic. Additionally, it incorporates a second function called
Interchange that seeks to exchange each job of the selected machines with each job
of the other machines in an attempt to reduce the processing time of the selected
machines. Algorithm 2 contains the procedure of the Assemble rearrangement heuristic.
We denote as S

′ = Interchange(S, jsm, sm, ji, i) the solution derived from S by
exchanging job jsm (jw and jo) from the selected machine sm (w or o) with each job
ji in machine i. Like the Insertion rearrangement heuristic, Assemble loops through
jobs jw and jo of machines w and o selected with the Worst Random machine selection
strategy (line 1). Thus, for each pair of jobs (jw and jo), this algorithm goes through
the m machines (line 2). In this fashion, first, it tries to insert jobs jw of the worst
machine w and jo of the other machine o into every machine i different from machines
w and o (line 3 and line 9) according to the two conditions described in Algorithm 1:
Cnd_1 and Cnd_2 (line 4 and line 10). Next, it attempts to interchange the same jobs
jw and jo with each job ji in every machine i (line 15) different from machine w and o
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Algorithm 1 Insertion rearrangement heuristic
Input: A solution S and two machines w and o.
Output: A mutated solution S

′ .
1: for all job jw ∈ w & jo ∈ o do
2: for machine i in S do
3: if i != w then
4: if Cnd_1(S, jw, w, i) and Cnd_2(S, jw, w, i) then
5: S

′ = Insertion (S, jw, w, i);
6: end process;
7: end if
8: end if
9: if i != o then

10: if Cnd_1(S, jo, o, i) and Cnd_2(S, jo, o, i) then
11: S

′ = Insertion (S, jo, o, i);
12: end process;
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for

(line 16 and line 22), validating two conditions: Cnd_3 and Cnd_4 (line 17 and line
23).

Cnd_3(S, jsm, sm, ji, i) (line 17 and line 23) allows verifying that the mutated
solution (S ′) will have equal or better quality than the initial solution (S). In this
way, Cnd_3 checks out that the processing time resulted from the exchange in the
intervened machines i and sm (w or o) will be less than or equal to the sum of their
processing times without swapping their jobs. Hence, for each job jw, Cnd_3(S, jw,
w, ji, i) returns TRUE if (Cw − pwjw + pwji) + (Ci − piji + pijw) ≤ Cw + Ci, where Cw

and Ci represent the time that machines w and i require to process their assigned jobs,
respectively; pwjw and piji depict the processing time that machines w and i require
to process jobs jw and ji, respectively; and pwji and pijw indicate the processing time
that machines w and i require to process jobs ji and jw, respectively. Otherwise, it
returns FALSE. In the same way, for each job jo, Cnd_3(S, jo, o, ji, i) returns TRUE
if (Co−pojo +poji)+(Ci−piji +pijo) ≤ Co+Ci, where Co and Ci represent the time that
machines o and i require to process their assigned jobs, respectively; pojo and piji depict
the processing time that machines o and i require to process jobs jo and ji, respectively;
and poji and pijo indicate the processing time that machines o and i require to process
jobs ji and jo, respectively. Otherwise, it returns FALSE.

On the other hand, the condition Cnd_4(S, jsm, sm, ji, i) (line 17 and line 23) validates
that the processing time resulted from the interchange in the intervened machines i
and sm (w or o) will be less than or equal to the current makespan (Cmax) of the
initial solution S. Hence, for each job jw, Cnd_4(S, jw, w, ji, i) returns TRUE if
(Cw − pwjw + pwji ≤ Cmax) and (Ci− piji + pijw ≤ Cmax). Otherwise, it returns FALSE.
Similarly, for each job jo, Cnd_4(S, jo, o, ji, i) returns TRUE if (Co − pojo + poji ≤
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Cmax) and (Ci − piji + pijo ≤ Cmax). Otherwise, it returns FALSE.
The Assemble process ends once an operation, either the insertion or the interchange,
is accomplished (lines 6, 12, 19, and 25). If none of the jobs met the conditions, the
mutated solution remains with its genetic material without any modification.

Algorithm 2 Assemble rearrangement heuristic
Input: A solution S and two machines w and o.
Output: A mutated solution S

′ .
1: for all job jw ∈ w & jo ∈ o do
2: for machine i in S do
3: if i != w then
4: if Cnd_1(S, jw, w, i) and Cnd_2(S, jw, w, i) then
5: S

′ = Insertion (S, jw, w, i);
6: end process;
7: end if
8: end if
9: if i != o then

10: if Cnd_1(S, jo, o, i) and Cnd_2(S, jo, o, i) then
11: S

′ = Insertion (S, jo, o, i);
12: end process;
13: end if
14: end if
15: for job ji in i do
16: if i != w then
17: if Cnd_3(S, jw, w, ji, i) and Cnd_4(S, jw, w, ji, i) then
18: S

′ = Interchange (S, jw, w, ji, i);
19: end process;
20: end if
21: end if
22: if i != o then
23: if Cnd_3(S, jo, o, ji, i) and Cnd_4(S, jo, o, ji, i) then
24: S

′ = Interchange (S, jo, o, ji, i);
25: end process;
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: end for

In this way, two variants of the operator with the best characteristics identified in
the two previous stages (i.e., removing one job from two machines selected with the
Worst Random strategy and re-inserting such jobs with the Min() heuristic) were
created, one for each rearrangement heuristic presented in this section: Insertion and
Assemble. The performance of the two variants, referred to as Insertion and Assemble,
was evaluated using the experimental approach mentioned above, i.e., starting from
an initial population of 100 individuals that are subsequently mutated during 500
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generations and using the same seed. Table 7.4 holds the experimental results obtained
by the two mutation operators generated in this phase. Additionally, Table 7.4 includes
the performance of the Download mutation operator, the original GGA operator
introduced in Section 4.6, to compare the degree of improvement provided by the
variants of the operator proposed in this section. For a comprehensive analysis, the
performance of the operators was analyzed by clustering the instances with the criteria
used in the previous stages: number of jobs n, number of machines m, distribution
of processing times pij, and the 1400 instances together. Thus, each column shows
the performance of each assessed operator for the different criteria used to group the
instances.

As it can be observed in Table 7.4, the best variant is that with the Assemble
rearrangement heuristic , which for each pair of jobs first tries the insertion and
then the interchange. The variants with the Insertion and Assemble rearrangement
heuristics reached an average RPD of 0.0552 and 0.0395, respectively. However, it is
important to note that the two versions of the mutation operators presented in this
section outperformed the original Download mutation operator of the GGA studied,
that reached an average RPD of 0.1139, as well as the four state-of-the-art operators,
which had an average RPD above 0.1.

Table 7.4: Comparison of mutation operators with the Insertion and Assemble rearrangement
heuristics and also the Download operator, using RPD.

Instance
set Insertion Assemble Download

n 100 0.0306 0.0185 0.0730
200 0.0480 0.0280 0.1125
500 0.0631 0.0441 0.1328
1000 0.0793 0.0671 0.1383

m 10 0.0612 0.0416 0.1261
20 0.0617 0.0429 0.1258
30 0.0497 0.0366 0.1076
40 0.0507 0.0376 0.1054
50 0.0528 0.0382 0.1048

Pij U(1, 100) 0.0523 0.0407 0.2307
U(10, 100) 0.0538 0.0331 0.1862
U(100, 120) 0.0286 0.0176 0.0358
U(100, 200) 0.0750 0.0362 0.1072
U(1000, 1100) 0.0150 0.0100 0.0182
JobsCorr 0.0664 0.0654 0.0892
MacsCorr 0.0952 0.0728 0.1304

1400 instances 0.0552 0.0394 0.1139
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7.3 GGA with the old and the new mutation
operators

Given the knowledge gained from the experimental study, we propose a mutation
operator called 2-Items Reinsertion. This operator randomly chooses two jobs from
two different machines selected with the Worst Random strategy to release them and
later re-insert them with the Min() allocation heuristic. Furthermore, it employs the
Assemble rearrangement heuristic, based on insertion and interchange operations. The
rearrangement process is only applied if, after releasing and re-inserting the jobs, the
genetic material of the mutated solution has not been modified.

To assess the 2-Items Reinsertion mutation operator performance, we run two variants
of the GGA for R||Cmax. The GGA introduced in Chapter 4 that uses the Download
operator and the EGGA resulted from the incorporation of the 2-Items Reinsertion
mutation into GGA, instead of the Download operator. Both GGAs are evaluated over
the 1400 benchmark instances. To promote a fair comparison, the effectiveness and
efficiency of both GGA were compared by using the same parameter configuration.
Population size |P | = 100; number of individuals selected for the crossover nc = 20;
number of individuals selected for the mutation nm = 83; elite population size |B| =
20; and, maximal number of generations max_gen = 500. In this way, we analyze the
strengths and weaknesses of the 2-Items Reinsertion mutation operator, distinguishing
the quality of the solutions found by each GGA variant, their search time, as well
as their ability to escape from local optima. For a fair comparison, both algorithms
were programmed in the Rust language and were compiled using Visual Studio in the
64-bit mode. The experiments were performed on a computer with an Intel Core i5
(3.10 GHz), and 16 GB in RAM. Finally, for each instance, a single execution of the
algorithms were run, with the same initial seed for the random number generation.

7.3.1 Comparing the effectiveness of GGA with the old and the
new mutation operators

To measure the effectiveness of the designed 2-Items Reinsertion mutation operator, we
applied the two GGA variants to the 1400 test instances and measured the improvement
degree in the quality of the solutions found by each algorithm based on the RPD.
Table 7.5 contains the experimental results. The first and second columns indicate the
criteria used to group the test instances, based on the number of jobs n, the number
of machines m, the processing time distribution pij, and the 1400 instances together.
On the other hand, the remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained by
each metaheuristic algorithm for the four grouping criteria, highlighting in bold the
metaheuristic algorithm with the lowest average RPD for each set.

From Table 7.5 can be observed that the EGGA showed a better performance than
GGA using any criteria to group the test instances. Furthermore, it is worth noting
that the EGGA reaches an average RPD considerably lower than the initial GGA by
solving the 1,400 test instances, with 0.028 and 0.059, respectively.
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Table 7.5: Comparison of the GGA and the EGGA presented in this chapter, using RPD.

Instance set GGA EGGA

n 100 0.0659 0.0176
200 0.0655 0.0224
500 0.0657 0.0291
1000 0.0688 0.0441

m 10 0.0683 0.0220
20 0.0683 0.0306
30 0.0683 0.0275
40 0.0683 0.0308
50 0.0683 0.0306

Pij U(1, 100) 0.1027 0.0465
U(10, 100) 0.1119 0.0361
U(100, 120) 0.0256 0.0092
U(100, 200) 0.0829 0.0229
U(1000, 1100) 0.0121 0.0036
JobsCorr 0.0586 0.0380
MacsCorr 0.0955 0.0419

1400 instances 0.0699 0.0283

Finally, in order to graphically show the suitability of the designed mutation operator,
the experimental study presented in Section 4.6 was repeated, but this time for the
impact analysis of crossover and mutation rates on the EGGA. In this way, the EGGA
was run with the same nine configurations, i.e., Conf1: nc = 20, nm = 20, Conf2:
nc = 20, nm = 40, ... Conf9: nc = 60, nm = 60. Figure 7.4 presents a bar
graph with the obtained results from this study, where each bar depicts one of the
nine configurations grouped according to the number of mutated solutions (nm), and
each pattern indicates the number of selected individuals for the crossover process
(nc): squares = 20, waves= 40, and circles= 60. As Figure 7.4 indicates, the EGGA
performance is mainly related to the number of individuals considered for the mutation
processes nm, as the performance of the EGGA improves (lower RPD) as the number
of mutated solutions increases. Similarly, as the number of selected individuals for
the crossover process nc increases, the GGA performance improves, but to a lesser
degree. The behavior mentioned above shows the suitability of the 2-Items Reinsertion
mutation, which is the operator with the biggest impact on EGGA final performance
and improves it considerably. Thus, the EGGA behavior is quite similar to the one
presented by the GGA-CGT [11], where the mutation operator has the greatest positive
impact on the final performance of this algorithm.
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Figure 7.4: Impact analysis of the parameters: number of individuals selected for crossover
nc and number of mutated solutions nm, in the EGGA performance.

7.3.2 Comparing the efficiency of GGA with the old and the
new mutation operators

After analyzing the effectiveness of the EGGA, we evaluate the implications associated
with the computational time of using the 2-Items Reinsertion mutation operator. Table
7.6 includes the experimental results. Like Table 7.5, the first and second columns
describe the characteristics used to cluster the instances: the number of jobs n and
machines m, the processing time distribution pij, and the 1400 instances together.
The following columns contain the average time in seconds obtained by the GGA and
the EGGA for each instance set, respectively, highlighting in bold the metaheuristic
algorithm with the lowest computational cost for each set.

Table 7.6: Comparison of the GGA and the EGGA based on time (in seconds).

Instance GGA EGGA

n 100 1.2 5.71
200 1.2 5.68
500 1.24 5.49
1000 1.36 9.44

m 10 1.26 8.71
20 1.24 7.66
30 1.21 6.94
40 1.19 6.33
50 1.17 5.79

Pij U(1, 100) 1.25 34.09
U(10, 100) 1.25 14.04
U(100, 120) 1.25 2.52
U(100, 200) 1.25 2.88
U(1000, 1100) 1.25 2.71
JobsCorr 1.25 1.50
MacsCorr 1.25 1.69

1400 instances 1.25 8.49
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From Table 7.6 can be concluded that the 2-Items Reinsertion mutation operator
causes the EGGA to be much slower. Said computational cost is closely related
to the Assemble rearrangement strategy, incorporated to avoid, as far as possible,
getting stuck in a local optima. This effect is mainly observed in those instances
with processing times generated in the ranges U(1, 100) and U(10, 100), where the
average times increased from 1.25 to 34.09 and 14.04 seconds, respectively. Although
the computational cost of the Assemble rearrangement strategy is high, it is also too
useful, since the properties and characteristics of the addressed problem make the
mutation operator by itself incapable of avoiding local optima. Table 7.6 also indicates
that the EGGA is approximately eight times slower than the initial GGA. Therefore, to
make a fair comparison and show the usefulness of the Assemble heuristic, we execute
the original GGA increasing the number of generations eight times, that is, 8 * 500 =
4000 generations. Table 7.7 includes the experimental results.

Table 7.7: Performance analysis of the GGA with 500 and 4000 generations, and the EGGA
with 500 generations.

Instance GGA (500 gen) GGA (4000 gen) EGGA (500 gen)

n 100 0.0659 0.0571 0.0176
200 0.0655 0.0564 0.0224
500 0.0657 0.0559 0.0291
1000 0.0688 0.0600 0.0441

m 10 0.0683 0.0592 0.0220
20 0.0683 0.0592 0.0306
30 0.0683 0.0590 0.0275
40 0.0683 0.0588 0.0308
50 0.0683 0.0585 0.0306

Pij U(1, 100) 0.1027 0.0934 0.0465
U(10, 100) 0.1119 0.0979 0.0361
U(100, 120) 0.0256 0.0215 0.0092
U(100, 200) 0.0829 0.0719 0.0229
U(1000, 1100) 0.0121 0.0101 0.0036
JobsCorr 0.0586 0.0458 0.0380
MacsCorr 0.0955 0.0812 0.0419

1400 instances 0.699 0.0603 0.0283

Table 7.7 allows observing that the GGA cannot reach the EGGA performance, not
even increasing the number of generations eight times to make a fair comparison with
respect to search time. This behavior can be related to the explorations and exploitation
capabilities of the initial GGA, which cause it to stagnate in local optima. To review
such algorithmic behavior, we analyzed the average generation in which the GGA and
the EGGA find the best solution for each test instance. Both algorithms were executed
using the same parameter configuration, proposed in [7]. Table 7.8 has the experimental
results, highlighting in bold the metaheuristic algorithm that avoids getting stuck in
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local optima for more generations on average for each set.

Table 7.8: Comparison of the GGA and the EGGA based on the generation in which the
best solution in the population is improved.

Instance GGA EGGA

n 100 9.27 358.34
200 8.00 369.31
500 8.00 380.83
1000 17.09 362.54

m 10 16.35 358.46
20 13.69 359.06
30 11.79 359.78
40 11.05 360.96
50 10.01 362.20

Pij U(1, 100) 64.80 218.56
U(10, 100) 8.00 305.34
U(100, 120) 8.00 360.44
U(100, 200) 8.00 391.96
U(1000, 1100) 8.00 390.13
JobsCorr 8.00 474.82
MacsCorr 8.00 392.95

1400 instances 16.11 362.03

From Table 7.8 can be observed that GGA gets quickly trapped in local optima,
in generation 16 on average, while the EGGA shows a better ability to deal with
the landscape characteristics of the R||Cmax search space, finding its best solutions
in generation 362 on average. In this way, Table 7.8 remarks the importance of
incorporating the 2-Items Reinsertion mutation operator because even requiring a high
computational cost, it provides the EGGA a better exploration capability during the
search process.

7.4 Conclusions of the analysis

The main goal of this chapter was to promote the design of intelligent operators for
GGAs as a more suitable way to obtain high-performance GGAs that incorporate
knowledge of the problem-domain. In this order of ideas, we presented a systematic
experimental examination to gain insights into the importance of each phase involved
in the mutation operator of a GGA designed to solve the Parallel-machine scheduling
problem with unrelated machines and makespan minimization (R||Cmax), analyzing
whether different strategies actually contribute to the performance of the operator.
The overall procedure of a grouping mutation operator for R||Cmax comprises: (1)
selecting one or more machines; (2) selecting one or more jobs from each of the selected
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machines; and (3) re-inserting the selected jobs in some of the machines. In order to
learn about each of these three algorithmic components, this work covered the analysis
of each component in isolation by evaluating different strategies to deal with it. In
this way, the study covered the evaluation of four state-of-the-art grouping mutation
operators, thirty-five operators with different numbers of machines and jobs handled,
four machine selection strategies, and two rearrangement heuristics for the re-insertion
of the selected jobs. The experimental results suggested that the mutation operator
with the best performance (1) selects two machines, one of the machines with the worst
Ci value and one random machine; (2) selects one random job from each of the selected
machines; and (3) re-inserts the selected jobs in two stages, first, for each job, each
machine is checked in an attempt to insert the job in the machine with the lowest
Ci value, second, if the first stage conduces to the original solution, a rearrangement
heuristic is applied attempting to reduce the processing time of the selected machines
by trying to insert one of their jobs into the other machines or to exchange one of their
jobs with one job of the other machines. The knowledge gained from the systematic
study was used to design a new grouping mutation operator, called 2-Items Reinsertion,
which was incorporated into the GGA introduced in Chapter 4 (replacing the original
mutation operator) to solve 1,400 benchmark instances, showing significant differences
with an improvement rate of 52%. These results underline the importance of evaluating
the performance of the different components of the GGA operators. The study of the
final performance obtained by the Enhanced GGA (EGGA) for the R||Cmax problem
remarked the utility of the designed 2-Items Reinsertion operator because even requiring
a high computational cost, it also allows reaching solutions that the initial GGA could
not achieve even with more search time due to its fast stagnation in local optima.
However, the experimental results also indicate that there still are benchmark instances
that show a high degree of difficulty; for such instances, the included strategies in the
EGGA do not appear to lead to better solutions. As a result, the EGGA is still getting
stuck in local optima, although not as soon as the GGA. In the following chapter, we
will employ a study similar to the one presented in this chapter to analyze and improve
the reproduction technique in order to provide EGGA the capacity to obtain better
solutions.



Chapter 8
Reproduction strategies

One of the fundamentals of genetic algorithms is the principle of natural selection
proposed by Darwin. Therefore, the reproduction technique implemented, which
consists of selection and replacement mechanisms, has a high impact on its performance.
These mechanisms always go hand in hand with the variation operators (generally,
crossover and mutation), since the selection picks the individuals for the crossover and
mutation process; while the replacement establishes how the offspring and mutated
solutions are incorporated into the population [382].

In this chapter, we introduce and analyze the performance of different reproduction
techniques that include both random and biased strategies in order to identify the best
option for the studied GGA. To achieve this goal, we propose an experimental study
consisting of two phases. The first stage includes an exploratory analysis of selection
and replacement mechanisms, taken from the state-of-the-art; while the second one
contains a study of the way in which the strategies to sort the population impact on
the performance of a reproduction technique.

It is important to highlight that the selection and replacement mechanisms studied in
this chapter are focused on the crossover operator, since as observed in the Chapter
6, the way in which the solutions are selected, cloned, and mutated together with the
proposed specific-purpose mutation operator for R||Cmax has shown a stable algorithmic
behavior.

The knowledge gained from this study will be used to get a performance overview
of the strategies that can be incorporated into a reproduction technique. The
information collected will be used as a guide to design a purpose-built reproduction
technique for R||Cmax. Finally, this chapter presents the last version of the Enhanced
GGA (EGGA). This algorithm includes the evolutionary scheme of the initial GGA,
presented in Chapter 4, but it uses the population initialization strategy: Random
min (presented in Chapter 5), the crossover operator: IE-Two machines (introduced
in Chapter 6), mutation operator: 2-Items Reinsertion (introduced in Chapter 7), and
the reproduction technique designed based on the knowledge generated from the study
presented in this section.

107
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8.1 State-of-the-art of reproduction techniques

The reproduction technique is another important GGA component. In its simplest
version, the solutions used by the crossover and mutation operators, as well as the
way in which the offspring generated are introduced to the population, are randomly
selected. However, this variant is not so frequent, because it is not capable of efficiently
controlling the selection pressure, which determines the way in which the individuals in
the population converge. The selective pressure is considered one of the critical factors
in the design of a GGA since it is responsible for establishing how much priority is
given to solutions with the best characteristics to be selected. It is important to note
that, at one extreme, high selection pressure can stall the search in a local optimum;
while at the other side, a low selection pressure can slow the convergence more than
necessary to find the optimal solution [383].

An efficient reproduction technique should promote the generation of solutions with
better characteristics as the search process progress. The literature includes approaches
that consider the best solution, the worst, and mixed approaches. However, the used
approach depends on the constraints and characteristics of the problem to solve. To
determine the suitability of a solution to be selected, the reproduction technique uses
the evaluation function of the problem to differentiate among the individuals according
to their fitness. In this way, the selection and replacement of individuals can be carried
out in a more controlled way, providing a balanced selection pressure. In this order of
ideas, an efficient selection pressure must adequately control the convergence to avoid
stagnation in local optima, and at the same time, it must preserve the diversity of
the population to avoid premature convergence. To achieve the expected behavior of
the algorithm, it is necessary to know in depth the problem, since depending on the
properties of the search space, it will be necessary to implement a different technique.
Hence, the main challenge in the design of a high-performance reproduction technique
is to identify the set of strategies that helps to maintain a trade-off of exploration
and exploitation of the search space and configure them with the suitable selection
pressure [382]. Next, the most representative state-of-the-art selection and replacement
mechanisms used to design reproduction techniques of genetic algorithms are described.

8.1.1 Selection mechanisms

The specialized literature includes different selection mechanisms that can be
incorporated into a genetic algorithm according to the conditions and characteristics
of the problem to solve. In this work, we only consider the most representative ones,
including Random selection, Ranking selection, Tournament selection, and Proportional
selection (or Roulette).

Random selection is the simplest. It uses a probability p generated with a uniform
distribution to choose the parents used to generate the offspring of each generation. In
this selection mechanism, all the individuals have the same probability of being selected
as parents. Therefore, on average, it is the most disruptive selection strategy in terms
of breaking genetic codes, as it can combine high- and low-quality solutions. In this
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sense, a random selection mechanism can be useful in situations where it is necessary
to add a lot of diversity [382].

Unlike the random selection, in the Ranking selection, each individual of the population
is ranked according to its fitness. In this way, this strategy has better control of the
selection process since it picks the solution based on their quality. Once the population
has been ordered, the Ranking selection uses a criterion to determine which parents
are chosen, like the best solutions, a combination of best and worst solutions, and a
combination of best and random solutions, to mention some examples. This criterion
can be adapted according to the conditions and characteristics of the problem. Given
its behavior, this strategy is useful in situations where the variance of the quality of
the solutions is low [382].

On the other hand, the Tournament selection combines randomness with a bit of bias.
To select each parent, this mechanism celebrates a competition among k randomly
selected individuals, using a uniform distribution. Subsequently, it ranks the k
individuals according to their fitness. Finally, it selects the best solution and adds it to
the pool of parents. Such competition is repeated until the pool of parents necessary to
generate the offspring of the next generation is accomplished. It should be noted that
k is a parameter to configure (usually, equal to 2), which promotes a higher selection
pressure as its value increases [384].

Finally, the Proportional selection uses as a principle a linear search through a roulette
wheel loaded in proportion to the fitness values of each individual. Thus, each individual
has a probability of being selected relative to its fitness, which is equal to its fitness
divided by the sum of the fitness of all individuals in the current population. This
is how each individual is assigned a piece of the roulette wheel, proportional to its
fitness. Once the roulette is created, it is spun to randomly select a parent. Each
spin, the individual under the wheel marker is selected. It is important to note that
this is a mechanism with moderately strong selection pressure since the selection of the
individuals with the best fitness is not guaranteed, but they have higher probabilities
of being selected than those of the worst fitness. Given this behavior, this mechanism
can be noisy, since its operation depends on the variance of fitness in the population. If
the quality difference between the best and the worst solutions is very large, it is likely
that premature convergence will occur, since the best solutions have a high probability
of being selected more than once. On the other hand, if the quality of solutions is very
similar, the probability that each individual is selected will be similar, which makes the
process a practically random selection [384].

8.1.2 Replacement mechanisms

Unlike selection strategies, replacement strategies are simpler. Among the most used
approaches are Random replacement, Worst replacement, and Parent replacement. As
its name indicates, the Random replacement uses a probability p, generated with a
uniform distribution, to select the individual of the current population to replace by one
of the offspring. On the other hand, the Worst replacement, first sorts the population
according to the fitness, to later replace the solutions with the worst fitness. Finally,
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the Parent replacement strategy substitutes the individuals of the population used as
parents with its offspring [382].

8.2 Experimental design for the R||Cmax reproduction
techniques

This section includes the proposed experimental design to analyze how different aspects
that take part in the reproduction technique impact on its performance. The main
objective of this study is to identify those components that positively impact solving
the problem R||Cmax, to design an efficient reproduction technique that improves the
performance of the EGGA. As indicated in previous sections, this work focuses on
studying the way in which the solutions that intervene during the crossover process are
selected and replaced. Therefore, the selection and replacement of the solutions used
for the mutation process are maintained as in the initial GGA. That is, the best nm

solutions are selected and mutated. Also, if the solution belongs to the elite group,
first, it is cloned, the clone replaces one of the worst solutions, and then it is mutated.

The experimental design is divided into two phases. The first stage covers the analysis
of the state-of-the-art selection and replacement strategies for genetic algorithms to
determine which combination (selection-replacement) has the best performance for
R||Cmax. On the other hand, the second phase comprises an exploratory analysis to
examine the influence of strategies implemented to sort the population before applying
the selection and replacement. The information collected is used to design an efficient
reproduction technique for R||Cmax.

As in this chapter, we analyze the optimization process of the last GGA component, the
algorithm resulted from this study will be the last Enhanced GGA (EGGA). Therefore,
the performance of each reproduction technique is assessed on the EGGA with the
population initialization strategy: Random min (presented in Chapter 5), the crossover
operator (introduced in Chapter 6), and the mutation operators: 2-Items reinsertion
(presented in Chapter 7). For a fair comparison, for each reproduction technique
studied, we used the following parameter settings. Population size pop_size: 100,
number of parents used for the crossover nc: 40, number of mutated individuals nm,
size of the elite population |B|:0.2, maximum number of generations that a solution
can be in the population without being modified lifespan:10, and maximum number
of generations max gen: 500. As in the design of the crossover and mutation operators,
the performance assessment of each reproduction technique covers the resolution of the
1,400 test instances introduced by Fanjul-Peyro in 2010. Likewise, the performance of
the reproduction techniques is compared based on their RPD to CPLEX, represented in
Equation 3.6. Finally, we analyze the experimental results by using comparative tables.
For a comprehensive analysis of the reproduction techniques algorithmic behavior,
tables present the results with the instances grouped according to the number of jobs
n, the number of machines m, the distribution of the processing times pij, and the 1400
instances together.

The following sections describe the procedure of the reproduction techniques studied in
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each phase, contain a comparison of their performance, and highlight the characteristics
that show a positive impact on solving the R||Cmax problem.

8.2.1 Selection and Replacement Mechanisms

As indicated in the experimental design, we only consider selection strategies for the
crossover operator, as we observed that the selection and replacement strategies of the
mutation operator work well. In this order of ideas, in this section, we analyze the
algorithm performance of four strategies to select the solutions used as parents during
the crossover process, known as Random, Ranking, Tournament, and Proportional, as
well as three strategies to replace the offspring generated from the crossover process,
referred to as Random, Worst, and Parents. In this way, we studied twelve reproduction
techniques that consist of a selection and a replacement strategy. Thus, we use the
template selection replacement to refer to each reproduction technique studied. The
way in which the selection and replacement mechanisms used to create the reproduction
techniques were adapted for R||Cmax are described below.

Random selection is the simplest of the four mechanisms studied. Algorithm 3 contains
the procedure followed by this selection mechanism. It starts with a loop that performs
nc iterations, where nc is the number of children to generate (line 1). Each iteration, it
uses the random_selection() method that receives the population as a parameter, and
it chooses the individual ind randomly using a uniform distribution between 1 and the
population size pop_size (line 2). In this way, the pool parents is built by adding the
individual in position ind in the current population (line 3).

Algorithm 3 Random selection
Input: the current population.
Output: the pool with the selected parents.

1: for ind from 1 to nc do
2: ind = random_selection(population);
3: Append the individual population[ind] to the pool of parents;
4: end for

As its name implies, the Ranking selection mechanism uses a strategy to order the
population that allows it to pick the parents according to their fitness. Algorithm 4
shows the procedure of this selection mechanism. It starts using the sort() method that
receives the population as a parameter and returns the sorted_population from best
to worst, according to fitness. Furthermore, if the solutions have the same Cmax, the
sort() method rearranges the individuals according to their number of machines with
a value of Ci = Cmax, from lowest to highest (line 1). Recalling from Chapter 3, Ci

indicates the processing time of the machine i and Cmax represents the maximum Ci

in a solution. Subsequently, it iterates from 1 to the number of children to generate nc

(line 2). Finally, in each iteration, the Ranking selection strategy chooses the individual
in position ind in the sorted_population to add it to the pool of parents (line 3).

On the other hand, the Tournament selection gives preference to good solutions,
avoiding the arrangement of the entire population. Algorithm 5 shows the procedure
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Algorithm 4 Ranking selection
Input: the current population.
Output: the pool with the selected parents.

1: sorted_population= sort(population);
2: for ind from 1 to nc do
3: Append the individual sorted_population[ind] to the pool of parents;
4: end for

of the implemented selection mechanism. The Tournament selection uses a loop to
control the number of tournaments to perform based on the number of children to
generate nc (line 1). Recalling from Chapter 3, Ci indicates the processing time of
the machine i and Cmax represents the maximum Ci in a solution. Each iteration,
it uses the random_selection(population) method, which receives the population as a
parameter and returns a randomly chosen individual. In this case, the tournament is
celebrated among two individuals: ind1 and ind2 (lines 2 and 3). If the first individual
selected ind1 is better (it has a lower Cmax value) than the second one (line 4), the
first individual ind1 is added to the pool of parents (line 5). Otherwise, the second
individual ind2 (line 7) is appended. The process is repeated until the pool of parents
is accomplished.

Algorithm 5 Tournament selection
Input: the current population.
Output: the pool with the selected parents.

1: for ind from 1 to nc do
2: ind1 = random_selection(population);
3: ind2 = random_selection(population);
4: if Cmax[ind1]< Cmax[ind2] then
5: Append the individual population[ind1] to the pool of parents;
6: else
7: Append the individual population[ind2] to the pool of parents;
8: end if
9: end for

Like the Tournament selection, the Roulette selection combines the randomness with
the bias to choose the individuals who will participate in the crossover process.
Algorithm 6 contains the procedure of the Roulette selection strategy implemented. The
algorithm starts using the sort() method that receives the population as a parameter
and returns the sorted_population from the best to the worst, considering the same
criteria as in the Ranking selection, i.e., based on their fitness and breaking ties of
solutions with the same Ci, according to their number of machines with a value of
Ci = Cmax, from lowest to highest (line 1). It then sums the fitness of all the solutions,
represented as the general_fitness (lines 1-4). Next, it creates the vector probabilities
to save the likelihood of selecting each individual (line 5). Thus, for each individual ind
in the population (line 6), the probability of each individual ind (line 7) is calculated
and added to the vector of probabilities (line 8). In this way, the roulette wheel
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is constructed with a portion for each individual relative to their fitness. Finally,
the Roulette selection uses a loop to select each parent (line 10), by applying the
random_selection() method to generate a random probability rand_prob between 0
and 1 (line 11). Next, the probabilities vector is traversed (line 12) until the individual
to be selected is identified (line 15) and added to the pool of parents (line 14).

Algorithm 6 Proportional selection
Input: the current population and their fitness Cmax.
Output: the pool with the selected parents.

1: sorted_population = sort(population);
2: for ind from 1 to pop_size do
3: general_fitness=general_fitness+Cmax[ind];
4: end for
5: probabilities[];
6: for ind from 1 to pop_size do
7: probability=Cmax[ind]/general_fitness;
8: Append the probability to the probabilities vector;
9: end for

10: for ind from 1 to nc do
11: rand_prob= random_selection();
12: for ind from 1 to pop_size do
13: if probabilities[ind] ≤ rand_prob then
14: Append the individual sorted_population[ind] to the pool of parents;
15: break;
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for

Similarly, the Replacement mechanisms are implemented using methods alike to
those used in Selection mechanisms. The operation of the implemented algorithms
is described below. Algorithm 7 shows the procedure of the Random replacement
algorithm. For each child in the offspring pool generated by the crossover operator
(line 1), this replacement strategy uses the random_selection() method to randomly
select an individual ind from the current population (line 2). Finally, it replaces the
individual ind selected by the child (line 3). Thus, the Random replacement procedure
ends by returning the population updated.

Algorithm 7 Random replacement
Input: the current population and the offspring.
Output: the population updated.

1: for child in offspring do
2: ind = random_selection(population);
3: population[ind] = child;
4: end for

On the other hand, the Worst replacement sets aside randomness to make use of the
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ranking of the solutions and uses the worst criteria to select the individuals to be
replaced from the current population. Algorithm 8 shows the Worst replacement
procedure. The algorithm starts from the population arranged based on the
aforementioned sort() method (line 1), which receives the population as a parameter
and returns the sorted_population from best to worst, according to their fitness.
Furthermore, if the solutions have the same Cmax, the sort() method rearranges the
individuals according to their number of machines with a value of Ci = Cmax, from the
lowest to the highest. Recalling from Chapter 3, Ci indicates the processing time of
the machine i and Cmax represents the maximum Ci in a solution. Also, this strategy
uses the index ind, initialized with the population size pop_size (line 2) to control
the replacement of the worst individuals, placed at the end of the sorted_population.
Later, it uses a loop to iterate over the children generated by the crossover operator
(line 3). At each iteration, the individual in position ind of the sorted_population is
replaced by a child of the offspring pool (line 4). Finally, in each iteration, the ind
value is updated by subtracting 1 from it. The Worst replacement procedure ends by
returning the population updated.

Algorithm 8 Worst replacement
Input: the current population and the offspring.
Output: the population updated.

1: sorted_population= sort(population);
2: ind=pop_size;
3: for child in offspring do
4: sorted_population[ind] = child;
5: ind–;
6: end for

Finally, the Parent replacement uses the randomness to choose some individuals
selected as parents to apply the crossover operator to replace them with the offspring.
Algorithm 9 contains the procedure of the implemented Parent replacement strategy.
The algorithm receives as input the current population, the parents, and the offspring.
In this way, it starts by going through each child of the offspring pool (line 1). Each
iteration uses the random_selection() method that receives as a parameter the set
of parents and returns the individual to replace ind (line 2). Finally, it replaces the
individual ind of the population with the child in turn. The procedure ends by returning
the population updated.

Algorithm 9 Parent replacement
Input: the current population, the parents and the offspring.
Output: the population updated.

1: for child in offspring do
2: ind = random_selection(parents);
3: population[ind] = child;
4: end for

Tables 8.1-8.4 show the RPD values obtained by the twelve studied reproduction
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techniques, one for each combination of mechanisms of selection and replacement. Each
table (8.1, 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4) contains three reproduction techniques with the same
selection strategy, either Random, Ranking, Tournament, or Proportional. Thus, each
column indicates with which of the three replacement strategies they were combined:
Random, Worst, or Parents. For a comprehensive analysis, we compare the performance
of the reproduction techniques using the before-mentioned criteria to group the 1400
instances, (1) the number of machines (m), (2) the number of jobs (n), the distribution
of the processing times (pij), and (4) the 1400 instances together.

Table 8.1: Comparison of the reproduction techniques: Random-Random, Random-Parents,
and Random-Worst using RPD.

Instance Random Random Random
Set Random Parents Worst

n 100 0.034 0.033 0.027
200 0.033 0.033 0.026
500 0.034 0.033 0.026
1000 0.035 0.035 0.028

m 10 0.034 0.033 0.027
20 0.034 0.034 0.027
30 0.034 0.034 0.028
40 0.035 0.034 0.028
50 0.034 0.034 0.028

pij U(1, 100) 0.045 0.045 0.043
U(10, 100) 0.038 0.038 0.036
U(100, 120) 0.011 0.010 0.009
U(100, 200) 0.026 0.025 0.023
U(1000, 1100) 0.005 0.005 0.004
JobsCorre 0.071 0.068 0.039
MacsCorre 0.046 0.046 0.039

1400 instances 0.035 0.034 0.028

From Tables 8.1-8.4 can be concluded that the Worst replacement strategy showed
the best performance in all the selection mechanisms studied (Random, Ranking,
Tournament, and Proportional). In addition, Table 8.2 suggests that the reproduction
technique with the best performance chooses the best individuals of the current
population for the crossover process and replaces the worst individuals in the current
population with the generated offspring. Given this behavior, in the next phase,
the Best-Worst reproduction technique is used, and different ways of organizing the
population before applying these selection and replacement strategies are explored.
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Table 8.2: Comparison of the reproduction techniques: Ranking-Random, Ranking-Parents,
and Ranking-Worst using RPD.

Instance Ranking Ranking Ranking
Set Random Parents Worst

n 100 0.027 0.032 0.025
200 0.026 0.032 0.024
500 0.025 0.031 0.023
1000 0.029 0.033 0.026

m 10 0.028 0.032 0.025
20 0.028 0.032 0.025
30 0.028 0.033 0.026
40 0.028 0.033 0.025
50 0.028 0.033 0.025

pij U(1, 100) 0.052 0.047 0.045
U(10, 100) 0.037 0.038 0.035
U(100, 120) 0.009 0.010 0.009
U(100, 200) 0.021 0.024 0.020
U(1000, 1100) 0.004 0.004 0.003
JobsCorre 0.036 0.062 0.032
MacsCorre 0.038 0.045 0.035

1400 instances 0.028 0.033 0.026

8.2.2 Strategies to sort the population

After observing that the EGGA works better using the reproduction technique
Ranking-Worst, which incorporates a bias towards the selection of the best solutions
and the replacement of the worst solutions, in this stage, we will analyze how different
strategies to sort the population can affect its performance. The objective of this
phase is to identify the repeated solutions to place them at the end of the ordered
population. Therefore, the proposed strategies differ in the criteria used to identify
repeated solutions. Given the Ranking-Worst procedure, these strategies avoid the
selection of the repeated solutions as parents and promote the replacement of the
repeated solutions first. It is important to note that the selection mechanism for the
mutation process is also affected by the sort strategies studied in this phase, since the
mutated solutions are also selected by ranking (the best ones). With this change, the
EGGA has more control of the elite population, avoiding repeated solutions. Thus, the
probability of stagnation at a local optimum is decreased.

The reproduction techniques studied in this stage work as follows. First, they rank
the population according to fitness, to later rearrange the population using the criteria:
Cmax, Cmax - Machines(Ci=Cmax), Cmax - Average(Ci), and Cmax - Machines(Ci=Cmax)
- Average(Ci). Each strategy is identified with the criterion that they use to rearrange
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Table 8.3: Comparison of the reproduction techniques: Tournament-Random,
Tournament-Parents, and Tournament-Worst using RPD.

Instance Tournament Tournament Tournament
Set Random Parents Worst

n 100 0.031 0.037 0.026
200 0.030 0.037 0.025
500 0.030 0.037 0.025
1000 0.032 0.038 0.027

m 10 0.031 0.037 0.026
20 0.031 0.037 0.026
30 0.031 0.037 0.026
40 0.031 0.038 0.026
50 0.031 0.038 0.026

pij U(1, 100) 0.047 0.044 0.043
U(10, 100) 0.036 0.039 0.036
U(100, 120) 0.010 0.011 0.009
U(100, 200) 0.023 0.028 0.022
U(1000, 1100) 0.004 0.005 0.004
JobsCorre 0.057 0.087 0.036
MacsCorre 0.042 0.050 0.038

1400 instances 0.031 0.038 0.027

the population. The Cmax reproduction technique is the simplest since it considered
that all the solutions with the same Cmax are repeated. On the other hand, the Cmax

- Machines(Ci=Cmax) reproduction technique incorporates a second criterion. In this
way, it considers that two solutions are equal if they have the same Cmax and the same
number of machines with a processing time equal to its makespan Machines(Ci=Cmax).
Similarly, the reproduction technique Cmax - Average(Ci) uses two criteria. In this
way, if two solutions have the same Cmax, it calculates their average processing time
of the machines Average(Ci). Thus, if the solutions have the same values of Cmax and
Average(Ci), they are considered repeated. Finally, the reproduction technique Cmax

- Machines(Ci=Cmax) - Average(Ci) employees three criteria to determine that two
solution are repeated. If two solutions have the same values of Cmax, it verifies that
they also have the same number of machines with Machines(Ci=Cmax). Thus, if both
criteria are met, it calculates the Average(Ci) of the solutions, and if they also match,
they are considered repeated.

Table 8.5 contains the average RPD values obtained by the four reproduction
techniques proposed in this phase. Each column indicates the results reached by
each variant, identified by the criterion that they use to consider that two solutions
are repeated as Cmax, Cmax - Machines(Ci=Cmax), Cmax - Average(Ci), and Cmax

- Machines(Ci=Cmax) - Average(Ci). For a more detailed study, we compare the
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Table 8.4: Comparison of the reproduction techniques: Proportional-Random,
Proportional-Parents, and Proportional-Worst using RPD.

Instance Proportional Proportional Proportional
Set Random Parents Worst

n 100 0.034 0.034 0.027
200 0.033 0.033 0.026
500 0.033 0.033 0.026
1000 0.035 0.035 0.028

m 10 0.034 0.033 0.027
20 0.034 0.034 0.027
30 0.034 0.034 0.027
40 0.035 0.034 0.027
50 0.035 0.034 0.027

pij U(1, 100) 0.045 0.045 0.042
U(10, 100) 0.038 0.038 0.037
U(100, 120) 0.011 0.011 0.010
U(100, 200) 0.026 0.026 0.023
U(1000, 1100) 0.005 0.005 0.004
JobsCorre 0.071 0.070 0.039
MacsCorre 0.047 0.046 0.040

1400 instances 0.035 0.034 0.028

performance of the reproduction techniques using four different criteria to group the
1400 instances, (1) the number of machines (m), (2) the number of jobs (n), the
distribution of the processing times (pij), and (4) the 1400 instances together.

From Table 8.5 can be concluded that the reproduction technique with the best
performance is Cmax - Machines(Ci=Cmax) - Average(Ci) that uses three criteria
to validate that two solutions are the same. These results also indicate that the
reproduction technique with this upgrade improved the EGGA performance from an
RPD value of 0.028 to 0.022, i.e., the criterion introduced to identify the repeated
solutions provided an improved rate of about 27%. These results show the importance
of using a reproduction technique that incorporates knowledge of the problem domain
to efficiently handle the characteristics and conditions of the problem to solve.

8.3 Conclusions of the analysis

Although the crossover and mutation operators are crucial to the performance of a
GGA, they cannot work well without an efficient reproduction technique. Given the
importance of this GGA component, in this chapter, we studied how different strategies
can impact the performance of a reproduction technique. To reach this goal, we
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Table 8.5: Comparison of the strategies to sort the population: Cmax, Cmax -
Machines(Ci=Cmax), Cmax - Average(Ci), and Cmax - Machines(Ci=Cmax) - Average(Ci) using
RPD.

Instance Cmax Cmax Cmax Cmax

Set Machines(Ci=Cmax) Average(Ci) Machines(Ci=Cmax)
Average(Ci)

n 100 0.035 0.030 0.023 0.021
200 0.035 0.030 0.022 0.021
500 0.035 0.031 0.022 0.021
1000 0.036 0.031 0.024 0.022

m 10 0.035 0.030 0.023 0.021
20 0.036 0.031 0.023 0.021
30 0.036 0.031 0.023 0.022
40 0.036 0.031 0.023 0.022
50 0.036 0.031 0.023 0.022

pij U(1, 100) 0.046 0.037 0.032 0.028
U(10, 100) 0.037 0.031 0.025 0.021
U(100, 120) 0.013 0.012 0.010 0.009
U(100, 200) 0.029 0.027 0.018 0.018
U(1000, 1100) 0.006 0.006 0.003 0.003
JobsCorre 0.067 0.056 0.038 0.037
MacsCorre 0.057 0.050 0.038 0.037

1400 instances 0.036 0.031 0.023 0.022

proposed an experimental study based on phases. In the first stage, we considered both
random and biased strategies. The knowledge gained from this study was used to design
a purpose-specific reproduction technique for R||Cmax. The designed reproduction
technique was incorporated into the EGGA with specific-purpose components designed
with the systematical studies presented in previous chapters. The results suggested
that the suitable reproduction technique for the EGGA that solves R||Cmax should
use a strategy to arrange the solutions from best to worst, to later rearrange the
population, placing at the end the solutions with the same makespan Cmax, the
same number of machines with Ci = Cmax and the same average processing time
Average(Ci). Moreover, the reproduction technique should select the first individuals
of the ordered population for crossover and introduce the offspring to the population,
replacing the repeated solutions and later the solutions with the worst fitness. Finally,
the selection and replacement strategies for the mutation process are kept. Therefore,
the first solutions of the ordered population (from best to worst and with the repeated
solutions placed at the end) must be mutated, and the cloned solutions must first
replace the repeated solutions and then the solutions with the worst fitness. Hence, as
the reproduction technique is the last GGA component studied, at this point of the
research, we can make a comparison between the performance of the initial GGA and
this latest version of the EGGA that includes the intelligent strategies designed based
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on the knowledge obtained from the systematical analysis of the optimization process
of each GGA component. In this way, EGGA includes the population initialization
strategy: Random min (presented in Chapter 6), the crossover operator (introduced
in Chapter 6), the mutation operators: 2-Items reinsertion (introduced in Chapter 7),
and the reproduction technique designed using the knowledge generated from the study
presented in this section, referred to as Ranking BRW (best, repeated, and worst). As
the experimental results indicated, the systematical study of the GGA components in
isolation paid off, improving from the RPD of the initial GGA of 0.069 to an RPD
of 0.022 of the EGGA, which means an improvement rate of about 68%. Since the
reproduction technique was the last GGA component to examine, in the next chapter
we will conduct a characterization of the EGGA optimization process, to study the
algorithmic behavior emerged when all the designed components work together.



Chapter 9
Study of the R||Cmax optimization process

This chapter presents an approach, based on exploratory data analysis techniques, to
characterize the properties of R||Cmax instances and the algorithmic behavior of the
EGGA that includes the intelligent strategies designed from the systematical studies
presented in Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8 for the population initialization strategy, the
crossover operator, the mutation operator, and the reproduction technique, respectively.
In this order of ideas, this section begins with a review of the state-of-the-art proposals
for the characterization of combinatorial optimization problems (COPs). Later, it
presents an experimental study of the R||Cmax properties and the EGGA optimization
process that consists of (1) identifying the instance characteristics that give information
useful to understand its structure and as well as the indexes to collect information
related to the EGGA optimization process and its final performance, (2) refining the
instance characteristics and the measures for the study of the EGGA optimization
process to discard incorrect, redundant, or irrelevant indexes, (3) seeking for relations
among the instance characteristics, the EGGA optimization process measures, and its
final performance that explain the EGGA algorithmic behavior, and (4) understanding
the EGGA algorithmic behavior, identify its opportunity niches, and improve its
performance. The experimental results indicate that the difficulty of the R||Cmax

instance are mainly related to its size and the distribution of its processing times.
Furthermore, the study of relations among the R||Cmax and the optimization process
suggested that the EGGA performance could be improved by incorporating a different
strategy to generate the initial population as well as a heuristic strategy to provide
more exploration. Lastly, this chapter presents the last improvement to the EGGA
designed with the knowledge gained from this characterization study, referred to as the
Final GGA (FGGA). Experimental results indicated that the improvements performed
to the EGGA with the knowledge obtained from the characterization study allowed an
improvement rate of about 63%. Therefore, this means an improvement rate of about
392% from the initial GGA to its final version.
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9.1 Approaches for the characterization of COPs

One of the main challenges in the design of heuristic algorithms is to identify which
strategies make an algorithm show better performance and under what conditions they
obtain it. Much of the recent progress, in the development of algorithms, has been aided
by a better understanding of the properties of problem instances and the performance
of the algorithms that solve them. Examples of that are the numerous studies about
the complexity of instances and the performance of algorithms for the Propositional
Satisfiability Problem and the Traveling Salesman Problem [385, 386]. However,
the percentage of studies carried out to understand how and why the algorithms
follow particular behaviors is much lower than the works that create such algorithms.
Furthermore, the characteristics that explain the degree of difficulty of the instances of
many COPs have not yet been studied [387, 388].

The related works about the characterization and analysis of the algorithmic
optimization process include different approaches, such as the algorithm selection
problem introduced by Rice in 1976 [389]. The key idea of this proposal is to select
an effective or best algorithm given some independent characteristics of the problems
which are important for the algorithm selection and performance. From the seminal
work of Rice, there have been important efforts to predict the performance of algorithms
for COPs via the application of statistical methods, multivariate analysis, and machine
learning techniques [390].

Another important field is meta-learning, an active area of research, especially
concerning algorithm selection and configuration [391, 392]. Likewise, the analysis of
the problem search space structure is another successful approach since it has allowed
studying metrics to characterize the search space and its properties, used to analyze a
wide variety of COPs [393, 394, 395].

On the other hand, studies of the relative hardness of instances for various NP-hard
COPs have shown a phase transition property around which the most difficult problems
occur. The identification of these properties has allowed characterizing the instances as
easy or hard, and a large number of experimental results have demonstrated the effect
of these properties for both exact and heuristics algorithms [396, 397].

The difficulty of the NP-hard COPs instances can also be characterized by studying the
structure of optimal solutions. For some COPs, it has been possible to identify sets of
backbone variables that have fixed values amongst all optimal solutions, showing that
there is a relation between the magnitudes of these sets and the degree of the difficulty
of the instances [398, 395].

Although various studies have focussed on measuring the instance difficulty for COPs,
the complexities of NP-hard COPs and heuristic algorithms have shown that a single
characterization approach is not sufficient to understand the performance of the
algorithms and the difficulty of the instances. The state-of-the-art highlights the need
for a more complete analysis, combining all the proposed characterization techniques
to obtain better explanations regarding the performance of the heuristic algorithms
and the difficulty of the instances solved. This type of study is important since it can
provide a solid basis for the analysis and design of algorithms.
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A good experimental analysis of heuristic algorithms should enable to understand the
relationships between features of instances and algorithmic behavior, to explain the
strengths and weaknesses of each algorithm. The definition of the optimal subset of
features that adequately measure the relative difficulty of the instances is a critical task,
the way instances structure affects the performance of the algorithms represent a big
challenge and the explanations of the algorithmic behavior depend in an unstable way on
the features actually used. The construction of features to characterize the structure of
the instances of an optimization problem can be made via problem-independent metrics,
considering the search space and its properties, and via problem-specific features.
Smith-Miles and Lopes review some of the problem-specific features that have been
constructed to characterize the problem difficulty of various COPs [399]. However, as
far as we know, there is not any work related to the characterization of Parallel-machine
scheduling problems. The motivation behind the work presented in this chapter is to
contribute to the construction of suitable problem-specific features that allow us to
characterize and understand the hardness of Parallel-machine scheduling problems.

9.2 Experimental study of the optimization process
of R||Cmax

This section describes the characterization process of the R||Cmax problem, the EGGA
algorithmic behavior analysis, and its final performance. This study is conducted
following the four phases of the approach proposed by Quiroz-Castellanos [400]. That
is characterization, characteristics refining, relations study, and algorithmic behavior
explanations.

The first stage, characterization, consists of identifying the most relevant properties
of the instances of the problem studied, and measuring them via characterization
functions (indexes), which provide valuable information that could enable us to explain
the performance of the heuristics that solve them.

On the other hand, the characteristics refining phase involves the use of exploratory data
analysis techniques to discard incorrect, redundant, or irrelevant indexes; if necessary,
new indexes are incorporated, in order to characterize all the relevant factors that allow
discriminating between instances with different features. Next, in the third phase, the
relations study, an exploratory analysis of the final set of indexes is carried out to
look for characteristics of the test instances explaining the algorithmic behavior of the
heuristics under research. Finally, as the last phase of the approach, the knowledge
resulting from this study conducts an understanding of the behavior of the heuristic
algorithms, explaining how their final performance is affected by several factors that
cause the features of the instances.

The following sections present the results obtained of applying the characterization
method to the EGGA, created based on the intelligent strategies designed in Chapters
4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
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9.2.1 Phase 1: Characterization

The main objective of the characterization phase is to identify and measure relevant
factors that describe the structure of the instances, the algorithmic behavior, and the
final performance of the algorithm studied. In this section, we describe the set of
indexes used to measure the most relevant properties of the 1400 test instances of the
R||Cmax problem, the EGGA behavior, and its final performance.

Measuring R||Cmax instances hardness

Knowing and understanding the structure of the R||Cmax instances play an important
role in predicting the quality of the solutions generated by the metaheuristic algorithms
that address them. It is well-known that factors such as the number of jobs and
machines, the central tendency of their processing times, and their distribution,
influence on the difficulty level that an instance may have for a solution algorithm.
However, the challenge is the formulation of indexes able to characterize these factors.
Like this is the first effort to characterize R||Cmax, we apply several general-purpose
indexes, based on descriptive statistics, to analyze different characteristics of the
problem and collect relevant information about the parameters of every instance. The
detail of the instances used in this work can be found in Section 3.2.

The characteristics used to generate this benchmark are the first that allow us to
discriminate between instances with different structures. In this sense, given an
instance of R||Cmax, we use the number of machines m and the number of jobs n
to measure the size of the problem. Another important factor to characterize R||Cmax

is the distribution of the processing times pij, which can be studied measuring its
form, centralization, dispersion, as well as the correlation concerning the jobs and the
machines.

Recalling from Section 3.1, constructive heuristics for the Parallel-machine scheduling
problem consider different properties to classify the jobs before scheduling them (see
Figure 5.1), like the processing time pij required by the fastest machine to process
each job (lowest) and the difference between the two fastest machines to process
each job (diff_fastest). In order to explore the impact of these properties on the
performance of the algorithms, we generate plots for each instance to observe the way
these characteristics can vary among different instances. For example, the multiplicity
of the instance property lowest, represented as a vector that contains the processing
times pij required by the fastest machine i to process each job j, is an aspect that
could incise on the difficulty of the instances. Figure 9.1 holds information about it,
which allows us to analyze how the multiplicity(lowest) varies from one instance to
another. To generate this figure, first, for each instance I, the set lowest was created
with the minimum processing time pij required to process every job j, to later identify
the different values in lowest, and count its frequency. In this way, Figure 9.1 contains
the instances of the extremes, i.e., the instance where the most frequent processing time
is the highest and the one with the lowest of the 1400 cases. In each graph, the x−axis
depicts the processing time of the jobs, and the y−axis indicates its frequency as a
percentage of the total number of jobs. Besides, in the upper right corner, each figure
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holds the general characteristics of the plotted instance, including its id, the range used
to generate its values of pij, the number of jobs n, and the number of machines m. As
can be seen in these graphs, the benchmark considered in this work contains instances
where the lowest processing times are not very repeated, such as the one shown in
Figure 9.1a with 0.16 percent incidence. In contrast, Figure 9.1b indicates that this
benchmark also includes instances with the lowest processing times repeated up to 92.5
percent.
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Figure 9.1: Multiplicity of the lowest processing times of jobs (lowest).

Another aspect that could be related to the difficulty of the instances is the difference
between the processing times of the two fastest machines to process each job
(diff_fastest), mainly for metaheuristic algorithms that allocate the jobs using this
information (see Figure 5.1). Figure 9.2 shows how the values of this feature vary
from one instance to another. To generate this figure, for each instance I, the set
diff_fastest is created, to later sort the jobs in increasing order according to this
property. In this way, Figure 9.2 holds the plots for the instances with the greatest and
the smallest value in diff_fastest of the 1400 cases, respectively. In each graph, the
x−axis depicts the jobs in increasing order according to their values in diff_fastest,
and the y−axis indicates the difference between the processing times of the two fastest
machines to process each job. Besides, the upper right corner of each graph presents
the general characteristics of the plotted instance: the criterion used to generate its
values of pij, the number of machines m, the number of jobs n, and the identifier id.
From these figures can be observed that, in some instances, the difference between the
two fastest machines to process each job is small, like the one plotted in Figure 9.2a
with differences of 0 and 1 only. In contrast, Figure 9.2b shows that the benchmark also
includes instances with values of diff_fastest that can vary between 0 and 70. This type
of information can be helpful to build a solution since it indicates that, in some cases,
the fastest machines to process all jobs have similar speeds. Consequently, placing the
jobs in the fastest or the second-fastest machine affects less than when there exists a
wide variation among the speed of the two fastest machines.

Table 9.1 contains the general indexes proposed to analyze the 1400 instances, where
the first column includes the name of each index, and the second one its description.
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Figure 9.2: Difference between the processing times of the two fastest machines to process
each job (diff_fastest).

In this sense, for each instance I, we collect the number of jobs n and machines m; the
quotient of the number of jobs by the number of machines n

m
; the minimum min(pij)

and the maximum min(pij) processing time; the average mean(pij) and the coefficient
of variation of the processing times cv(pij); the difference range(pij) and the quotient
(q) between the maximum and minimum processing times; and the level of correlation
among the processing times of jobs (job_corre) and machines (mach_corre). These
indexes allow measuring the general characteristics of the structure of the instances.
Equation 9.1 shows how to calculate the job correlation of an instance I, where
range(pj) indicates the subtraction of the largest and minor processing time of the
job j, n represent the number of jobs, and range(pij) depicts the difference between
the highest and the lowest processing time of I, respectively. In this way, as the
value of job_corre of I approaches 1, its jobs are more correlated, indicating that its
jobs have similar processing times for all machines (either short, medium, or long).
Similarly, Equation 9.2 is used to measure the machine correlation (mach_corre) of
an instance I, where range(pi) collects the subtraction of the highest and the lowest
processing time of the machine i, m indicates the number of machines, and range(pij)
depicts the difference between the largest and minor processing time of I, respectively.
Like job_corre, as the value of mach_corre of I approaches 1, its machines are more
correlated, indicating that its machines have similar speeds to process all the jobs
(either fast or slow).

job_corre = 1−

∑n
j=1 range(pj)

n

range(pij)
(9.1)

mach_corre = 1−

∑m
i=1 range(pi)

m

range(pij)
, (9.2)
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Table 9.1: General characteristics for I.

Index Description
n Number of jobs to be scheduled.
m Number of machines available.
n
m

Quotient of n between m.
min(pij) Minimum processing time in I.
max(pij) Maximum processing time in I.
mean(pij) Average processing time in I.
cv(pij) Coefficient of the processing times variations in I.
range(pij) Difference between Gmin(I) and Gmax(I) in I.
q Quotient of max(pij) between min(pij).
job_corre Level of correlation among jobs in I.
mach_corre Level of correlation among machines in I

Additionally, different features of jobs and machines are independently analyzed using
the seven descriptive measures defined in Table 9.2. In this table, the first column
includes the name of each index, and the second one holds its description. As can be
seen from this table, each index requires an argument (X) that can represent either
a set of processing times of a job, a machine, or any specific feature extracted from a
given instance I. For example, the m processing times pij from p1j to pmj of each job
j are used to create the set X to analyze the general structure of the jobs. In this way,
the seven measures listed in Table 9.2 (i.e., mean, cv, uniformity, min, max, range,
and multiplicity) are applied to each job independently, to later calculate the average
of each measure regarding the n jobs under study.

The information collected with these measures and the process mentioned above
allow examining the general distribution, uniformity, form, and size of the jobs in a
given instance. Furthermore, these measures can also be used to study more specific
characteristics of jobs, like the behavior followed by the shortest, the longest, and the
average processing time of jobs. To collect this information, first, the characteristic of
interest is extracted from each job and then used as the argument (X) of the measures
to be calculated. Thereby, data related to the characteristic of interest, like its central
tendency, dispersion, and uniformity, can be explored using the indexes listed in Table
9.2.

Similar to jobs, several machine characteristics are studied using the seven descriptive
measures detailed above. In this sense, to analyze the general structure of machines, the
measures are applied to each machine independently. That is, forming the set X with
the n possible processing times pij for each machine i, from pi1 to pin. Furthermore,
more specific features of machines are explored, like the time required by each machine
to process the job with the shortest processing time (shortest), the number of jobs
that each machine processes faster than the other ones (n_fastest), the average
speed of machines considering the n jobs (average_speed), and the average speed
of machines considering only the jobs that each machine process faster than the others
(average_speed_fastest).
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Table 9.2: Descriptive measures.

Index Description
mean(X) Mean of the data set X.
cv(X) Coefficient of variation of the data set X.
uniformity(X) Uniformity of the data set X [400].
min(X) Minimum value in the data set X.
max(X) Maximum value in the data set X.
range(X) Difference between the maximum and the minimum value in X.
multiplicity(X) Multiplicity of the data set X [400].

In addition to this, we used indexes with specific-purpose. For example, to analyze
relations jobs-machines we use four indexes: above n

m
, equal n

m
, and below n

m
. To

calculate these indexes, first, the vector n_fastest with length m is created where
each position of the vector includes the number of jobs that each machine processes
faster than the other ones. In this way, the characteristics of this property can be
studied, applying the indexes of Table 9.2. Additionally, we measure above n

m
that

counts the number of machines processing faster a lower number of jobs that n
m

, equal
n
m

that indicates the number of machines processing faster an equal number of jobs
that n

m
, and below n

m
that measures the number of machines processing faster a lower

number of jobs that n
m

. However, it is important to note that these indexes are not
standardized.

On the other hand, we also use the descriptive measures in Table 9.2 to collect
information related to the difference between the processing times of the two fastest
machines to process each job (see Figures 5.1 and 9.2). The information collected from
this property is important since it allows detecting the contrast among processing the
jobs by the machine that processes them fastest or the second one. Recalling from
Figure 9.2b, this difference can be considerably large. To generate this data, first, the
vector diff_fastest is created with the difference between the two fastest machines to
process each job, to later use the seven indexes listed in Table 9.2 to analyze its central
tendency, uniformity, form, and multiplicity.

Finally, we use the indexes in Table 9.2 to analyze data of the instances related to the
instance property lowest (see Figure 5.1 and 9.1). The study of this property (lowest)
is very useful since it provides information related to the shortest time in which the jobs
of an instance I can be processed. In this way, indexes of Table 9.2 bring information
with respect to its central tendency, distribution, form, and multiplicity. Additionally,
we apply the indexes max_repe, introduced by Quiroz-Castellanos in [400] as well as
no_multiplicity, introduced in this work. Max_repe indicates the frequency of the
most recurrent processing time, and no_multiplicity counts the number of processing
times that only appear one time. Likewise, it is important to take into account the
characteristic lowest, since one of the first ideas that can arise at the moment of solving
an R||Cmax problem is to assign the jobs to the machine that processes them faster. In
this sense, the information collected from this property can help to validate the use of
said heuristic or discard it and guide the selection of a new heuristic.
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Measuring the EGGA Behavior

This section describes the indexes used to measure the algorithmic performance of
the EGGA, proposed based on the studies conducted in Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.
The main objective of this section is to understand the operational functioning of the
EGGA, in order to identify possible niches of opportunity to improve its performance.
In this sense, we applied different measures to analyze the efficiency and usefulness of
each EGGA component, including the strategy to generate the initial population, the
crossover and mutation operators, as well as the selection and replacement mechanisms.
The studied indexes seek to characterize the individual capabilities of each operator,
as well as their contribution to the performance of the EGGA by working all together.

To analyze the algorithmic behavior of each EGGA component, we use the seven
descriptive measures described in Table 9.2 together with an extra index to measure
the number of repeated solutions repe(X) that receives a set X of solutions and counts
how many of them share the same Cmax, the number of machines with Ci = Cmax, and
the average processing time of the machines average (Ci). It is important to note that
although these three criteria do not guarantee that two solutions are selfsame, they
help to identify very similar solutions to measure the population convergence degree.

In this way, we use the aforementioned indexes to analyze the central tendency,
dispersion, and uniformity of the population at different stages of the search. For
example, to study the algorithmic behavior of the population initialization strategy,
we apply the indexes to the initial population. That is, we create the vector X
with the Cmax of each solution to recognize the characteristics of the initial solutions
generated by the population initialization strategy, in order to identify its strengths
and weaknesses. Similarly, we apply the indexes to the final solution set to analyze the
search abilities that the EGGA components have when working together. Additionally,
we employ these indexes to analyze different aspects of the population generated in each
generation. To conduct this study, we generate eight vectors, one for each descriptive
measure: min(), max(), distance, etc., and one for the repeated solutions repe. Each
vector collects the result of applying a descriptive measure to the population of every
generation. Therefore, they were called mins, maxs, distances, etc. When the search
process ends, the seven indexes are applied again to each of those vectors. Thus, we
can study in detail the exploration and exploitation capabilities of the EGGA to try to
identify whether it stagnated in local optima or it maintained diversity in population
throughout the search. That is, we generate 8× 7 = 56 indexes for this purpose.

In addition, we measure other indexes such as the success rate of the crossover
success_rate(crossover) and mutation success_rate(mutation) operators to identify
the percentage of solutions that improve their quality when going through these
processes. We consider that the crossover process was successful if the solution
generated is better than at least one of the two parents. In the case of mutation,
the operation is considered successful if the generated solution improves the quality of
the initial solution. Finally, the solver index stores the strategy that generates the best
solution during the search, which allows identifying the individual contribution of each
component to the final performance of the EGGA. Thus, solver stores 0 if the EGGA
does not find a solution equal to or better than CPLEX. Otherwise, it saves 1 if the
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best solution is found by the population initialization strategy, 2 if it is created by the
crossover operator, and 3 if it is generated by the mutation operator.

The fifty-nine indexes described above were used to collect information on the
performance of the EGGA. As can be seen, the number of indexes studied is somewhat
large, so in the next stage (refining) the indexes that provide the most useful information
will be identified to avoid redundancy and future problems during the analyses stage.

Measuring the EGGA Final Performance

One of the most important aspects to consider during the characterization of the EGGA
behavior is its final performance. Therefore, this section presents the indexes used to
collect this information. In this way, we cover the three elements necessary to solve
a combinatorial problem like R||Cmax, i.e., the input (instance characteristics), the
process (algorithmic behavior), and the output (final performance).

A significant index in the algorithmic behavior analyses the quality of the solutions
obtained. To characterize the EGGA final performance, we use the Relative Percentage
Deviation (RPD). A value RPD = 0 means that the Cmax found is equal to that
found by two hours of CPLEX, a negative value indicates that a better solution is
found by EGGA, and a positive value means that the result of EGGA is worse than the
CPLEX result. Another important index is the time factor, we characterize it using
two indexes: the real-time (t) that the algorithm required to try to solve the problem,
and the number of generations g that the algorithm used to find the best solution.
As can be seen, the indexes used to measure the final performance of EGGA are few;
therefore, no refinement will be necessary.

9.2.2 Phase 2: Characteristics Refining

Once R||Cmax interest indexes have been defined, it is necessary to perform an
exploratory analysis of the variables of interest to eliminate redundant measures, discard
incorrect and irrelevant indexes and validate the proposed indexes. During this stage,
first, we analyze the relationships among each pair of indexes used to characterize
the R||Cmax problem, looking for redundant, irrelevant, and incorrect indexes. In this
manner, we generated and analyzed a correlation matrix with those variables. As
a result, we observed that some pairs of indexes measuring features related to the
processing times of the R||Cmax instances collect redundant information since they are
strongly correlated. Finally, the conducted study enabled observing the contribution
and consistency of each index, detecting those that do not hold meaningful information
for the characterization of the structure of the R||Cmax instances. Thus, we discarded
inconsistent, irrelevant, and redundant indexes to avoid the noise provided by them
to the analysis of the instance structure. Table 9.3 includes the detail of the final set
of indexes used to analyze the structure of the R||Cmax instances. The first column
indicates the type of information that collects, while the second one holds the name of
every index.
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Table 9.3: Final set of indexes for R||Cmax characterization.

Type Index

Size
n
m
q

Centralization mean(pij)
mean(diff_fastest)

Dispersion

range(pij)
cv(pij)

cv(min(pj))
cv(n_fastest)

Form
uniformity(pi)
uniformity(pj)

uniformity(n_fastest)

Location max(pij)
min(pij)

Relations n
m

job-machine below n
m

Machine
max(diff_fastest)

mach_corre

Jobs multiplicity(lowest)
job_corre

After identifying the final set of indexes to characterize the structure of the R||Cmax test
instances, we conduct a Principal Components Analysis (PCA), that allows plotting
eight subsets of instances, arranged according to Table 9.4. In this table, the first
column indicates the processing time distribution of each collection of instances,
followed by its number of jobs, its number of machines, and its identifier from 1 to
8. Figure 9.3 contains the instances of the eight groups plotted according to the first
three principal components. As can be seen in this figure, the instances of each group
are together, and the groups do not overlap. That is, the first three components are
enough for discriminating among instances with different characteristics. The first
component, called relation job-machine, comprises indexes like the number of machines
m and the quotient of the number of jobs by the number of machines ( n

m
) associated

with the size of the problem. Furthermore, it contemplates the form of the processing
time distribution of the jobs (i.e., the uniformity of the jobs uniformity(pj)) and
variables that collect information from the machines that process fastest the jobs using
the diff_fastest vector that includes the difference between the two fastest machines to
process each job. On the other hand, the second component, called job structure,
contemplates characteristics of the instances related to the form (uniformity) and
dispersion (range and coefficient of variation) of the processing time of the jobs. Finally,
the third component, machine structure, embraces information related to the form
of the processing time distribution of the machines (i.e., uniformity of the machines
uniformity(pi)), the number of jobs that each machine could process in an extreme
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case n, and the frequency between the processing times required by the fastest machine
to processes each job multiplicity(lowest).

Table 9.4: Characteristics of the eight groups of instance. pij: processing time distribution.
n: number of jobs. m: number of machines. identifier: identifier of each collection of
instances.

pij n m id

U(1, 100)
100 10 1

50 2

1000 10 3
50 4

U(1000, 1100)
100 10 5

50 6

1000 10 7
50 8
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Figure 9.3: PCA of the twenty characteristics studied.

Once identified the indexes to characterize the problem structure, we proceed to refine
the indexes proposed to measure the algorithmic behavior as follows. First, we analyze
the relationships among each pair of the fifty-nine measures used to characterize the
EGGA behavior, looking for the ones that collect the most useful information to
understand the EGGA algorithmic behavior, and discarding the redundant or irrelevant
ones. The selected indexes were compared versus the final set of the problem structure
indexes and the final performance measures. Thus, we selected the algorithmic behavior
measures presenting the higher correlations. The next section includes the correlation
matrices with the indexes and measures that provide relevant information about the
EGGA algorithmic behavior, together with 3D scatter plots that explain these relations.
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9.2.3 Phase 3: Study of relations

The main goal of this phase is to explain the EGGA algorithmic behavior under
research. Hence, we use different data analysis techniques to try to understand how the
properties immersed in the R||Cmax instances influence on its difficulty. In this fashion,
we use the information collected by the indexes and the measures to look for relations
between the structure of the R||Cmax instances, the EGGA behavior during the search
process, and its final performance.

The lineal association analysis was the first technique used to look for immersed
relations among the three types of indexes: problem structure (input), algorithmic
behavior (process), and final performance (output). This study was conducted as
follows.

First, we identify the problem characteristics strongly related to the final performance of
the EGGA (RPD and g), where we observe that the indexes with the highest correlation
are the number of jobs n and the variation coefficient of the minimum processing times of
the jobs cv(min(pj)). Subsequently, these indexes were compared against the measures
of algorithmic behavior to try to find input, process, and output relationships that
allow understanding the EGGA optimization process. Below are the correlation tables
and 3D scatter plots that help to understand the algorithmic behavior of the different
EGGA components.

In order to individually analyze the algorithmic behavior of the main EGGA
components and their contribution to the search process, in this stage, we identify
the characteristics of the problem and the measures of the final performance related
to the optimization process of each component. One of the most important EGGA
components is the strategy to generate the initial population. The aspects to consider
during the design of this strategy depend on the characteristics of the problem to solve.
Therefore, it is relevant to know the performance and contribution of this component
to the EGGA final performance. Table 9.5 shows the correlation matrix of the two
measures that provide more information to understand the algorithmic behavior of
the population initialization strategy. average(ini_pop): saves the mean quality of
the solutions, which, being normalized based on the best solution found by CPLEX,
helps to see the distance of the population to CPLEX. On the other hand, cv(ini_pop)
measures the diversity of the population based on the quality of the solutions.

Table 9.5 shows the correlation matrix with the selected indexes to analyze the behavior
of the strategy to initialize the population. We use two problem characteristics: n to
measure the number of jobs and cv(min(pj)) to collect the coefficient of variation of
the minimum processing times of the jobs; two final performance measures: RPD
that indicates the average percentage deviation from the solutions found by EGGA to
CPLEX and g that indicates the generation in which EGGA found the best solution;
and two measures to analyze the algorithmic behavior of the population initialization
strategy: average(ini_pop) that indicates the average RPD from initial population to
CPLEX and cv(ini_pop) that collects information related to the diversity of the initial
solutions.

The correlation matrix indicates that n has a negative correlation with the algorithmic
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Table 9.5: Problem characteristics, final performance measures, and indexes to analyze the
algorithmic behavior of the population initialization strategy.

n cv(min(pj)) average(ini_pop) cv(ini_pop) RPD g
n 1.00
cv(min(pj)) 0.0052 1.00
average(ini_pop) -0.1821 0.7276 1.00
cv(ini_pop) -0.4351 0.5541 0.7916 1.00
RPD 0.4167 0.3800 0.2853 0.0590 1.00
g 0.6270 -0.1502 0.3610 -0.6028 0.1867 1.00

behavior measures average(ini_pop) and cv(ini_pop). That is, the greater the number
of jobs (n) in the instance to solve, the initial population strategy generates the solutions
closer to the best-known (small average(ini_pop) values), and at the same time, the
initial population has less diversity (low cv(ini_pop) values). In contrast, n has a
positive correlation with the final performance measures RPD and g. Thus, as the
number of jobs n increases, the distance between the solutions found by EGGA and
CPLEX becomes larger (high RPD values), and the generation in which the best
solution is found also grows (high g values). On the other hand, cv(min(pj)) has a
positive correlation with three measures studied. In this way, when the cv(min(pj))
grow (the minimum time to process the jobs are more diverse), the initial population
moves away from the best-known solution (high average(ini_pop) values) and the
initial population has greater diversity (high cv(ini_pop) values). Regarding the
final performance, none of the measures has a strong relationship with cv(ini_pop).
However, the correlation matrix indicates that, when the initial population is generated
far from the best-known solution (high cv(ini_pop) values), the quality of the best
solution found by EGGA decreases (high RPD values), and the search gets stuck at
local optima (low g values).

Figure 9.4 contains four 3D scatter plots with the problem characteristics n and
cv(min(pj)) and the final performance measures RPD and g that give more information
about the performance of the strategy to generate the initial population. The four
graphs include the two indexes n and cv(min(pj)) and can vary in performance measures
and measures to analyze the behavior of the initialization strategy average(ini_pop)
and cv(ini_pop), which indicate the average distance of the initial solutions to the
best-known solution and the diversity of the population, respectively.

The following list enumerates the conclusions obtained during the analysis of the
correlation matrix that can be graphically observed in the four 3D scatter plots (Figure
9.4).

– Figure 9.4a shows that the EGGA finds better solutions (small RPD values) when
the initial population is closer to the best-known solution (small average(ini_pop)
values).

– Figure 9.4b indicates that EGGA sparingly uses generations (high g values) when
the initial population is closer to the best-known solution (small average(ini_pop)
values).
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Figure 9.4: Scatter plots for the population initialization strategy.

– Figure 9.4c shows that the EGGA locates better solutions (small RPD values)
when the initial solutions are similar (small cv(ini_pop) values).

– Figure 9.4d indicates that the EGGA makes better use of generations (high g
values) when the initial solutions are similar (small cv(ini_pop) values).

– Figures 9.4a and 9.4c allow observing that, for each number of jobs n, EGGA finds
better solutions (small RPD values) in instances with less variety in the minimum
processing times of the jobs cv(min (pj).

– Figures 9.4b and 9.4d show that EGGA makes better use of generations (high g
values) in instances with high cv(min(pj) values.

Another important aspect related to the EGGA performance is diversity, which has
an important role to avoid a local optima stagnation. Table 9.6 shows the correlation
matrix with the measures that provided the most useful information, selected following
the same process, about the way EGGA handles the population diversity during the
search process. cv(ini_pop) saves the diversity of the initial populations, cv(fin_pop)
indicates the variance of the final population, average(cvs) collects the average diversity
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Table 9.6: Problem characteristics, final performance measures, and, indexes to analyze the
way EGGA handles diversity.

n cv(min(pj)) cv(ini_pop) cv(fin_pop) average(cvs) cv(cvs) g
n 1
cv(min(pj)) 0.0052 1
cv(ini_pop) -0.4350 0.5540 1
cv(fin_pop) -0.4560 0.5218 0.8199 1
average(cvs) -0.5017 0.4840 0.8548 0.9607 1
cv(cvs) -0.0497 -0.1503 0.0264 -0.1602 -0.1338 1
g 0.6268 -0.1502 -0.6028 -0.4682 -0.5097 -0.2479 1

of the entire search process, and cv(cvs) indicates the way the variance keeps or changes
in all the generations. In this study, we use the final performance measure g, which
saves the generation in which the best solution is found. In this way, the measures
and indexes highly correlated indicate how the diversity in the population influences
the EGGA stagnation in local optima. Table 9.6 suggests that when EGGA tries to
solve instances with many jobs (high values of n), the population of solutions starts
and ends with little diversity (low values of cv(ini_pop) and cv(end_pop)). On the
contrary, the variance is greater in instances where the minimum processing times of
the jobs vary (high values of cv(min(pj))). Also, when the initial population has a
lot of variance (high values of cv(ini_pop)), EGGA gets stall easily in local optima
(low values of g). This effect is more marked in instances with high coefficients of
variation in the minimum processing times of the jobs (high values of cv(min(pj))).
Similarly, Table 9.6 suggests that EGGA gets stall when it promotes too much diversity
throughout the search process (low values of g for high values of average(cvs), cv(cvs)
and cv(fin_pop)).

In order to graphically see the way EGGA handles diversity during the search process,
Figure 9.5 includes four 3D scatter plots with the problem characteristics n and
cv(min(pj)) and the final performance measure g. Each graph differs in the measure
used to analyze the diversity. The four graphs in Figs 9.5a-9.5d reveal that EGGA
stagnates faster when the diversity is high in the initial population cv(ini_pop), during
the search process average(cvs) and cv(cvs), and in the final population cv(fin_pop).

Like diversity, convergence is another important aspect to take into account to
analyze the EGGA performance. Since it, together with diversity, brings EGGA
the exploration-exploitation capability. Therefore, it is important to keep a balance
between diversity and convergence during the entire search process. Table 9.7 presents
the correlation matrix with the measures that provided the most useful information
about the way EGGA handles the population convergence during the search process.
average(ini_pop) saves the convergence of the initial population, average(fin_pop)
indicates the convergence of the final population, average(averages) collects the
average convergence of the entire search process, and cv(averages) indicates the way the
convergence keeps or changes during the search process. In this study, we use the final
performance measure RPD, which indicates the distance from the best solution found
by EGGA and CPLEX. Hence, the highly correlated measures and indexes indicate
how the EGGA convergence capability influences its final performance. Table 9.7
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Figure 9.5: Scatter plots to analyze the way EGGA handles the diversity.

suggests that the most difficult instances are those with more jobs (high n values)
and those with the highest coefficient of variation in the minimum processing time of
the jobs (high cv(min(pj)) values. Likewise, Table 9.7 indicates that as an instance has
a higher cv(min(pj)) value, the population of solutions starts and ends further from the
best-known solution. Also, when the initial population is far away from the best-known
solution (high values of average(ini_pop)), EGGA does not have high-quality solutions
(high RPD values). The same phenomenon occurs when the population stays away
from the best-known solution throughout the search average(averages). Accordingly,
if the final population ends far from the best-known (high values of average(fin_pop)),
the EGGA performance is not good.

To graphically analyze the way EGGA convergence capability during the search process,
Figure 9.6 presents four 3D scatter plots with the problem characteristics n and
cv(min(pj)) and the final performance measure RPD. Each graph differs in the measure
used to analyze the convergence. The four graphs in Figs 9.6a-9.6d suggest the quality
of the solutions found by EGGA decreases when the initial population is generated far
from the best-known solution, the population keeps far from the well-known solution
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Table 9.7: Problem characteristics, final performance measures, and indexes to analyze the
way EGGA handles the convergence.

n cv(min(pj)) average(ini_pop) average(fin_pop) average(averages) cv(averages) average(cvs) RPD
n 1
cv(min(pj)) 0.0052 1
average(ini_pop) -0.1821 0.7276 1
average(fin_pop) -0.0850 0.5542 0.5168 1
average(averages) 0.0668 0.6035 0.6245 0.9286 1
cv(averages) 0.09990 0.4867 0.7292 0.0169 0.2973 1
average(cvs) -0.5017 0.4840 0.6976 0.6335 0.5525 0.2003 1
RPD 0.4166 0.3800 0.2853 0.5927 0.6385 0.0575 0.0354 1

during the entire search process, and the final population remains far.

Figure 9.6: Scatter plots of the EGGA convergence.

Finally, to reinforce the conclusions obtained from the exploratory data analysis
described above, we generated the graph presented in Figure 9.7 with the indexes that
exhibit the stronger relations and allow understanding the EGGA optimization process
for the R||Cmax problem. This diagram includes all the indexes that intervene in the
relations studied above and other interest indexes that show significant information
about the difficulty of the R||Cmax instances and the algorithmic behavior of the
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EGGA. The diagram comprises: (1) the six more relevant R||Cmax characteristics:
mach_corre, job_corre, q, cv(min(pij)), n, and multiplicity(lowest); (2) the eight
measures that provide the most significant information of the EGGA algorithmic
behavior, including four measures to analyze the diversity: cv(cvs), cv(ini_pop),
cv(fin_pop), and average(cvs); as well as four measures to examine the convergence:
cv(averages), average(averages), average(fin_pop), and average(ini_pop); and (3)
the final performance measures RPD and g.

Figure 9.7: Diagram with the relations between the R||Cmax instances, the EGGA algorithmic
behavior, and its final performance.

In the graph presented in Figure 9.7, we emphasize that the six R||Cmax characteristics
are directly related to the EGGA final performance, including the correlation in the
distribution of the machines processing times mach_corre and the jobs processing times
job_corre; the dispersion of all the processing times, measured from the coefficient of
variation of the minimum processing times of the jobs cv(min(pj)) and the quotient
q of the maximum processing time of an instance by the minimum; the size of the
instances, analyzed from the number of jobs n; and the structure of the jobs, examined
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with the multiplicity of the minimum processing times of the jobs multiplicity(lowest).
Furthermore, we highlight in this graph that most of the diversity measures, i.e.,
cv(ini_pop), cv(fin_pop), and average(cvs), are related to the number of generations
g used to find the best solution for the complete search. This behavior makes sense
since, depending on the EGGA’s abilities to handle diversity, it can fully exploit the
use of available generations, or it can get stuck in local optima. In contrast, most
of the measures to analyze convergence i.e., average(ini_pop), average(fin_pop),
and average(averages), are more related to the quality of the solutions RPD. This
phenomenon is because as EGGA presents a better ability to exploit the search space,
it finds better quality solutions. Finally, we emphasize in this graph a relation showing
that the R||Cmax characteristics that affect the way EGGA handles diversity are the
correlation in the jobs job_corre, the dispersion of the minimum processing times of the
jobs cv(min(pij)), and the quotient q of the maximum processing time of an instance
by the minimum. On the other hand, the characteristics that promote the convergence
to a greater extent are associated with the size of the instances n, the multiplicity of
the minimum processing times of the jobs multiplicity(lowest), the correlation in the
jobs job_corre, the dispersion of the minimum processing times of the jobs cv(pij), and
the quotient q of the maximum processing time of an instance by the minimum.

As a final conclusion of this study, the diagram, the tables, and the 3D scatter plots
suggest that the EGGA needs a strategy to generate the initial population closer to
the best-known in order to find better solutions, as well as some strategy to maintain
a better balance of exploration and exploitation of the search space. The next section
details the proposals to improve the EGGA performance and the experimental results.

9.2.4 Phase 4: Explanations of the algorithmic behavior and
proposed improvements

In the previous section, the performance relationships obtained from the EGGA
experimental analysis revealed that the strategies included in it, for the generation of the
initial population and the search space exploration, presented certain inconsistencies
and did not allow it to leave local optima and explore other search space regions.
The study also suggested that EGGA requires strategies to maintain better control
of the convergence of the population during the search process. In this section, we
present the main conclusions obtained from the analysis of strategies that define the
algorithm structure and behavior. The EGGA main strategies are examined, identifying
the causes of the algorithmic behavior and proposing areas for improvement. The
knowledge obtained is used to redesign the algorithm structure and obtain a new version
that exhibits a better performance.

Population initialization

The tabular and graphical analysis of the population initialization revealed that EGGA
needs to start from an initial population with similar characteristics and as close to the
best-known solution as possible to locate better solutions. Derived from this, in this
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section, we introduce a set of strategies to initialize the population in search of a strategy
capable of generating solutions closer to the best-known solution. The three proposed
strategies are called Fastest-lb, Two-faster, and Two-faster-lb.
As its name implies, the algorithm Fastest lb assigns each job j to the machine i that
processes it fastest, as long as it does not exceed the lower bound lb. Algorithm 10
shows the Fastest lb procedure, which receives as input the set of jobs[] to assign,
the set of available machines[], the matrix data[][] with the processing time required
by each machine i to process each job j, the vector fastest[] with the machine i that
processes each job fastest, and the lower bound lb. lb is equal to the sum of the minimum
processing times for each job Min(pij) divided by the number of jobs n. The Fastest lb
procedure is as follows, it uses four variables: vector[][] to store the set of jobs assigned
to each machine, Ci[] to indicate the processing time each machine requires to process
its jobs, free_jobs[] to save jobs that cannot be assigned because they exceed lb, and
permuted_jobs which stores a permutation of jobs Permutate(jobs)(lines 1-4). Next,
the permuted_jobs[] are traversed (line 5). Thus, the function lb_verification() (line
6) is applied to each job j to verifies if the fastest machine i to processes job j can
process it without exceeding lb. If machine i can process the job j, Fastest_lb() returns
the machine i, job j is assigned to the machine i and its processing time Ci is updated
(lines 7-9). Otherwise, it returns -1, and the job j is added to the array of free_jobs
(lines 9 and 10).
After going through all the Permutate(jobs), Fastest lb iterates through the
free_jobs[] (line 14). Thus, the function Min() is applied to each job j, which returns
the machine i that processes j faster. In this way, job j is added to machine i and its
Ci is updated (line 15-17).
On the other hand, the algorithm Two Fastest assigns each job j to one of the
two-fastest machines to process it. Algorithm 11 presents the Two fastest procedure,
which receives as input the sets of jobs[] and available machines[], the processing times
data[][], and the vectors with the fastest[] machine and second − fastest[] machine
to process each job, respectively. The Two fastest strategy uses three variables:
vector[][] to store the solution, Ci[] to save the processing time each machine requires
to process its assigned jobs, and permuted_jobs which stores a permutation of the jobs
Permutate(jobs)(lines 1-3). In this way, Two fastest traverses the permuted_jobs[]
(line 4). Thus, it applies the function Best() to each job j, that return the machine i
that process faster job j, considering only the two fastest machines (line 5). Next, it
appends the job j to the machine i. Finally, it updates the processing time Ci of the
machine i (lines 6 and 7).
Similarly, the Two Fastest lb algorithm assigns each job j to one of the two-fastest
machines to processes it, as long as it doesn’t exceed the mentioned above lower
bound lb. Algorithm 12 describes the Two fastest lb procedure, which also receives
jobs[], machines[], data[][], fastest[], second − fastest[], and lb as input. The Two
fastest lb procedure employees four variables: vector[][] to store the solution, Ci[] to
save the machine processing times, free_jobs[] to collect jobs that exceed lb, and
permuted_jobs which stores a permutation of the jobs Permutate(jobs)(lines 1-4). In
this way, Two fastest lb goes through all the permuted_jobs[] (line 5). Thus, it uses
the function Best− lb() to each job j, that returns the machine i that process faster job
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Algorithm 10 Fastest lb
Input: jobs[], machines[], data[][], fastest[], and lb.
Output: A solution.

1: vector=[][];
2: Ci=[];
3: free_jobs=[];
4: permuted_jobs[] = Permutate(jobs[]);
5: for job j in permuted_jobs[] do
6: i = lb_verification(Ci, fastest[j], lb);
7: if i ̸= −1 then
8: Append j to vector[i][];
9: Update Ci[i];

10: else
11: Append j to free_jobs[];
12: end if
13: end for
14: for job j in free_jobs[] do
15: i = Min(Ci, fastest[j]);
16: Append j to vector[i][];
17: Update Ci[i];
18: end for

Algorithm 11 Two fastest
Input: jobs[], data[][], fastest[], and second− fastest[].
Output: A solution S.

1: vector=[][];
2: Ci=[];
3: permuted_jobs[] = Permutate(jobs[]);
4: for job j in permutedjobs[] do
5: i = Best(Ci, fastest[j], second− fastest[j]);
6: Append j to vector[i];
7: Update Ci[i];
8: end for
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j, as long as it doesn’t exceed lb, considering only the two fastest machines. Otherwise,
it returns -1 (line 6). If machine i can process job j (line 7), job j is assigned to
machine i and its processing time Ci it is updated (lines 8 and 9). Otherwise, the job j
is added to the free_jobs[] vector (line 11). After traversing all the Permutate(jobs),
Two fastest lb iterates through the free_jobs[] (line 14). Thus, the function Min()
is applied to each job j, which returns the fastest machine i to processes job j (line
15). Next, the job j is added to machine i (line 16). Finally, the processing time Ci of
machine i is updated (line 17).

Algorithm 12 Two fastest lb
Input: jobs[], machines[], data[][], fastest[], second− fastest[], and lb.
Output: A solution.

1: vector=[][];
2: Ci=[];
3: free_jobs=[];
4: permuted_jobs[] = Permutate(jobs[]);
5: for job j in permuted_jobs[] do
6: i = Best− lb(Ci, fastest[j], second− fastest[j]);
7: if i ̸= −1 then
8: Append j to vector[i];
9: Update Ci[i];

10: else
11: Append j to free_jobs[];
12: end if
13: end for
14: for job j in free_jobs[] do
15: i = Min(Ci, fastest[j]);
16: Append j to vector[i];
17: Update Ci[i];
18: end for

In order to analyze the performance of the proposed strategies, we conducted an
experimental study using the following criteria. We run three EGGA variants for
R||Cmax, one with each strategy described above, referred to as EGGA Fastest,
EGGA Two-Fastest, and EGGA Two-fastest-lb. The performance of each algorithm
is evaluated over the 1400 benchmark instances. To promote a fair comparison, the
effectiveness and efficiency of the three EGGA variants are compared by using the same
parameter configuration. Population size |P | = 100; number of individuals selected
for the crossover nc = 28; number of individuals selected for the mutation nm = 81;
elite population size |B| = 12; Life expectancy life_span=8, and maximal number of
generations max_gen = 500. In this way, we analyze the strengths and weaknesses
of each population initialization strategy, distinguishing the quality of the solutions
found by each EGGA variant and their ability to escape from local optima. Finally, for
each instance, a single execution of the algorithms is run with the same initial seed for
the random number generator. Thus, we compare the performance of the initialization
strategies based on the RPD from each EGGA variant to CPLEX.
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Table 9.8: Comparison of EGGA variants with different population initialization strategies:
EGGA Fastest-lb, EGGA Two-fastest, and EGGA Two-fastest-lb using RPD.

Instance set EGGA EGGA
Fastest-lb

EGGA
Two-fastest

EGGA
Two-fastest-lb

n

100 0.0217 0.0168 0.0135 0.0135
200 0.0215 0.0168 0.0132 0.0130
500 0.0223 0.0178 0.0139 0.0135
1000 0.0225 0.0172 0.0140 0.0139

m

10 0.0217 0.0170 0.0140 0.0139
20 0.0220 0.0174 0.0143 0.0141
30 0.0222 0.0178 0.0145 0.0143
40 0.0224 0.0182 0.0147 0.0145
50 0.0225 0.0185 0.0148 0.0145

pij

U(1, 100) 0.0262 0.0228 0.0245 0.0257
U(10, 100) 0.0209 0.0152 0.0185 0.0198
U(100, 120) 0.0092 0.0070 0.0013 0.0014
U(100, 200) 0.0187 0.0053 0.0058 0.0060
U(1000, 1100) 0.0034 0.0009 0.0005 0.0005
JobsCorr 0.0402 0.0207 0.0131 0.0130
MacsCorr 0.0392 0.0566 0.0411 0.0363

1400 instances 0.0225 0.0184 0.0150 0.0147

Table 9.8 contains the experimental results values obtained by each EGGA. For a
more detailed study, we compare the performance of the algorithms using four different
criteria to group the 1400 instances: the number of jobs n, the number of machines m,
the distribution of the processing times pij, and the 1400 instances together. The first
and second columns indicate the criteria used to group the test instances: n, m, pij,
and the 1400 instances. The remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained by
each EGGA for the four grouping criteria, highlighting the best results in bold. Each
EGGA is identified with the population initialization strategy that they use as EGGA
Fastest-lb, EGGA Two-fastest, and EGGA Two-fastest-lb.

The experimental results in Table 9.8 suggest that the most suitable population
initialization strategy is Two-fastest-lb with an average RPD of 0.0147 since it
improved the EGGA performance about 35%. Furthermore, Table 9.8 suggests that
if we consider only the distribution of processing times pij, the initialization strategy
Fastest-lb is the best option to address instances where q = max(pij)/min(pij) is
greater than or equal to 2. That is, the instances in the sets U(1, 100), U(10, 100), and
U(100, 200), while in the rest of the instance sets, it is better to use the Two-fastest-lb
strategy.

Additionally, Figure 9.8 graphically displays the performance of the four EGGA variants
(the EGGA under investigation and the three EGGAs with the proposed population
initialization strategies). Each graph shows the average performance of the four
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Figure 9.8: Graphical comparison of the proposed population initialization strategies
Fastest-lb, Two-fastest, and Two-fastest-lb using the grouping criteria n, m, and pij.

algorithms in the 1400 instances, grouped with respect to one criterion: n, m, and
pij. These graphs allow validating the conclusions obtained from the tabular analyses,
where the strategy Two-fastest-lb presented the best results.

Rearrangement heuristics for mutation

In addition to the need for an improvement to the population initialization strategy,
the study of the EGGA optimization process also revealed that it needs a change on
its structure and behavior to maintain a better balance of exploration and exploitation
of the search space. Derived from this, in this section, we introduce a set of strategies
to enhance the mutation operator. We decided to work with this operator because the
knowledge obtained from the optimization study of each EGGA component allowed
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identifying that it has one of the most important roles in the optimization process.
Moreover, we observed that the good or bad behavior of the mutation impacts directly
on the EGGA performance. Finally, we noticed that the designed mutation operator
still has several areas of opportunity. Therefore, in this section, we introduce a set of
strategies to improve the mutation algorithmic behavior. In this way, we generated four
EGGA variants, one for each proposed rearrangement heuristic, referred to as EGGA
Interchange, EGGA 2-Best, EGGA 4-Best, and EGGA Injection.
The proposals are focused on improving the rearrangement strategy Assemble and
are applied when it cannot perform an insertion or interchange without affecting the
quality of elite solutions, i.e., the best |B| solutions of the current population. In this
manner, EGGA Interchange improves the rearrangement strategy Assemble as follows.
If Assemble cannot modify a solution, it performs the exchange that least affects the
solution. Similarly, EGGA 2-Best and EGGA 4-Best incorporate strategies that release
two and four jobs from each machine, respectively, and reinsert them with the heuristic
Best() when Assemble cannot modify a solution. Finally, EGGA Injection replaces the
solutions that the rearrangement heuristic cannot modify with one solution generated
with the Two-fast-lb strategy.
To analyze the performance of the proposed strategies, we conducted an experimental
study using the before-mentioned criteria. That is, we run the four EGGA variants and
evaluate them over the 1400 benchmark instances. To promote a fair comparison, the
effectiveness and efficiency of the four EGGA variants are compared by using the same
parameter configuration. |P | = 100; nc = 28; nm = 81; |B| = 12; life_span=8, and
max_gen = 500. Finally, for each instance, a single execution of the algorithms is run
with the same initial seed for the random number generator. In this way, we compare
the performance of the proposed strategies based on the RPD from each EGGA to
CPLEX.
Table 9.9 contains the experimental results values obtained EGGA, EGGA Interchange,
EGGA 2-Best, EGGA 4-Best, and EGGA Injection. Like in Table 9.8, for a
comprehensive study, the instances are grouped with respect to the number of jobs n,
the number of machines m, the distribution of the processing times pij of the instances,
and the complete benchmark (1400 instances). The first two columns denote the criteria
used to group the test instances: n, m, pij, and the 1400 instances. On the other hand,
the remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained by each EGGA variant for
the four grouping criteria, respectively, highlighting the best results in bold.
The experimental results in Table 9.9 indicate that the EGGA Injection has a high
performance in the most difficult instances U(1, 100), U(10, 100), and MacsCorr,
improving the results of the state-of-the-art for the sets U(1, 100), U(10, 100). This
behavior is interesting because it indicates that, in problems where the quotient of
variation of the maximum processing time by the minimum q is high, it is necessary to
add new solutions during the optimization process to generate new search directions.
On the other hand, Table 9.9 also indicates that the EGGA Interchange showed the best
average performance since it obtained better solutions in the instances where EGGA
injection did not, i.e., U(100, 120), U(100, 200), U(1000, 1100), and JobsCorr. From
this study we conclude that if the instances have a high value of q or have correlated
machines, it is better to use a strategy that incorporates a lot of diversity, such as
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Table 9.9: Comparison of EGGA variants with different strategies to handle diversity using
RPD: EGGA Interchange, EGGA 2-Best, EGGA 4-Best, and EGGA Injection using RPD.

Instance set EGGA EGGA
Interchange

EGGA
2-Best

EGGA
4-Best

EGGA
Injection

n

100 0.0136 0.0124 0.0128 0.0125 0.0122
200 0.0130 0.0124 0.0126 0.0123 0.0125
500 0.0135 0.0130 0.0131 0.0128 0.0142
1000 0.0133 0.0130 0.0134 0.0131 0.0198

m

10 0.0137 0.0130 0.0135 0.0132 0.0149
20 0.0139 0.0134 0.0138 0.0134 0.0148
30 0.0142 0.0137 0.0140 0.0137 0.0142
40 0.0143 0.0138 0.0142 0.0139 0.0141
50 0.0145 0.0140 0.0143 0.0140 0.0136

pij

U(1, 100) 0.0239 0.0237 0.0263 0.0249 0.0150
U(10, 100) 0.0205 0.0167 0.0168 0.0159 0.0149
U(100, 120) 0.0025 0.0014 0.0014 0.0014 0.0146
U(100, 200) 0.0057 0.0050 0.0050 0.0046 0.0146
U(1000, 1100) 0.0008 0.0004 0.0004 0.0004 0.0146
JobsCorr 0.0128 0.0110 0.0115 0.0113 0.0151
MacsCorr 0.0347 0.0410 0.0405 0.0407 0.0151

1400 instances 0.0144 0.0142 0.0145 0.0142 0.0147
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Injection, but if the values of q of the instances are small, it is better to use a strategy
that incorporates diversity in a more measured way, such as interchange. Finally, as
the average performance of all variants was very similar, we will select the EGGA
Interchange, since it does not represent a significant extra computational cost. Thus,
as this is the last improvement to the EGGA studied, the EGGA Interchange will be
referred to as the Final GGA (FGGA).

9.3 Conclusions of the characterization

In this chapter, we presented a characterization study of a set of R||Cmax instances
and the EGGA algorithmic behavior. The experimental results suggested that the
instances of R||Cmax are more difficult when they have a larger number of jobs, a
high quotient of the largest and the shortest processing times, correlated machines,
and much variability of the minimum processing times of the jobs. Furthermore, these
results allowed identifying some paths of work to improve the EGGA performance. In
this fashion, we observed that the EGGA could be improved by replacing its strategy
to generate the initial population with a heuristic able to generate solutions closer
to the best-known solutions, as well as incorporating a strategy to provide EGGA
the capability to explore and exploit the search space efficiently. The knowledge
obtained from this work was used to design a new population initialization strategy
for the EGGA and to improve the mutation operator by incorporating a rearrangement
heuristic to modify the solutions that the mutation operator cannot alter by itself. The
improvement study for the EGGA revealed that in problems with a high quotient q or
correlated machines, it is necessary to use strategies that promote a lot of diversity, as
the injection strategy. In contrast, in problems with a low quotient q or correlated jobs,
it is better to incorporate a strategy promoting diversity in a more controlled way, as the
interchange strategy. Finally, thanks to knowledge obtained from the characterization
study and the proposed enhancements to EGGA, an improvement rate of about 35%
was obtained. These results demonstrate the importance of the characterization and
analysis of the optimization process to solve a problem. Chapter 10 presents a study
to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of the final version of the EGGA, referred to
as FGGA that includes the intelligent strategies introduced in this chapter.



Chapter 10
Performance analysis of the FGGA for
R||Cmax

This chapter presents the main computational experiments used to analyze different
aspects of the FGGA performance for the NP-hard combinatorial optimization grouping
problem R||Cmax. This study covers from the initial GGA version to its final
improvement (FGGA), presented in the previous section, to analyze the way in which
its performance evolved until reaching the current version. Moreover, it includes a
robustness study to examine the performance of FGGA for R||Cmax by conducting
different runs with different seeds. Finally, it presents a set of experiments to explore
the FGGA capabilities in a long term by performing different runs with distinct
numbers of generations. The experimental results show the good performance of the
FGGA, demonstrating the usefulness of the method used in this work to improve the
performance of metaheuristic algorithms.

10.1 Components of FGGA

This section includes a general description of the FGGA components, standing out its
main characteristics. After performing the extensive experimentation detailed in the
previous sections, the components of the FGGA are as follows.

– Initialization strategy: Two-fastest-lb that uses a permutation of the jobs to assign
them to one of the two machines that process them faster until reaching a lower
bound lb, the rest of the jobs are assigned with the Min() allocation strategy (see
Chapter 9).

– Crossover operator: IE-Two machines that organize the parent machines based on
their processing times Ci, rearranging the tied machines according to the number
of jobs assigned to them Njobs. During the transmission, both parents transmit
their machines, giving priority to the one with the lowest Ci and, if necessary,
breaking the tie randomly. Finally, the crossover operator removes repeated jobs
to avoid repeated genetic material and generates only one child (see Chapter 6).

149
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– Mutation operator: 2-Items Reinsertion that randomly chooses two jobs from
two different machines to release them and later reinsert them with the Min()
allocation heuristic (see Chapter 7).

– Rearrangement strategy: Assemble that works based on insertion and interchange
operations. The rearrangement process is only applied if, after releasing and
reinserting the jobs, the genetic material of the mutated solution has not been
modified (see Chapter 7).

– Reproduction strategy: Ranking BRW (best, repeated, and worst) that use a
strategy to arrange the solutions from best to worst, to later rearrange the
population, placing at the end the solutions that meet the following three criteria:
(1) the same makespan Cmax, (2) the same number of machines with Ci =
Cmax, and (3) the same average processing time Average(Ci). In this way, the
reproduction technique selects the first individuals of the ordered population (the
best ones without repeated solutions) for crossover and introduces the offspring to
the population, replacing the repeated (or similar) solutions and later the solutions
with the worst fitness. Similarly, this reproduction technique mutates the first
solutions of the ordered population (the best). To avoid the loss of good solutions,
Ranking BRW clones elite solutions before mutating them, replacing repeated (or
similar) solutions and then the solutions with the worst fitness by the clones (see
Chapter 8).

– Parameter setting: we use the covering array approach proposed by
Quiroz-Castellano et al. [11] to configure FGGA. As a result, the final configuration
is as follows. Population size |P | = 100; number of individuals selected for the
crossover nc = 28; number of individuals selected for the mutation nm = 81; elite
population size |B| = 12; Life expectancy life_span=8, and maximal number of
generations max_gen = 500.

The following sections present a set of experimental studies to analyze different aspects
of the FGGA, described above. In this way, we look for demonstrating the usefulness
of the characterization approach used in this work.

10.2 Evolution of the GGA performance

Although many GGA variants were developed during this research project in search
of opportunity niches, the following three versions set the course for this research, and
they allow seeing the way in which the GGA performance improved until reaching the
current version.

– The initial GGA, which is an adaptation of the state-of-the-art Grouping
Genetic Algorithm with Controlled Genes Transmission (GGA-CGT) introduced
by Quiroz-Castellanos et al. to solve the Bin Packing problem [11] (see Chapter
4).

– The Enhanced GGA (EGGA), generated from the study and individual
improvement of each component of the Initial GGA, including the strategy for
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initial population (see Chapter 5), crossover (see Chapter 6), mutation (see
Chapter 7), and the reproduction technique (see Chapter 8).

– The Final GGA (FGGA) resulted from the observations and improvements made
by using the algorithmic behavior characterization approach (see Chapter 9).

Table 10.1 shows the experimental results of the study conducted to compare GGA,
EGGA, and FGGA. For a comprehensive analysis, we distributed the RPD values
reached by the three GGA versions in groups of instances sorted according to the
number of machines m, the number of jobs n, the processing time of the jobs pij, and
the 1400 instances together. The first and second columns indicate the criteria used to
group the test instances, and the remaining columns contain the average RPD obtained
by each GGA version, highlighting in bold the metaheuristic algorithm with the lowest
average RPD for each set.

Table 10.1: Comparison of GGA, EGGA, and FGGA using RPD.

Instance set GGA EGGA FGGA

n

100 0.0659 0.0211 0.0124
200 0.0655 0.0209 0.0124
500 0.0657 0.0212 0.0130
1000 0.0688 0.0220 0.0130

m

10 0.0683 0.0211 0.0130
20 0.0683 0.0213 0.0134
30 0.0683 0.0215 0.0137
40 0.0683 0.0217 0.0138
50 0.0683 0.0218 0.0140

pij

U(1, 100) 0.1027 0.0278 0.0237
U(10, 100) 0.1119 0.0206 0.0167
U(100, 120) 0.0256 0.0094 0.0014
U(100, 200) 0.0829 0.0175 0.0050
U(1000, 1100) 0.0121 0.0031 0.0004
jobsCorr 0.0586 0.0374 0.0110
MacsCorr 0.0955 0.0365 0.0410

1400 instances 0.0699 0.0218 0.0142

Table 10.1 indicates that the rate of improvement between the initial version and the
improved version is 62%. While the rate of improvement between the initial version and
the final version is 76%. Furthermore, Figure 10.1 graphically displays the performance
evolution of the GGA. Each graph shows the average performance of the three GGA
variants in the 1400 instances, grouped with respect to three criteria. In this way,
Figures 10.1a, 10.1b, and 10.1c show the way the GGA behavior change according to
the number of jobs n, the number of machines m, and the distribution of the processing
times pij, respectively. In each graph, the x−axis represents the criteria used to group
the instances, and the y−axis indicates the RPD achieved for each set of instances.
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Figure 10.1: Graphical comparison of the GGA, EGGA, and FGGA using the grouping
criteria n, m, and pij.

Therefore, the blue, orange, and gray lines represent the average RPD reached for
each set by the GGA, EGGA, and FGGA, respectively. These graphs allow validating
the conclusions obtained from the tabular analyses and showing how the performance
of the GGA improved with each enhancement performed. From Figure 10.1 emerges
that the initial GGA performance is affected by the number of machines (Figure 10.1a)
and the number of jobs (Figure 10.1b), decreasing its performance when increasing the
number of jobs. In contrast, the EGGA and the FGGA are more robust regarding the
number of machines and jobs, because both incorporate heuristic strategies designed
by using knowledge of the problem domain. This knowledge was generated from the
study of the algorithmic behavior of each GGA component (see Chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8)
and the characterization of the Cmax problem and the EGGA optimization process (see
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Table 10.2: p-Values of the Wilcoxon test for the initial GGA and the FGGA.

Instance Set p-Value

n

100 8.17E-44
200 4.94E-69
500 1.27E-84
1000 5.08E-82

m

10 2.86E-76
20 1.18E-63
30 2.24E-45
40 8.85E-40
50 1.15E-42

pij

U(1, 100) 6.06E-45
U(10, 100) 4.93E-66
U(100, 120) 3.32E-56
U(100, 200) 3.63E-65
U(1000, 1100) 4.42E-66
JobsCorr 3.75E-65
MacsCorr 1.52E-29

1400 Instances 1.17E-253

Chapter 10). Finally, Figure 10.1c reveals that the distribution of processing times pij
has an impact on the performance of the three GGA versions, being the most difficult
classes U(1, 100), U(10, 100) and MacsCorr.

Additionally, we applied the Wilcoxon rank-sum test to assess whether the differences
in the RPD achieved by the initial GGA and the FGGA for the 1,400 test instances
are statistically significant. The Wilcoxon rank-sum is a non-parametric test that
compares two algorithms without assuming a Normal distribution of the results samples,
even for small sample sizes [401]. Table 10.2 presents the results obtained by the
Wilcoxon rank-sum for the RPD values reached by both algorithms in the benchmark
considered with a 95%-confidence level. For a comprehensive comparison, we generated
a hypothesis test for the RPD achieved by both GGAs in groups of instances sorted
according to the number of jobs n, the number of machines m, the distribution of the
processing times pij of the instances, and the complete benchmark (1400 instances). In
this way, the first column indicates the criterion used to compare the algorithms, the
second one contains the classes covered for each grouping criterion, and the last column
indicates the p-Values obtained by the Wilcoxon test.

Table 10.2 indicates that the FGGA is indeed statistically better than the initial GGA
considering the RPD that they reached for the test benchmark for all the groups of
instances considered since all p-Values are less than the level of significance α = 0.05.
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Table 10.3: Comparison of the FGGA performance with ten different seeds using RPD.

Instance set Min Max Average Std

n

100 0.0087 0.0170 0.0125 0.0053
200 0.0086 0.0166 0.0123 0.0044
500 0.0095 0.0169 0.0129 0.0032
1000 0.0093 0.0175 0.0131 0.0053

m

10 0.0092 0.0178 0.0131 0.0052
20 0.0094 0.0181 0.0134 0.0052
30 0.0097 0.0184 0.0137 0.0052
40 0.0098 0.0186 0.0139 0.0052
50 0.0100 0.0188 0.0141 0.0052

pij

U(1, 100) 0.0153 0.0353 0.0248 0.0101
U(10, 100) 0.0113 0.0236 0.0168 0.0044
U(100, 120) 0.0008 0.0021 0.0014 0.0007
U(100, 200) 0.0030 0.0071 0.0049 0.0008
U(1000, 1100) 0.0002 0.0006 0.0004 0.0001
JobsCorr 0.0064 0.0158 0.0107 0.0027
MacsCorr 0.0341 0.0481 0.0406 0.0023

1400 instances 0.0101 0.0190 0.0142 0.0051

10.3 FGGA robustness test

After analyzing the FGGA performance with the improvements made, we conduct an
experimental study with 10 runs using different seeds to know its robustness. Table 10.3
includes the experimental results. For a fair comparison, the test instances are grouped
with respect to the number of jobs n, the number of machines m, the distribution of the
processing times pij of the instances, and the complete benchmark (1400 instances).
The criteria used to group the test instances are indicated in columns one and two:
n, m, pij, and the 1400 instances. The remaining columns indicate the best solution
found (Min), the worst (Min), the mean (Average), and the standard deviation (Std)
based on the RPD. Additionally, Figure 10.2 graphically displays the best (Min), worst
(Max), and mean (Average) RPD of the solutions found by the FGGA in the ten runs.
Each graph shows these three measures (Min, Max, and Average) from the ten runs
of the FGGA with different seeds in the 1400 instances, grouped with respect to three
criteria. In this way, Figures 10.2a, 10.2b, and 10.2c show the best (Min), worst (Max),
and mean (Average) GGA algorithmic behavior according to the number of jobs n, the
number of machines m, and the distribution of the processing times pij, respectively.
In each graph, the x−axis represents the criteria used to group the instances, and the
y−axis indicates the RPD with each measure (Min, Max, and Average) for each set of
instances. Therefore, the lines blue, orange, and gray represent the average RPD for
the best (Min), worst (Max), and mean (Average) solution, respectively.

The tabular and the graphical analyses conducted from Table 10.3 and Figure 10.2
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Figure 10.2: Graphical comparison of the FGGA performance with ten different seeds based
on RPD.

allow observing that the FGGA algorithmic behavior is quite stable in the instances
regardless of the number of machines (Figure 10.2a) or jobs (Figure 10.2b). However, if
we analyze the ten executions with respect to the distribution of the processing times
of the instances (Figure 10.2c), we can observe that in some sets like U(100, 120) and
U(1000, 1100) the performance of the FGGA is stable. These two sets have in common
that the instances have the smaller quotient q of their longest and shortest processing
times. Therefore, the instances of the sets U(100, 120) and U(1000, 1100) have values
of q = 1.2 and q = 1.1, respectively. Likewise, these results show that the variations in
the FGGA behavior increase as the instances have higher q values. Therefore, FGGA
presents the largest variations on its performance in the sets U(1, 100) and U(10, 100),
whose quotients are 100 and 10, respectively.
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Table 10.4: Comparison of the FGGA performance with the max_gen values 500, 1000,
2000, and 10000 using RPD.

Instance set 500 1000 2000 10000

100 0.0123 0.0089 0.0064 0.0037
200 0.0123 0.0085 0.0061 0.0034
500 0.0129 0.0085 0.0058 0.0028n

1000 0.0129 0.0093 0.0068 0.0040

10 0.0129 0.0093 0.0067 0.0040
20 0.0133 0.0094 0.0068 0.0041
30 0.0135 0.0096 0.0069 0.0041
40 0.0137 0.0096 0.0069 0.0040

m

50 0.0139 0.0097 0.0069 0.0040

U(1, 100) 0.0237 0.0208 0.0174 0.0147
U(10, 100) 0.0167 0.0120 0.0105 0.0075
U(100, 120) 0.0013 0.0008 0.0005 0.0002
U(100, 200) 0.0050 0.0034 0.0026 0.0014
U(1000, 1100) 0.0004 0.0002 0.0002 0.0000
JobsCorr 0.0105 0.0068 0.0036 -0.0009

pij

MacsCorr 0.0409 0.0250 0.0143 0.0058

1400 instances 0.0141 0.0098 0.0070 0.0041

10.4 FGGA long-term execution

Once the robustness of the FGGA was analyzed, in this chapter we investigated how
the values of max_gen impact on the FGGA performance to know its algorithmic
behavior in the long term. Recalling from Chapter 4, the max_gen parameter controls
the FGGA execution time. Therefore, in this study, we consider the parameter values
500, 1000, 2000, and 10000. Table 10.4 shows the experimental results for the test
instances grouped with respect to the number of jobs n, the number of machines m, the
distribution of the processing times pij of the instances, and the complete benchmark
(1400 instances). The criteria used to group the test instances are indicated in columns
one and two: n, m, pij, and the 1400 instances. The remaining columns contain the
average RPD obtained by FGGA with different values of max_gen, highlighting the
best results in bold.

The results in Table 10.4 prove that the FGGA can reach high-quality solutions of
a huge variety of R||Cmax instances. Likewise, it demonstrates that the FGGA
performance is still improving as a larger max_gen value is considered. Furthermore,
from Table 10.4 it is possible to observe that the instances generated with a distribution
of the processing times in the ranges U(1, 100) and U(10, 100) and with machines
correlated MacsCorr still show a high degree of difficulty for the FGGA; while, the
instances generated with a distribution of the processing times in the ranges U(100,
120) and U(1000, 1100), and with jobs correlated JobsCorr represent a lower degree
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of difficulty.

Additionally, Figure 10.3 graphically displays the way the FGGA performance improves
as a larger max_gen value is considered. Each graph shows the average performance
of the FGGA with a different max_gen value in the 1400 instances, grouped with
respect to three criteria. In this way, Figures 10.3a, 10.3b, and 10.3c show the FGGA
algorithmic behavior with the different max_gen values according to the number of
jobs n, the number of machines m, and the distribution of the processing times pij,
respectively. In each graph, the x−axis represents the criteria used to group the
instances, and the y−axis indicates the RPD achieved with each max_gen value for
each set of instances. Therefore, the blue, orange, gray, and yellow lines represent
the average RPD reached for each set by the FGGA with 500, 1000, 2000, and 10000
generations, respectively. These graphs allow validating the conclusions obtained from
the tabular analyses and graphically showing how the FGGA performance can still
improve. This behavior is remarkable compared to the number of iterations required
by state-of-the-art population strategies for other grouping problems like Bin Packing
[12, 402, 275].

Finally, we perform a second tabular study to identify the instances that FGGA can
solve better than CPLEX. Table 10.5 shows the experimental results. For a fair
comparison, the test instances are grouped with respect to the number of jobs n, the
number of machines m, the distribution of the processing times pij of the instances,
and the complete benchmark (1400 instances). The criteria used to group the test
instances are indicated in columns one and two: n, m, pij, and the 1400 instances. The
remaining columns indicate the number of instances that FGGA finds a better solution
than CPLEX, highlighting in bold the best results.

Table 10.5 allows us to observe that, by configuring the FGGA with 10000 generations,
it can find better solutions than CPLEX in most sets of instances. Furthermore, these
results allow reiterating that the sets U(1, 100), U(10, 100), and MacsCorr represent
a greater challenge for the FGGA, since it cannot find any solution better than CPLEX
in the set U(1, 100) and only finds one solution in the sets U(10, 100) and MacsCorr.

10.5 Comparing FGGA with state-of-the-art
procedures

In this section, we present the latest study of the FGGA performance, which consists
of comparing its performance against the best state-of-the-art algorithms. We consider
the best two-phase algorithm, Partial enumeration of Mokotoff and Jimeno [358]; the
best exact method, Recovering Beam Search (RBS) of Ghirardi and Potts [374]; the
best local search Iterative Greedy local search of Fanjul-Peyro and Ruiz, referred to as
NVST-IG+ [346]; and hybrid method, the Hybrid Tabu Search of Sels et al., referred
to as HTS [96]. In this way, we compare their results presented in Section 3.2 against
the FGGA results with 10000 generations.

Table 10.6 contains the experimental results. For a comprehensive analysis, we
distribute the RPD values reached by the solution methods in groups of instances,
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Figure 10.3: Graphical comparison of the FGGA performance with different values of the
parameter max_gen using the grouping criteria n, m, and pij.

sorted according to the distribution of the processing times pij of the instances, and
we also analyze the average RPD for the complete benchmark (1400 instances). The
first column indicates the criteria used to group the test instances, and the remaining
columns contain the average RPD obtained by each algorithm for each grouping criteria
used. The best values are indicated in bold.
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Table 10.5: Comparison of the FGGA performance with the max_gen values 500, 1000, 2000,
and 10000 based on the number of instances that it finds a better solution than CPLEX.

Instance set 500 1000 2000 10000

n

100 2 4 8 27
200 12 17 18 35
500 1 6 18 36
1000 1 4 9 34

m

10 0 0 2 4
20 0 2 1 10
30 11 16 19 31
40 3 4 10 39
50 2 9 21 48

pij

U(1, 100) 0 0 0 0
U(10, 100) 0 0 0 1
U(100, 120) 1 1 7 21
U(100, 200) 5 6 7 13
U(1000, 1100) 7 14 17 35
JobsCorr 3 10 21 61
MacsCorre 0 0 1 1

Total 16 31 53 132

Table 10.6: Analysis of the average RPD reached by the state-of-the-art algorithms: Partial,
RBS, NVST-IG+, HTS, and FGGA for the 1400 instances.

Instance Set Partial RBS NVST-IG+ HTS FGGA

U(1, 100) 0.0288 0.0203 0.0134 0.0183 0.0147
U(10, 100) 0.0131 0.0187 0.0075 0.0151 0.0075
U(100, 120) 0.0033 0.0013 0.0004 0.0000 0.0002
U(100, 200) 0.0105 0.0081 0.0032 0.0008 0.0014
U(1000, 1100) 0.0023 0.0018 0.0002 -0.0001 0.0000
JobsCorr 0.0234 0.0035 0.0048 -0.0053 -0.0009
MacsCorr 0.0094 0.0236 0.0055 0.0038 0.0058

1400 instances 0.0130 0.0110 0.0050 0.0047 0.0041

From Table 10.6 can be observed that FGGA reaches better results on solving the
1400 instances because it finds better solutions in the sets U(1, 100) and U(10, 100)
than HTS. Likewise, it has a better performance than NVST-IG in the sets U(100,
120), U(100, 200), U(1000, 1100), and JobsCorr. This study shows that the sets U(1,
100) and U(10, 100) not only represent a great difficulty for the FGGA, but also for
all state-of-the-art algorithms. Among the two main characteristics that share the
instances in these sets are (1) that all their processing times pij are less than or equal
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to 100 and (2) that their quotient q of the largest by the shortest processing time are
the highest of the benchmark. The set U(1, 100) has a value of q =100 and U(10, 100)
a value of q =10. This implies that, for example, for the set U(1, 100) there may be
instances with jobs that require up to 100 times more processing time than other ones.
In the same way, the time needed by a machine to process a job can be 100 more than
the time needed for the other ones.



Chapter 11
Conclusions and future work

This chapter presents the conclusions and final results obtained from the conducted
research project, covering the design of the first GGA for R||Cmax, going through
the improvements proposed based on the knowledge generated from the set of the
systematical study performed to each GGA component in isolation, and ending with the
enhancements achieved through the characterization approach implemented. Likewise,
it presents suggestions for the development of future work.

11.1 Conclusions

The research work presented in this thesis addressed the problem of building robust
and highly effective heuristic strategies that incorporate knowledge of the problem
domain to solve the NP-hard grouping problem Unrelated Parallel-Machine Scheduling
with Makespan Minimization R||Cmax. To achieve this goal, we presented the first
GGA for R||Cmax, based on the GGA-CGT proposed for the Bin Packing problem
[11]. As GGA-CGT includes knowledge of the Bin Packing problem domain, the GGA
results were good, but they are far from the state-of-the-art algorithms. Therefore,
we analyzed the optimization process of each GGA component in isolation, that
is, the initialization strategy, the crossover and mutation operators, as well as the
reproduction technique. Thus, we identified the aspects that intervene during each
GGA sub-process (initialization, crossover, mutation, selection, and replacement) to
study and understand how they impact the GGA performance. The knowledge obtained
was used to generate intelligent strategies of specific-purpose heuristics for R||Cmax

that were incorporated into the GGA, giving rise to the Enhanced GGA (EGGA) that
showed a performance considerably better than the initial GGA with an improvement
rate of about 68%.

Likewise, we adopted a characterization approach based on exploratory data analysis
techniques to identify the properties of difficult instances of R||Cmax and to investigate
the behavior of the proposed EGGA algorithm. In this way, we proposed a set of
indexes to collect important information about the instances and a collection of indexes
to measure the EGGA algorithmic behavior at different stages of the search process.

161
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The experimental results allowed identifying the R||Cmax instance characteristics that
impact on their difficulty, as well as the needs of the EGGA to show a better
performance. The gained knowledge was used to improve the EGGA by replacing
the population initialization strategy Random min with a new one, referred to as
Two-fastest-lb, that generates solutions closer to the best-known of each instance and
incorporates an improvement to the mutation operator, giving rise to the Final GGA
(FGGA). Finally, we performed a set of tests to analyze the efficiency and robustness of
the proposed FGGA. In this order of ideas, the conducted experimental studies allowed
generating the following conclusions:

1. The characterization is an useful tool to know in detail the studied problem
instances and identify possible paths in the design of a solution method. The
structure of the R||Cmax instances can be characterized with indexes that measure
their size; the centralization, dispersion, shape, and location of processing times;
particular characteristics of machines and jobs; and the existing relationships
between machines and jobs. These characteristics helped in the design of the
GGA presented in this work, providing information about the algorithm behavior
of the designed intelligent strategies when solving R||Cmax instances with similar
structures.

2. The R||Cmax instances are more difficult as they have a larger number of jobs, a
high quotient of the largest and the shortest processing times and a high variability
of the minimum processing times of the jobs.

3. The initial GGA, an adaptation of the GGA-CGT designed to solve the Bin
Packing Problem (BPP), does not perform well on solving the R||Cmax problem,
even conducting different improvements on its operators. The above reaffirms
the importance of designing specific-purpose operators for the characteristics and
constraints of the problem to be solved, even when the problems belong to the
same class, such as BPP and R||Cmax that are grouping problems.

4. The population initialization strategy generates solutions closer to the best-known
in instances with many jobs, few machines, and a low quotient q of maximum
processing time by the minimum. In this sense, we observed that the designed
GGA shows a better performance when it uses a population initialization strategy
that generates solutions closer to the best-known. Therefore, we designed an
intelligent strategy that promotes the allocation of each job to the machine that
processes it fastest.

5. The crossover operator can be very disruptive when the right strategies are not
used since allocating a job in the wrong machine can considerably reduce the
quality of a solution. Therefore, we implement intelligent strategies to control the
crossover process using criteria that promote the transmission of the most suitable
machines, reducing the above disruption as far as possible. These intelligent
strategies (1) order the machines from best to worst, based on their processing
times Ci and the number of jobs assigned to them Njobs; (2) control the gene
transmission process, giving priority to the machine with the lowest Ci and, if
necessary, breaking the ties randomly; (3) avoid the repeated genetic material,
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removing the repeated jobs; and (4) generate only one child to evade premature
convergence.

6. Unlike most of the state-of-the-art GGAs for grouping problems that use mutation
operators modifying the entire groups, the search space conditions of R||Cmax

instances need a mutation operator that slightly alters the solution structure
by modifying only the location of certain jobs (items) in strategically selected
machines (groups). Therefore, we designed a set of intelligent strategies to select
the machines to mutate, pick the jobs to relocate, and rearrange the jobs when
the GGA get stuck in a local optima.

7. The properties of the R||Cmax search space and the designed operators algorithmic
behavior promote the generation of solutions with similar characteristics that
can lead to premature convergence. To counteract this behavior, we designed a
reproduction technique that uses an intelligent strategy to promote the selection of
the solutions with the best characteristics for the crossover and mutation processes,
discarding the solutions with similar genetic material and the same quality. Alike,
this strategy promotes the replacement of solutions with similar genetic material
before the worst ones. It is important to noted that the process to verify that two
individuals represent the same solution has a high computational cost. Therefore,
we proposed a set of simple criteria that allow identifying solutions with similar
genetic material.

8. In problems with a high quotient q or correlated machines mach_corre, GGA
needs strategies that promote too much diversity. The index q collects information
on the differences in the jobs’ processing times by calculating the number of times
the shortest processing time can be processed faster than the longest one. In other
order of ideas, the index mach_corre measures if each machine can process all
jobs in a similar time. This index is important because it allows identifying the
instances with machines that process all the jobs faster than the others. Thus, a
test instance with very different jobs’ processing times or machines processing all
the jobs faster than the others demands a search process with too much diversity.
In contrast, in problems with a low quotient q or correlated jobs jobs_corre, it is
better to incorporate a strategy promoting diversity in a more controlled way. The
index jobs_corre measures if all the machines can process each job in a similar
time. This information allows identifying the instances with jobs that need a
shorter processing time than the others, regardless of the machine that processes
them. Therefore, a test instance with analogous jobs’ processing time lengths or
with machines that process every job with a similar processing time demands a
search process promoting diversity in a more controlled way.

9. It is important to know in-depth the problem studied and the algorithmic behavior
of the solution methods that are designed, since this information can be used
to design high-performance algorithms and improve the algorithmic behavior of
existing solution methods. In this sense, the approach used in this thesis project
to study the GGA algorithmic behavior allowed reaching an improvement rate of
around 392%, exceeding the effectiveness of the state-of-the-art solution methods
by using only 10000 generations. This behavior is remarkable compared to the
number of iterations required by state-of-the-art population strategies for other
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grouping problems like Bin Packing [12, 402, 275]. Finally, it is important to
emphasize that the designed GGA outstands in test instances with correlated jobs
JobsCorr and processing times in the ranges U(1000, 1100) and U(100, 120),
where it finds better solutions than CPLEX. The instances in the JobsCorr set
have jobs with shorter processing times than others, regardless of the machine
processing them; in this way, the jobs with the shorter processing times for all the
machines can be identified easily. In other order of ideas, the sets U(1000, 1100)
and U(100, 120) have instances with very similar jobs concerning the number of
times the shortest processing time can be processed faster than the longest one.
On the other hand, the instances representing the biggest challenge are in the sets
MacsCorr, U(1, 100), and U(10, 100). The main particularity of the MacsCorr
set is that its instances have machines processing all the jobs faster than the others;
therefore, the fastest machine to process all the jobs can be identified easily. On
the other hand, the sets U(1, 100) and U(10, 100) have very different jobs for
the number of times the shortest processing time can be processed faster than the
longest one. In this way, the instances in the set U(1, 100) have instances with
job processing times that can be up to 100 times shorter than others.

The approach used to characterize the instances and solution methods, the tabular and
graphical analysis models generated, and the application of the knowledge obtained
respond positively to the two hypotheses raised at the beginning of this investigation
(see Section 1.5). Likewise, the systematical study of the optimization process of
the population initialization strategy (see Chapter 5), the crossover operator (see
Chapter 6), the mutation operator (see Chapter 7), and the reproduction technique (see
Chapter 8) for the R||Cmax problem, together with the characterization of the R||Cmax

problem and the EGGA algorithmic behavior (Chapter 9), and the performance
achieved by the proposed FGGA (Chapter 10) made possible to accomplish all the
proposed objectives, as the experimental results showed that the GGA performance
was considerably improved. Therefore, if we compare the initial GGA vs the FGGA
with 500 generations, the FGGA presented an improvement rate of about 392%. Finally,
from the contributions presented in this research, we highlight the following ones:

1. We presented the first GGA for the R||Cmax problem.

2. We presented a set of systematical studies to analyze the optimization process of
each GGA component in isolation.

3. As a result, we designed intelligent strategies of specific-purpose for R||Cmax,
including a strategy to initialize the population, crossover and mutation operators,
and a reproduction technique.

4. In this sense, we proposed the strategy to initialize the population: Two-fastest-lb
that generates solutions closer to the best-known solution.

5. Moreover, we introduced the crossover operator: IE-Two machines, characterized
by the way in which it sorts the machines before transmitting the genetic material,
based on their processing times and the number of jobs that they have assigned.

6. Furthermore, we presented the mutation operator:2-Items Reinsertion that seeks
to reduce the processing time of machines with the highest workload.
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7. In addition, we designed the rearrangement strategy: Assemble based on insertion
and interchange operations, which helps FGGA to get out of local optima.

8. Finally, from the systematical studies, we introduced the reproduction technique:
Ranking BRW that controls selective pressure by eliminating solutions with similar
characteristics.

9. The designed intelligent strategies of purpose-specific for R||Cmax were
incorporated into the GGA to design the Enhanced GGA (EGGA).

10. On the other hand, we introduced and applied a collection of indexes to
characterize a set of instances of the R||Cmax problem.

11. Likewise, we defined and applied a set of measures to analyze the optimization
process of the EGGA and its final performance when solving R||Cmax.

12. In this way, we analyzed the EGGA performance through graphs and tables
that allowed obtaining explanations about its optimization process and its final
performance in the solution of R||Cmax instances with different characteristics.

13. The knowledge obtained from the study of the EGGA algorithmic behavior was
used to improve its performance by designing new specific-purpose operators that
incorporate knowledge of the R||Cmax problem-domain. Thus, the developed
operators were incorporated into the EGGA to design the Final GGA (FGGA).

14. Finally, we analyzed the FGGA robustness and efficiency through graphs and
tables, which showed the usefulness of the set of systematic studies to analyze the
optimization process of each GGA component in isolation and the characterization
approach used to analyze the structure of the R||Cmax problem and the algorithmic
behavior presented by the designed intelligent strategies when working together in
FGGA. If we compare the performance of the initial GGA with an RPD of 0.0699
versus the one obtained by the FGGA of 0.0122, we can observe that the achieved
improvement rate is of about 392%. Additionally, the experimental results indicate
that FGGA can outstand the best results of the state-of-the-art algorithms with
only 10000 generations.

11.2 Future work

From this work, we identified the following paths of work:

1. Applying the systematic experimental examination approach used in this work to
analyze the algorithmic behavior of other solution methods for R||Cmax looking
for extending the knowledge of the problem-domain obtained from this work.

2. Using the knowledge obtained from this work to improve the performance
of state-of-the-art algorithms and to design solutions methods under other
approaches, like swarm intelligence.

3. Applying the systematic experimental examination approach used in this work
to other grouping problems to characterize their structure and the algorithmic
behavior of the solution methods that solve them.
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4. Facilitating the FGGA parameter configuration by incorporating adaptive
strategies.

5. Using the FGGA proposed in this work to solve other grouping problems with
similar characteristics to R||Cmax.

The knowledge gained from this type of studies is useful to understand the algorithmic
behavior of heuristic strategies for NP-hard problems and can be used to develop new
high-performance procedures.
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